Sage Hanna Substacks - from June to January 2023.

Please note that there are many, many more articles in 2022 and many more articles in 2023. I am not commenting on these for the most part.

Note: The name calling by Hanna is frequent. “COVID gump, Bob, sherpa, horsey, Bobby, etc” are all names he uses for me. So, the name calling in the post below refer to me.

BTW- I never received any payment from the cryto community, with the exception of booking airfare to Porto Rico and a hotel room.

< RWM This substack starts with a direct video of Paul Alexander and Jane Ruby, discussing my links to pedophilia and corruption (all made up) as well as casting shade on whether I invented mRNA vaccines >.

June 14, 2023
https://sagehana.substack.com/p/puerto-rico
Puerto Rico

Dr. Paul Alexander shares some details about that influential Puerto Rico crew and how we got our Tier Two Not a Movement Dream Team.

SAGE HANA
JUN 14, 2023
(LifeSiteNews) — A newly formed group of physicians, the Pandemic Health Alliance insists on alternative ways of treating COVID-19. Instead of pointing to the vaccine as the most effective way to prevent death and disease, these medical doctors stress the importance of treating the virus early on, using effective medications such as ivermectin and hydroxychloroquine.

Speaking with Steve Bannon, host of “War Room: Pandemic,” Dr. Robert Malone, Dr. Heather Gessling, and Dr. Ryan Cole explained that some 15 physicians met a few days ago in San Juan, Puerto Rico, to discuss their experiences with early treatment and with different early treatment protocols, as well as writing a manifesto. Malone is the president of this new Pandemic Health Alliance. Gessling successfully treated about 1,500 patients with COVID-19, none of whom died. She is the group's medical director. Cole is the director of research.

“We are here not to discuss the vaccine,” explained Malone, the original inventor of the mRNA technology. Instead they came together to defend “the freedom of physicians to practice.” Doctors are “being prevented from providing early treatments,” he said, referring to pharmacies blocking certain prescriptions. “We are in a situation where the government has seized control of the medical profession and this is causing death,” Malone continued.
San Juan, Puerto Rico. Visionary technology founders Brock Pierce, James Heckman and David Bailey have been the architects behind some of the world’s most important digital innovations and ecosystems, including global currency, digital media and ad-tech, reaching and changing the lives of millions, while creating billions in lasting value for investors and consumers. The trio now plan to combine their experience, relationships and innovative technical talent to empower, finance, distribute and monetize hundreds of the world’s top political and crypto/blockchain journalists, activists and passionate news producers. The tie to cryptocurrency will eventually be technical and structural, as the founders assert it as not just technology but a political movement towards privacy, self-sustainability and true liberty.
Bitcoin evangelist and Crypto/Blockchain legend Brock Pierce explained the intersection of Crypto and Politics: “Blockchain followers see the world differently, uninterested in old ideas. We believe we can reverse what has become a divisive tone that dominates American politics and media. That alone is worth our time and resources. We will launch with a foundational audience of revolutionary consumers, open-minded, positive people, who are not tied to any party or fixed point of view,” said Pierce. “We believe in a brighter future, created in an open, fair, free media marketplace, where the value of ideas are determined by the people – rather than centralized newsrooms, which today are using censorship and personal attacks to drive their narrative. We’re all-in on saving the world from this polarization.”

What’s not to like?

You go down to Puerto Rico and Miami. You have new benefactors. Dr. Paul says $10-G a month. Nice.

Probably some good business opportunities along the way.

And plus you are helping people with early treatment protocols. Saving lives!

Win-win.

Medium Octane Speculation Thought Bubble

And then maybe down the road, the blockchain guys might see some disturbing warnings on the horizon.
Meeebbeeenee some intrepid Scooby Doo reporters are tracking back to Charles Lieber and nanotechnology and his “battery” research.

Gosh. This is starting to intrude on some exciting futuristic “blockchain” technology interface with hacking humans.

Breehhhh…can you do us a solid and put the kibosh on this outlandish Dark Conspiracy Theory nonsense?

Yes. Yes I can.
Today in Turbo Aging

Brehhh….can you shut down that Dark Conspiracy Hospital Murder Shit?

It’s really hurting the “movement”. ::hard icy glare::

That World is Dead to Me Productions
Brehhh...you are doing great. Can you highlight the necessity of the biosurveillance?

Actually just say whatever we need you to say at the time. Good.

Listen to the Thought Leaders, “Professor X”. 😷

DEFEND THE MANDATES!

Castle Keep.

Give up the outer layer to protect the inner layer. We are so close now. Just need a little bit more time...take them into the cul-de-sac. Good.

Credentialism and Thought Leaders
While Jill and I were in Maui, we were approached by some amazing thought leaders on the island, by the names of Andrew Aken, Edward Dowd, Thomas Lewis and Barry O’Keefe. These men came to us with a document they had written entitled “The Malone Doctrine”. This doctrine, regarding integrity in organizations is fundamentally important.

We believe that “The Malone Doctrine” should become a central component of the core values and guiding principles for any ethical organization involved in health and wellness oversight, delivery, policy and/or medical research. Every physician that I have asked to review this document has agreed - this gets right to the heart of the problem which has resulted in this amazingly dysfunctional global public health response to the SARS-CoV-2 outbreak. A pervasive lack of integrity.

The Roundtable Team

Brock Pierce, Chairman & Co-Founder

Brock Pierce is an independent political thought leader, a cryptocurrency and blockchain technology pioneer, a venture capitalist, philanthropist, and a critically-acclaimed Disney childhood actor, whose global influence has expanded opportunity for millions. Pierce is the Chairman of the Bitcoin Foundation and the co-founder of Block.one, Blockchain Capital, Tether, and Mastercoin. Pierce has been accredited with establishing marketplaces for digital currency which have brought opportunity and wealth to millions across the globe. Pierce has lectured at some of the nation’s most prestigious institutions, the Milken Institute Global Conference, International World Congress, and has been featured by the New York Times, Wall Street Journal, Fortune. Pierce was on the first-ever Forbes List for the “Richest People in Cryptocurrency” and was a Independent Party candidate for President of the United States. Pierce starred in feature films such as “The Mighty Ducks,” and “First Kid.”

😂

I'll trade you one thought leader for a highly revered professional.
We are planning to bring world renowned and **highly revered professionals** from all around the globe to Brussels in order to discuss the scientific, social, medical, and legal statistics and findings of the last three years.
All bow down in reverence to the GREAT ROBERT MALONE.

Oh yes…CHD. I feel the reverence welling up in my soul. Can I please have some more thought leaders, too?
Welp. This is roughly how I thought the anointing went down.

Dr. Paul is giving us some cheat codes, some clues.

Who the hell knows?

Try the prime rib. It’s mRNA vaccinated and it’s delicious. I feel pretty tonight.

“Alternative Therapies” probably paid for a lot of conferences, and maybe even a new deck by the pool for some Partygoers.
Children’s Health Defense OHIO CHAPTER

Presents:

COVID-19 Alternative Therapies and the Right to Choose Conference: Protecting the Vulnerable and Honoring the Fourth Estate

Wednesday, May 4th
9:00 a.m. – 3:00 p.m.
Ohio Statehouse, 1 Capitol Square, Columbus OH 43215

Honorary Presenting Sponsor:

MENDENHALL
It became clear to me very early on that The Science is composed of ethically dubious people who are conscripted into the One Company Monster Town.

(Of course I was a Sweet Summer Child and was fixated on Tier One Baddies like that MEAN ANTHONY FAUCI who is bad and needs to be tossed in jail. GET ‘EM RAND PAUL.)

This is going to be the hard part.

Because logically all you need when you control all the nodes is quarter turns all the way down.

At each node.

And you just need to put them in enough of a Double Bind that they choose the least worse option.

Can you really blame Tier Two?

They just want to feel special inside. They can’t hear the laughter when the mean Monster Media comes down hard on them. Can you blame them for being seduced by the powerful interests who arrive to save the day?

I suspect that some decent people were brought in as Sweet Summer Children, sans one in particular individual, and then along the way went to the party and felt pretty.

And here we are a couple of years later.

Full episode of Dr. Paul Alexander on Dr. Jane Ruby here.
Dr. Jane Ruby and Peter and Ginger Breggin are being sued by Dr. Robert Malone.

**Rockefellers All the Way Down 5.0: "CHD Hawaii Shoots, The Malone Doctrine, and Your new RFK, Jr. Team"**

SAGE HANA

MAY 16
Woot woot! Got some sleep! Brain re-charged. Recharged. I…I never know when to use hyphens. Despite resigning from the Not a Movement and sending out Bob Malone Style Cease and Desist letters to all of the Not a Movement factions (which let’s be honest are now boiling down to

Read full story

**In 54-days in Fall, 2021, Dr. Robert Malone's Rhetoric Regarding the Experimental Vaccines Sharply Changed. What happened?**

*SAGE HANA*

MAY 19
Watch now (12 min) | I have more or less isolated the eight-week window in late 2021 during which Robert Malone made a fairly sharp rhetorical turn into Jabs Bad Resistance Warrior Hero. Recall that in January, 2022, Robert Malone would purport to have been injured to the point of

"The second shot almost did me in. As in I almost died."

SAGE HANA

APR 6
GabeReal On a side note, my 10 y.o. nephew (he’s in N.H.) called me today asking if I could donate to his school fundraiser. It’s for children with heart disease! Of course I will send some money, but my heart sinks seeing how all this is becoming normalized and institutionalized.

Read full story

Listen, I know this is going to melt many brains.

It is not clear cut Comic Book Goodies and Baddies.
People just go along and it probably seems legit and then it’s not, and by that time, you are simply in too deep.

Respect to Dr. Paul for going to the party and saying, “I don’t feel pretty at this party.”

Who the hell doesn’t enjoy some good old validation in their life? And want to believe that they are doing the world a solid?

And then someone comes along and says…well maybe mRNA will do better in the next Human Product Launch?

Maybe it will. Sure. Turn that frown upside down.

Hey Obstinate Individual…

**Don’t you want to win?**

Does “win” mean beholding the truth, all of it?

Yes, then.

I want to win.
Vaccine Sherpa's 2019 Client Makes it to the Top of the UK Coronavirus Vaccine Approval Mountain
"...navigate US and global regulatory strategies..." "SKYCovione(TM) is a self-assembled nanoparticle vaccine..."

Promo Code Ryan **TLAV**

Ryan drills in on the exciting UK newly approved **SKYCovion Vaccine** here:
Decision

Regulatory approval of COVID-19 Vaccine SKYCovion

Information for healthcare professionals and the public about the COVID-19 Vaccine SKYCovion

From: Medicines and Healthcare products Regulatory Agency
Published: 26 May 2023

 Applies to England, Scotland and Wales
Hey! Remember David Martin at CHD Brussels Revered Experts Show on **May 3, 2023**?

Click picture. Cue to **2:21**.
Transcript:

“...and in 1990, they found that there was a problem with vaccines. They didn’t work.”
“They didn’t work.” Satisfied grin and I will definitely be speaking with co-presenter Dr. Robert Malone about SKY-Covion at dinner after I shout about biowarfare and stuff and give the people some red meat

“You know why they didn’t work?”
“I’m enjoying this as I lead you down the path…the vaccines for coronavirus don’t work! Hence if a person on this panel has Sherpa-ed them through regulatory processes, that person should be scrutinized…or not…it’s humanity. Humanity is the problem.”

Martin continues.

…it turns out that coronavirus is a very malleable model. It transforms, and it changes, and it mutates over time, and as a matter of fact, every publication on vaccines for coronavirus from 1990 until 2018…every single publication concluded that coronavirus escapes the vaccine impulse, because it modifies and mutates too quickly for vaccines to be effective.

And since 1990 to 2018, that is the published science, ladies and gentlemen. That’s following the science. Following the science is their own indictment of their own programs that said it doesn’t work.

THIS IS AN ACT OF BIOLOGICAL AND CHEMICAL WARFARE...

So it’s all here.
Cleverly hidden behind *Pfizer Bad* and then a code switch to some vague “their” programs and then a code switch to THIS IS BIOLOGICAL WARFARE! tough talk and an interview which says the problem is humanity.

The Devil is in the details. (Literally.)

Is it going to shock you if COVID Gump is somewhere lurking nearby?

Damn, Martin, calm down with all the biowarfare shit! 😂 editor’s note: This is not a quote. No lawsuits, please. We are still litigating the Jack Link’s fake sponsorship matter.

Not only is he at the same Brussels Nothing Burger Conference, but Robert Gump had conveniently taken a gig with Novotech in 2019 just a few months before that whole NOVEL CORONAVIRUS EMERGED in Wuhan.
I hope that Bob was able to direct NOVOTECH and client SK Bioscience on this elusive coronavirus impulse.

Of course, Bob was also consulting with India and Reliance and nothing matters, because we have a novel coronavirus (😊) and it will require vaccines and everybody wanted a vaccine says Trump and Kirsch wanted fluvoxamine and pandemics are big business and double as Rockefellers All the Way Down herd culling and Vaccine Passport surveillance ops.

And Bob would soon be plunged into “alternative treatments” for the above with DTRA and DOMANE. Like say, Pepcid AC and Celebrex.

Do We Need a Vaccine for This Coronavirus? Did We Ever?

Malone:

I performed a threat assessment during the first week of January, 2020 concerning what I was able to discover regarding SARS-CoV-2, and determined that there was insufficient time to develop a safe and effective vaccine for the virus (and also noted the horrible history of prior attempts to develop human vaccines for other
coronaviruses), and then spun up a highly skilled team (and got them funded) focusing on repurposing existing licensed drugs for treating the disease.

More Fever Swamp

“Welcome to the fever swamp” Steve Bannon, in response to my briefing him on recent attacks describing me as controlled opposition. ad hominem Related to Ad hominum: Argumentum ad hominem ad hom·i·nem (hŏm′ə-nĕm’, -nəm) adj.1. Attacking a person's character or motivations rather than a position or argument…

Read more

Here we quickly establish that Dr. Robert Malone is fully aware that coronaviruses do not and have not responded well to vaccine development.

So I’m just trying to parse out when David Martin shouts about BIOLOGICAL AND CHEMICAL WARFARE…about pushing vaccines that don’t work…who is the “they”?

Who is the “they”?

Just Pfizer?

Pfizer operating at the behest of the DOD and CEPI and Bill Gates?
I don’t know if Bob gave NOVOTECH the cheat codes on how to get the vaccine sherpa-ed to the top of the approval mountain. It would seem by the NOVOTECH press blurb, that is precisely why he was hired.

I don’t know if Bob left NOVOTECH with PTSD or due to a “difficult work environment” or if he is still there today or whether he is still involved with Inovio or Reliance or cationic lipic nanoparticle patents or has now devoted his life to Fifth Generation Warfare and Media Messaging with new BFF James O’Keefe.

What I do know is that there are giant holes between David Martin, THIS IS BIOWARFARE (which it is), and then nailing down specifically how the biowarfare sausage is getting made.

March 25, 2019
Dr Malone brings more than 20 years of management and leadership experience in academia, pharmaceuticals and biotechnology, with deep expertise in regulatory and medical strategy for global clinical product development. Dr Malone is an internationally recognised physician and scientist for his work in clinical trials in the areas of vaccines, gene therapy, biodefense and immunology, and specifically as one of the original inventors of DNA vaccination and multiple non-viral gene therapy technologies (RNA and DNA).

Commenting on the new role, Robert said: "I am delighted to join the CNS BioDesk USA consulting team; this is an exciting opportunity to work within a highly professional and experienced group that is dedicated to adding value to clients' early phase programs and
Russell Neal, CNS Managing Director said: "Dr Malone brings a wealth of industry and consulting experience to our US BioDesk team, and his appointment reflects CNS' ongoing commitment to the continuous growth and evolution of BioDesk to service CNS' international clients as they navigate US and global regulatory strategies."

CNS' BioDesk division is an intelligent global product development and regulatory affairs consultancy specialising in readying products to swiftly enter the clinic or gain marketing approval. It is a uniquely internationally experienced team with particular expertise in the areas of vaccines, oncology, infectious disease as well as cell and gene therapies.

July 13, 2022
Novotech Client SK bioscience Achieves SKY Covione(TM) COVID-19 Vaccine Approval in Korea

SEOUL, S.KOREA, July 13, 2022 - (ACN Newswire) - Novotech, the leading Asia Pacific biotech specialist CRO which has recently expanded its services to the US, congratulates its client SK bioscience on the recent COVID-19 vaccine licence approval.

SK bioscience and GSK recently announced the successful authorization:

SK bioscience announced that 'SKY Covione(TM),' South Korea's first COVID-19 vaccine candidate adjuvanted with GSK's pandemic adjuvant has been authorized by the Korean Ministry of Food and Drug Safety (KMFDS). South Korea has become one of the few countries in the world to have both a domestically developed COVID-19 vaccine and a treatment.

SKY Covione(TM) is a self-assembled nanoparticle vaccine targeting the receptor binding domain of the SARS-CoV-2
Spike protein for the parental SARS-Cov-2, jointly developed with the Institute for Protein Design (IPD) at the University of Washington School of Medicine with combination of GSK’s pandemic adjuvant. The development of SKYCovione(TM) has been supported by funding from the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation and Coalition for Epidemic Preparedness Innovations (CEPI).

So recall that Brussels CHD Empty Room We DID IT! Now Let’s Heal and Learn with our Revered Experts was May 3, 2023.

Meanwhile the drumbeat goes on.

Getting the same whiplash as this. While the WE DID IT! goes on in one room, the real shit is going down simultaneously.

**Whiplash. One Day Later**

[Links to additional resources]
Oh you Sweet Summer Child, continued. Boy, that didn’t take long. Rarely does the whiplash of the Laser Pointer smash cut with stark reality so immediately. We did it! (Again.) The content and people are excellent, and from watching this presentation, it is remarkable and inspiring to see how far we have all gone in bringing this message forward in the las…

May 6, 2023
SKY Covion, the COVID-19 vaccine developed by SK Chemicals, has today been authorised by the Medicines and Healthcare products Regulatory Agency (MHRA).

It becomes the 8th COVID-19 vaccine authorised by the UK’s independent medicines regulator.

The authorisation follows advice received from the independent Commission on Human Medicines (CHM).
The SKYCovion vaccine combines a part of the SARS-CoV-2 virus spike protein with an ‘adjuvant’ – an additional ingredient designed to trigger a stronger immune response. It is given as two injections, four weeks part.

The clinical evidence for this authorisation is based on data from two clinical trials on approximately 3,100 individuals aged 18 to 84 years. The vaccine demonstrated a strong immune response, and the most common side effects were mild, and self-resolved within a few days of vaccination.

This authorisation is for use as a primary vaccination in those aged 18 and over. Decisions on which COVID-19 vaccines are deployed in the UK are taken by the Joint Committee on Vaccination and Immunisation (JCVI).

As with all vaccines, people with an allergy to one of the components listed in the patient information leaflet should not receive the vaccine.

Further information

- Further information is available in the product information.
- The Marketing Authorisation granted by the MHRA is valid in Great Britain only.
- The Medicines and Healthcare products Regulatory Agency is responsible for regulating all medicines and medical devices in the UK. All work is underpinned by robust and fact-based judgements to ensure that the benefits justify any risks. The MHRA is an executive agency of the Department of Health and Social Care.
- The Commission on Human Medicines (CHM) advises ministers and the MHRA on the safety, efficacy and quality of medicinal products. The CHM is an advisory non-departmental public body, sponsored by the Department of Health and Social Care.
I think they are just going to keep going.

*they* (the baddies)

*We are still doing this Emergency Use stuff. For coronavirus!

**SKYCovione™ COVID-19 Vaccine**
SK bioscience SKYCovion™ (SKYCovion™, GBP510) is a recombinant protein-based vaccine made of proteins that form tiny particles studded with fragments of the pandemic SARS-CoV-2 coronavirus. These nanoparticles were designed by scientists at the University of Washington School of Medicine (UW of Medicine) and advanced into clinical trials by SK bioscience and GlaxoSmithKline (GSK) with financial support from the Coalition for Epidemic Preparedness Innovations. In addition, SKYCovione includes GSK's pandemic adjuvant, AS03, a substance to help strengthen the immune response to the vaccine.

The vaccine consists of GBP510 with the AS03 adjuvant. GBP510 is a self-assembling two-component protein nanoparticle that displays 60 copies of the receptor binding domain (RBD) of SARS-CoV-2 Spike. The nanoparticle component allows for the high-level multimeric display of the RBD antigen that enhances humoral immune responses even at lower doses. This platform also allows for simple and efficient adjustment of the vaccine to match variant strains of SARS-CoV-2 or other emergent pathogens by swapping out the target antigen, which the nanoparticle displays. In addition, the inclusion of AS03 may allow for the use of lower doses of protein antigen.

The Phase 3 clinical trial results showed that SKYCovion induces neutralizing antibody responses and had an acceptable safety and reactogenicity profile compared to the control vaccine, Vaxzevria™, used in the study. In addition, the extended phase I/II clinical trials showed a high immune response to the Omicron variant after a booster of SKYCovion. The clinical trial was conducted with 16 institutions, including the Center for Vaccine of Korea National Institute of Health, the International Vaccine Institute, and Korea University Guro Hospital.

The Korean Ministry approved SKYCovione of Food and Drug Safety for use on June 29, 2022, in individuals 18 years and older. In
addition, the South Korean government has agreed to purchase 10 million doses for domestic use. SK bioscience intends to make SKY Covion™ available through the COVAX Facility for procurement and equitable allocation worldwide should an Emergency Use Listing be obtained from the World Health Organization. On May 30, 2023, the UK’s Medicines and Healthcare products Regulatory Agency (MHRA) granted Marketing Authorization for SK bioscience's COVID-19 vaccine SKY Covion™ as a primary series for strong immunization to prevent COVID-19 caused by SARS-CoV-2 in individuals 18 years of age and older.

*As of May 30, 2023, SK bioscience had applied for an Emergency Use Listing from the World Health Organization and Marketing Authorization from the European Medicines Agency.

SKY Covion is the world's first-ever vaccine developed using the RoseTTAFold, a software tool that uses deep learning to quickly and accurately predict protein structures based on limited information. The RoseTTAFold was designed as a three-track neural network developed by the University of Washington.

SK bioscience is an innovative biopharmaceutical company, standing committed to global pandemic preparedness in vaccine development and manufacturing to create more equitable access to vaccines.

**SKY Covione Indication**

SKY Covione is indicated to prevent the disease COVID-19 caused by the SARS-CoV-2 virus. When a person is given the vaccine, their immune system is expected to identify the nanoparticles containing parts of the spike protein as foreign and produce natural defenses - antibodies and T cells - against them. If, later on, the vaccinated person comes into contact with SARS-CoV-2, the immune system will recognize the spike protein on the virus and be prepared
to attack it. The antibodies and immune cells can protect against COVID-19 by working together to kill the virus, prevent its entry into the body's cells and destroy infected cells.

"This intramuscular vaccine was designed at the molecular level to present the immune system with a key part of the coronavirus spike protein. We know this part, called the receptor-binding domain, is targeted by the most potent antibodies," said Neil King, an assistant professor of biochemistry at UW Medicine and co-developer of the vaccine.

**SKYCovion Booster**

SK bioscience announced that SKYCovione had shown cross-neutralizing activity against Omicron variant BA.1 following booster vaccination administered ~7 months after the primary series. The results of the Phase I/II clinical trial, conducted with 81 healthy adults who received a booster dose of SKYCovione 7 months after the second dose of SKYCovione™, showed that the neutralizing antibody titers against the Omicron variant BA.1 were 25 times the titers right after the second dose, and 72 times the titers 7 months after the second dose.
5D Monster Chess: "Black Pill" is the new "Blue Pill" and "Controlled Opposition" is the new "Discredited" "Countermeasures Acceleration Group (formerly known as Operation Warp Speed)"

A funny thing happens along the way across that river.

The stream starts to take you from moving horizontally across and seduces you into “giving your lungs a break” with a ventilator.

(I just purposely mixed up my metaphors. Why? I don’t know. The blips hit my brain and my fingers type them out.)

Listen, hope is great, but if you want to get to the North Pole and you are walking East to West, a decent map or compass may be even more helpful!
Here is Catherine Austin Fitts melting Greg Hunter down faster than the World Trade Centers melted into dust. (Fact Check: False. The WTCs melted much faster than Greg Hunter.)

Catherine is “red-pilling” Greg Hunter on Trump and what he knew or didn’t know and how either way, EITHER WAY, his behavior is disqualifying.

Now.

When a good card carrying member of the Not a Movement Trumper MAGA Division sees this, the cognitive dissonance is perhaps overwhelming.

Damn you, CAF. You are Black Pill, not Red Pill.

Thus “Black Pill” becomes a way to shift the focus from documentable evidence in existence and onto the PERP who is probably CONTROLLED OPPOSITION.
This is a way to “discredit” the messenger, very much like the “mainstream media” and Big Tech “discredit” the Misinformation Purveyors.

Same tactic.

“Anti-Vaxxers” is now tailor made for the Not a Movement as “Controlled Opposition”.
Now I could show the Blue Pill Covidian Hero Anthony Fauci extolling natural immunity.

Just as I can show video after video of Trump bragging about pressuring the FDA to Warp Speed the Monstrosities through the regulatory process, and in each case, this conflicting information will be threatening and yet impossible to ignore.

Option: DISCREDIT THE SOURCE’S INTENTIONS.

Same tactic.

To protect something. Either the way out is the VACCINE, which BOTH your fake progressive media and your Hero Ball MAGA guy support, or to protect the Hero (Fauci or Trump), or to protect the world view.

Thus we have a Red Pill dilemma, do we not?

Either stay on the evidence and do not give values the “benefit of the doubt” and add them up exactly as they are…or start floating.

3+4=8 if we give that 4 the benefit of the doubt.

Maybe that 4 was duped!

_____________________________________________________________________

I am now 100% sure that “Controlled Opposition” was installed in the Not a Movement by the Propagandist Minders.

The first I saw it employed was by one DR. ROBERT MALONE, FIFTH GENERATION WARFARE EXPERT lashing out at The Joker Alex Berenson.

Unprofessional, rude and an arsehole to boot.
But beyond that, I think we can all assume CONTROLLED OPPOSITION.

ALEX BERENSON IS OPPOSING MY MOVEMENT THAT I STARTED. I WILL NOW SUE THE BREGGINS AND JANE RUBY NEXT!

Want more “controlled opposition” discrediting?

By another one degree of separation from RFK’s team of goodies?
Yes indeed.

Looking into the potential connection between the vaping “crisis” of 2019 with the CORONAVIRUS “CRISIS” OF 2020 is grounds for the CONTROLLED OPPOSITION charge to be levied.

(From the EcoHealth Sandia Labs guy who was oh yeah, also an exec at Juul.)

Keep Out sign posted.

CONTROLLED OPPOSITION is the new CONSPIRACY THEORIST updated.

“Controlled Opposition” can now mean anything that you want it to mean.

It is a THOUGHT TERMINATING CLICHE which just means, “baddie”.
Spy. Danger Zone.

Stop thinking about what is being presented.

And on a parallel path, “Black Pill” (Doom Porn Proponent, BAD) is now the new “Blue Pill”.

“Controlled Opposition” is the new “Trust the Science”.

In fact, REVERE THE SCIENCE. (Also we did it! Now let’s all heal.)

We are organizing an International Covid Summit in the European Parliament in Brussels on May 3, 2023. This event is aimed to comprehensively and objectively look at important details surrounding covid-19 and the pandemic.

By comprehensively, we mean that we will NOT be looking into DTRA, DOMANE, Boston Consulting Group, Robert Kadlec, famotidine studies which ate up valuable time, and US Bioweapons programs and live exercises.

And a comprehensive investigation into whether you can cram a coronavirus into anthrax and who has been studying that.

We are planning to bring world renowned and highly revered professionals from all around the globe to Brussels in order to discuss the scientific, social, medical. and legal statistics and findings of the last three years.

We will not be inviting Dr. Mike Yeadon, or Katherine Watt, however. Or Dr. Astrid Stuckelberger, or Dr. Daniel Nagasse.
Anyway, these Rockefellers are so far ahead of us.

They have literally been studying how to fuck with people for decades and decades.

Truth is like a lion.

People who say truthful things are powerful and so forth.

(Unless they are Black Pilling you in which case they are probably Controlled Opposition and stay right here in the pocket with the *real goodies.)

*Real Goodies Terms and Conditions may apply

Operation Roll Back the Subscribers to Zero, formerly known as Detonate the Stack.
Leadership Organizations

Through ACTIV, NIH brings together government agencies, nonprofit organizations, and numerous biopharmaceutical companies.

**Government**
- Biomedical Advanced Research and Development Authority
- Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
- Department of Defense
- Department of Veterans Affairs
- European Medicines Agency
- National Institutes of Health
- Countermeasures Acceleration Group (formerly known as Operation Warp Speed)
- U.S. Food and Drug Administration

**Industry**
- AbbVie
- Amgen
- AstraZeneca
- Bristol Myers Squibb
- Dewpoint Therapeutics
- Eisai
- Eli Lilly and Company
- Gilead
- GlaxoSmithKline
- Johnson & Johnson
- Merck & Co., Inc.
- Moderna
- Novartis
- Novavax
- Pfizer
- Rhythm Therapeutics
- Roche-Genentech
- Sanofi
- Takeda
- Vir Biotechnology

(Formerly known as Operation Warp Speed)
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https://sagehana.substack.com/p/deep-brussels-thoughts-2-david-martin

June 2, 2023
Deep Brussels Thoughts, #2: David Martin has Graduated from the Bob Malone School of 5G Warfare

It's domestic terrorism! It's war! It's grifters. Things happened! We lost humanity! I'll just keep using my Neurolinguistic Programming and passive language and we'll fight the real enemy: Humanity!

SAGE HANA
JUN 2, 2023
113

Promo Code MR2.

“Well he did say…”

He said a lot of stuff.

He’s painting the corners. WITH A VERY GRAVE LOOK ON HIS FACE.

He is alternately railing against WAR and then lamenting that “we” let it happen.

There is no logical through line here.

This is a weird new kind of Kumbaya, the updated Fake Tough Talk version.
In the space of 2-3 sentences, he says it’s domestic terrorism and biowarfare perpetrated on the human race and “we” let it happen and then code switches to “investors” and then laments that the FDA and CDC….something.

Fight the domestic terrorists! (Apparently, Fauci, Baric, EcoHealth, Pfizer, and whoever the “we” back in 1965 who weaponized coronavirus or…my head is spinning.) I have been hypnotized by your 5G Warfare, Martin.

He is all over the map.

(And flashes the occasional Duper’s Delight micro-expression.)

Admittedly, I did not put all that much effort into this video editing.

Sorry.

Thus concluding another Tough Talk, We Did IT! “Summit” where the “revered experts” dissect what happened and we all eat several bags of Doritos and strangely don’t feel satisfied.

“Don’t Let Them Get Away With It!” (Mistakes were not made.)

We are so going to get “them” one day.

Those terrorists.

We lost humanity.

😂

I was just getting poisoned by the perps, brehhh…Can we go get them now?
“We” are absolutely swimming in bullshit right now.
May 31, 2023

One Horsie Degree of Separation from the Anthrax Experts

Hello Fellow Kids, stop talking about Anthrax and 9/11 and let's focus on the Super-Antigens and the next more promising human rollout of mRNA as a Turbo Cancer treatment

"The evidence is there, that in my opinion, this virus was engineered. And as my friend Steven Hatfill likes to point out, there is a sequence that looks like it could be what we call a super-antigen."

Signed, 🦌


friend Super Antigen Steven Hatfill served under Peter Navarro in the Trump Administration.
Here is [Super Antigen Hatfill on Tier Two Dr. Drew](#) and someone please do me a solid and go watch this [Dr. Peter McCullough](#) episode as well and tell me what the big takeaway is please.

The NEXT BIG PANDEMIC is well within the [Castle Keep](#) innermost layer to be protected, as SCARY GERMS and Biomedical Security are the linchpin to all the Freedom Killing “countermeasures” including the “Movement Passes” and the “Real IDs” and the “Everything Apps” and the chips in the hand and “Digital IDs” and so forth.

As is wall to wall Surveillance.
How we doing, gang? Hanging in there.

Turbulence.

I’m pulling back the curtain on some of what needs to be protected.

**Germs are super scary and are smart bombs and Daddy Government will protect you but needs you to sign off on some necessary countermeasures and freedom loss.**

From 2021.

The Terminator...LITERALLY!

“Screw your freedom…”

*Arnold Schwarzenegger.*
During a recent interview, Schwarzenegger responded: “People should know there is a virus here. It kills people, and the only way we prevent it is to get vaccinated, wear masks, do social distancing, washing your hands all the time, and not just to think about, ‘Well, my freedom is being kind of disturbed here.’ No, screw your freedom, because with freedom comes obligations and responsibilities. We cannot just say, ‘I have the right to do X, Y and Z.’ When you infect other people, that is when it gets serious.”

In context, it’s a fairly easy point to understand. As Schwarzenegger explains in his newsletter, though, some media outlets, both mainstream and right-wing, boiled his message down to “Arnold Schwarzenegger says ‘screw your freedom.’”

“That’s fine!” he writes. “They have the right to choose clickbait instead of informing their audience.” His target, he explains, was the “whiny babies” going viral for angrily refusing to wear masks. Freedom, he argues, is more than just doing whatever you want, whenever you want.

“These are people who yell ‘FREEDOM’ in their American flag hats while not taking any time to study the history of our nation and how freedom and duty have ALWAYS gone hand in hand,” he writes. “They think being an American means not caring about their fellow Americans, and I’m sorry, I can’t accept that.” (He made a similar point earlier this month, writing in The Atlantic, “Don’t Be a Schmuck. Put on a Mask.”)

Good times. Good times. The Dangerous Germs model of Public Health Fascism has been employed before.

If you can scare the shit out of people, they will tumble into the SOLUTION and the SOLUTION will be Fascism and Totalitarianism and Cruelty as Ethical Duty.
Remember the Fascism of 2021?

Probably **Pfizer** did all that.

Or you know…**Chhhynnnaaaa**.

And of course Military Tube age restricts this video.

Maybe if a Drag Queen with dick and balls hanging out would say it to a kindergarten class instead. (😊 Sorry. That’s feeding into the Laser Pointer of the Op. We strive to do better than that here. Still, funny.)

So don’t watch this video as it will require you to sign in with your Google Tracking Digital ID. Sorry for posting it, but we can learn a lesson that Google is military and just wants to track you for Globalist Monitoring and profiling.

It’s just Terminator being a Fascist Dick.

---

**Acting is Hard**

**Super Antigen Hatfill** was the chief suspect in the false flag Ames Strain Anthrax “attacks” of the 2001 Continuity of Government Patriot Act spawning 9/11 Operation.
Acting is hard.

Long story short, Super Antigen Steven Hatfill got scrubbed clean and patsy Bruce Ivins got fingered and conveniently got dead quickly.

And of course, we went on to “fight them over there so we don’t have to fight them over here.”

For FRREEEEEEDDDDOOOOMMMM.


Peter Navarro says that Super Antigen Hatfill was his “secret weapon” in the COVID Op while advising President Donald Trump.
Navarro: “I had a secret weapon, Doc. I had Doc Hatfill working with me.”

Again, Super Antigen Hatfill is an Anthrax Expert going back to the Rhodesia Civil War days.

(Blind item: Hatfill is purportedly not on the Glowing Friend list of a certain not so kindly person and this may present the first trouble in paradise fissure behind the velvet rope.)

Ask yourself this basic question from behind the logic of the Covid Op paradigm: If the problem was a Coronavirus Gone Rogue…why would you not have decades long CORONAVIRUS EXPERT Ralph Baric as your “secret weapon”?

Why do you have the Anthrax guy in there?

Ralph Baric was Researching Coronavirus Induced Myocarditis BACK IN THE 80s/90s
Promo Code: TLAV/and, uh…Gumby for Christ. So we know all about the US-Wuhan-Ralph Baric-Eco Health- Fauci pipeline. Dr. Peter is alluding to some of that below. But this goes back sooooooo much further, y’all. Quick Note also that Twitter is straight up trolling you with this shit:

Read full story

Why is Bobby Running as a Dem?

Occasionally I awaken after increasingly rarer and rarer (“rare and mild”) quality sleep and I behold the entire Global Operation fueled by the Day Tapes Cheat Code road map.

I see “Mr. Global” (promo code: Catherine Austin Fitts) maneuvering behind the curtain and the patient employment of the Ostensible vs.
the Real Reasons and I race past those Jabs Bad Pfizer Bad Middle Managers locked in the quicksand of not asking the right questions and suddenly the fog lifts and the entire Op is revealed under brilliant sunshine the best disinfectant in 4K clarity.

“Veeee penetrate zeeeek Cabinets”.

(through a variety of methods)

Then I log into the old boutique 8,000 subscriber Stack and a brilliant question that goes right to the heart of the matter tops the list, bypassing all the Hero Ball and Laser Pointer stuff that mows down physicians who hail from the midwest cheering over Empty Room Theatrical hearings and summits whilst Mr. Global snickers.

Almost everyone if you probe directly enough arrives at: "We live in a Thug World and they will kill you."

I’ve had these conversations over and over.

Try it yourself. Engage past the Pro Wrestling Characters thrust into your consciousness and start posing questions about, “Well what if they went rogue?”

The first thing you will hear is, “They can’t! People won’t listen or buy it. Truth is like a kitty cat that must be massaged gently behind the ears!”

So then you confront them with, “SO TRUTH IS NOT LIKE A LION THAT YOU JUST SET FREE AND IT DEFENDS ITSELF AND I HAVE A LION ON MY WALL BECAUSE THAT’S WHAT MY HANDLERS SAID WAS GOOD FIFTH GENERATION WARFARE. RIGHT?”

Also, my caps lock are stuck. I mean, not now. But above, they were…let’s move on.
This goes over super well. You are making friends now!

Some will tap out right there, others will angrily try to find some loophole in the double blind (promo code Peter Duke) and contort to find some confusing way that TRUTH IS LIKE A LION BUT WE STILL NEED TO KEEP IT IN THE CAGE AND NOT SCARE THE NORMIES AND THIS IS MAKING ME UNCOMFORTABLE AND YOU ARE MAKING ME SUPER PISSED RIGHT NOW WITH THIS LINE OF QUESTIONING.

Me: I know! Did your caps lock get stuck there for a minute? 😏

But eventually if you keep probing, you will arrive at the real Truth is Like a Lion: Truth will get your ass DEAD.

So if one knows that, how do we keep switching back to...VOTE HARDER!

VOTE HARDER is a seductive off ramp that Sweet Summer Child Me still struggles with. I still, STILL, had hoped that RFK, Jr. would go rogue. (Me dumb.)

When he ran as a Democrat and started with the Avoid the Toxic Quagmire shit as predictively programmed by Horse of the Apocalypse and DARPA Steve and CIA Eisenvector, it was immediately clear that I needed an immediate Zombie Court Tribunal and would be found guilty and sentenced to 10-years at GITMO where my knees would be caved in by the Feral Shih Tzu like Yeti Henchdogs at the recreation area squat rack.

That is a storyline from an old series of posts and I hope that it stands up on its own enough that my Boutique Substack (promo code Sentient Potan Rob) will withstand the next wave of Flying Monkeys peeling off the next wave of heartbroken docs and marginal music buffs. (Fuck off.)
I have to wonder why exactly Bob jr thinks that there is a place for him in today's Democratic party? What makes him think there is if he's not a phony?

Cynical hypothesis:

1. Bobby is running as a Sheepdog to herd the marks into the Fake Two Party (Military Run) Paradigm, OR

2. Fallback option to protect WMD programs as CIA daughter in law used to work in the field, as did Horsie Friend Steven Hatfill who found himself in the Trump Admin. Bob will be installed in whoever's Admin.

Now is the point where I would send you over to George "*Vanden Bossche" Webb and have him connect the dots from Bob to the Anthrax gang, but this post is way too long, and we may do that soon. Suffice it to say that say what you will about the Horse of the Apocalypse, but he is not stupid. One does not thrive in the belly of the beast for decades and have a Windber Lab boss meeting with Mossad on the morning of 9/11 warning about Anthrax which Joe Freaking Biden was warning about the day prior all strangely near Shanksville, PA where a plane was probably shot down by a missile(?) perhaps miles away from an empty hole and not at least have a curiosity…and ask, “Nick (Jacobs), what happened with the plane?”

Steven, what’s up with the anthrax?

Darrell, while we are in quicksand over Famotidine still one year later after Callahan called me and I got a team spun up, wanna rap about the ‘thrax?
COVID-19: Famotidine, Histamine, Mast Cells, and Mechanisms

Robert W. Malone, Philip Tisdall, Philip Fremont-Smith, Yongfeng Liu, Xi-Ping Huang, Kris M. White, Lisa Miorin, Elena Moreno, Assaf Alon, Elise Delaforge, Christopher D. Hennecker, Guanyu Wang, Joshua Pottel, Robert V. Blair, Chad J. Roy, Nora Smith, Julie M. Hall, Kevin M Tomera, Gideon Shapiro, Anthony Mittermaier, Andrew C. Kruse, Adolfo García-Sastre, Bryan L. Roth, Jill Glasspool-Malone and Darrell O. Ricke.

Darrell O. Ricke

TITLE: Technical Staff
R&D AREA: Technology Office
R&D GROUP: Artificial Intelligence Technology
EMAIL: darrell.ricke@ll.mit.edu

Dr. Darrell O. Ricke is a technical staff member in the Artificial Intelligence Technology Group at MIT Lincoln Laboratory. His research pursuits include human diseases, infectious diseases, bioinformatics/computational biology, and solutions development including machine learning approaches with a focus on problem solving and innovation. Ricke has...
Prior to joining Lincoln Laboratory in 2011, Ricke's research included analyzing and annotating 12 million bases of the human genome and the entire genomes for rice and four fungal plant pathogens, as well as anthrax toxin plasmids PX01 and PX02. He also discovered the human disease gene for Familial Mediterranean Fever and conducted other projects.

Writes George Webb with some dot connecting high octane speculation. (meta data)

RFK Jr's daughter-in-law, Amaryllis Fox, is an ex-CIA agent involved with WMD surveillance of Al Queda and may have direct knowledge of the Anthrax tube that was presented to Congressional investigative committees after 9/11. Amaryllis Fox may know Chloe Kissinger at Metabiota, and Steven Hatfill, the suspected 9/11 Anthrax bomber, at a WMD surveillance company known as Nighthawk.

Anyway, where is the plane? (Ten miles away?) No plane in Shanksville.

Was there anthrax on it?

Was there supposed to be anthrax on it?
*Shibboleth Decode promo coupon: Both George Webb and Geert Vanden Bossche have difficulty staying on a linear coherent path of explanation as they pull together multiple strands of information.
Bob was in the Uniformed Services University of the Health Sciences from 2000-2001, per his 2021 CV.

This was the Boss at the Windber Lab, Nick Jacobs, a former Boys Town band leader. 😊

In this post, Nick Jacobs describes his 9/11 experience.

The 10 minute drive to work was routine. It was one of those amazing September mornings where, no matter your age, your work responsibilities, or your lifestyle, you had to be in awe over the beauty and brilliance of the nearly cloudless, luminescent blue sky. It was warm, sunny, and what could only be described as a perfect morning. In fact, every time I experience those same stunning atmospheric conditions of that Western Pennsylvania morning, a tinge of telltale PTSD chemistry runs through both my connecting neurons and my bloodstream because what unfolded not two hours later evolved into an emotional catastrophe for our country.

The very nature of my position as the CEO of a hospital often revolves around one’s ability to cope with tragedy, heartbreak, and trauma. In fact, having spent the previous five years at the Level 1 Trauma center, communicating and dealing with tragedy had somehow become, at a certain level, just part of the job. That morning, however, was different. It was a virtual body blow to the soul on every level.

My 8 a.m. meeting with a former Mossad agent and a U.S. Ranger was a discussion of the possibility of utilizing our sophisticated proteomics and genomic analytical equipment from the DoD funded research institute that was a part of our health system in detecting the presence of anthrax. It was a topic that I had hoped would never need to be broached in little Windber, Pennsylvania, but world matters, terrorism, and various political missteps had gotten us to this point in our international relationships.

In the middle of this meeting, my assistant politely interrupted our meeting to suggest I step into the administrative conference room to watch the television that had been tuned into the Today Show. As I stood to walk there, my cellphone rang.

It was my wife who said, “Are you watching this?”

My response was, “What?”
To which she replied, “A plane just hit the twin towers.”

“I’m on my way to the TV right now,” I replied.

And as I entered the small conference room, plane No. 2 hit the second building. No one was really sure what was happening at that time, but that second plane did not seem like the first hit was a fluke. **We watched for a few minutes more and then returned to the meeting where we continued our previous anthrax discussion.**

Several minutes later, I received a call from the Trauma Center that they had just been notified that a plane with 157 passengers on board had reported a bomb on board and were headed toward the Johnstown airport. The caller suggested that I put our hospital on full trauma alert. My mind immediately sorted through those numbers and realized that at least 100 of those potential patients could not be cared for immediately in the three local hospitals due to staffing and capacity issues. I called an immediate full-alert which meant getting extra gurneys, calling in off-duty emergency room physicians, and preparing for a full disaster response.

A few minutes later when people described my complexion as a dull shade of gray, I received another call, and that call was more stark. Cancel the trauma alert, the plane has crashed near Shanksville, your paramedics will be needed onsite. By then, the word of the attack on the Pentagon, the World Trade Center and what some referred to as Fort Murtha because there were so many DoD funded plants operating in this area had painted a picture of warfare, and we were told there were approximately 1200 unaccounted for airplanes in the sky of the United States and we should be on the lookout for stolen ambulances and other emergency vehicles potentially containing terrorists.
Our paramedics were deployed and spent the day at the site of the crash. When they returned, they told me the following, “We have bad news and worse news. Everyone on that plane was killed, and no one there took precautions in the event there was anthrax or any other potentially lethal substance on board that flight. We could all be dead by the end of this week.”

So the rough outlines as the Sunlight Vision fades like a distant memory.

Anthrax and how it pertains to 9/11 is critical to how Germs Bad became the pivot to Freedom Killing Countermeasures.

Bobby and 🐛 are both one degree of separation from some dark American secrets.

Make of that what you will.

Sometimes the clouds return and the brief glimpse into the sunlight disappears and I am left pondering.

But I’ll keep trying to synthesize the Geert Vanden Bossche and the George Vanden Bossche and the Housatonic Vanden Bossche and the Mowrey Vanden Bossche and all the other Vanden Bossches.

Sage Vanden Bossche out.
1. When did Steve Kirsch first meet Dr. Robert Malone? Under what circumstances? How long have they known one another?

2. When did Robert F. Kennedy, Jr. first meet Dr. Robert Malone? Under what circumstances? How long have they known one another?

3. Is RFK, Jr.’s daughter in law ex-CIA? Was she involved in Weapons of Mass Destruction investigation?

4. Was Robert Malone aware that his Windber Lab boss Nick Jacobs claims to have been meeting with Mossad agents about Anthrax on a plane on the morning of 9/11? A scenario that had
been predictively programmed the prior day by one Joe Biden in a doomsday scenario?

On Sept. 10, 2001, the then-senator from Delaware gave a foreign policy speech at Washington, DC’s National Press Club in which he complained about the Bush administration’s spending on a missile defense system, warning that an anthrax or other biological attack was more likely.

“The real threat comes to this country in the hold of a ship, the belly of a plane, or smuggled into a city in the middle of the night in a vial in a backpack,” Biden said.

But when al Qaeda terrorists hijacked four planes the following morning and killed 2,977 Americans, Biden began claiming he predicted the attack.

5. Where was Robert Malone on 9/11, and was he involved in any capacity in analyzing tissue samples of purported plane crash victims near Shanksville, PA, very close to the Windber Lab, where his CV states that he was employed at the time?

6. When did Robert Malone officially get his MD? Is he a clinician, and does he regularly treat patients? Did he ever have a thriving medical practice?
7. Why is Robert Malone featured prominently in Robert F. Kennedy’s book *The Real Anthony Fauci*? Did RFK, Jr. also reach out to Malone associates and “old friends”, CIA agents Daryl Galloway and Michael Callahan for further context? This part of the story seems to go to the heart of much of the scamdemic, including the famotidine alternative treatment quicksand which Callahan and Malone both “independently” arrived, the study of which was quickly approved by Robert Kadlec, and which would then go up to tie up months of research while Remdesivir was shepherded through rapidly. (As were experimental gene based vaccines.)
On January 4, 2020, Callahan called Dr. Robert Malone from China just as the coronavirus began taking its first wave of casualties. Malone, a former contractor to the US Army Medical Research Institute of Infectious Diseases and the chief medical officer at Alchem Laboratories, is the inventor of the mRNA vaccine technology platform. Malone first met Callahan in 2009 through Malone’s sometime business partner, Daryl Galloway, a CIA officer who formerly served in the US Navy and at one point held the post of director of JSTO in the Defense Threat Reduction Agency. To Malone, Galloway introduced Callahan as a fellow CIA officer. During his January 4 phone call, Callahan told Malone that he was just outside Wuhan. Malone assumed that Callahan was visiting China under cover of his Harvard and Massachusetts General Hospital appointments. Callahan told Malone that he had been treating “hundreds” of COVID-19 patients. Callahan subsequently described to National Geographic how he had pored through thousands of case studies at the outbreak’s epicenter. He giddily reported his amazement at the virus’s “magnificent infectivity,” and its capacity to explode “like a silent smart bomb in your community.” Callahan later confessed to Malone that he lacked authority to be in Wuhan and had escaped by boat when the government imposed its quarantine. Callahan repeated parts of this story to Brendan Borrell, a writer for Science. Later, DTRA
8. Who selected the Dream Team of Resistance Doctors, Scientists, and STEMs who were invited to the Puerto Rico Conference in Fall, 2021 and then largely fronted the *Defeat the Mandates* campaign? Who selected them, contacted them, flew them out to Puerto Rico, put them up in hotels, etc.? What was their guiding motivation? Alternative treatments for the purported incredibly lethal and transmissible novel coronavirus? It occurs to me that one way to defeat mandates is to explode the entire pandemic narrative which was thrust upon us. Was that deemed too controversial?
9. How is it that Meryl Nass, an Anthrax era vaccine expert and whistleblower, came to appear on CHD?

10. How is it that Whitney Webb, the preeminent Deep State researcher was selected to work at CHD? How were Whitney Webb and Dr. Robert Malone first introduced? Who made the introductions?

11. How is that James Corbett, a preeminent Deep State researcher, a 9/11 official narrative debunker and specialist, came to appear on CHD with Meryl Nass? Will he back soon to discuss the Windber Lab-Nick Jacobs Mossad allegations, RFK, Jr.’s daughter in law purported CIA connections, and the curious case of Steven Hatfill, another anthrax expert and friend of Bob’s who ended up on the Trump Advisory Team under Peter Navarro? Unlimited hangout means all elements of a mystery are investigated.

12. How is it that James O’Keefe, a hidden camera independent journalist, arrived on those Santa Monica Mountain with RFK, Jr? How is it that James O’Keefe is now “good friends” with Robert Malone?
13. Why did James O'Keefe not track Pfizer contractor Jordon Walker back to Boston Consulting Group and the Remdesivir paper that he is listed as co-author on prior to running the Pfizer
“bombshell” which laser pointed to Pfizer and “directed evolution”?

BREAKING: @Pfizer Exploring "Mutating" COVID-19 Virus For New Vaccines

"Don't tell anyone this...There is a risk...have to be very controlled to make sure this virus you mutate doesn't create something...the way that the virus started in Wuhan, to be honest."

#DirectedEvolution

Jordon Trishton Walker, Pfizer Director of Research and Development - Strategic Operations and mRNA Scientific Planning:

Well one of the things we're exploring is like, why don't we just mutate it ourselves so we could- we could create

SUPPORT OUR WORK 🆕 DONATE NOW 🆕 PROJECTVERITAS.COM/DONATE
The Near-Term Outlook for COVID-19 Therapeutic Treatments

MAY 08, 2020

By Cláirn Lawlor, Afid Vaheid, MD, Jordon Walker, and Josh Kellar

CMS Hikes Payment for COVID-19 Inpatients Treated With New Drugs, Links it to 20% Bonus

November 6, 2020

Report on Medicare Compliance 29, no. 39 (November 2, 2020)

CMS said Oct. 28 that Medicare will pay hospitals extra when they treat inpatients with drugs or biologicals approved by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) for COVID-19. The additional payments are linked to the 20% bonus hospitals already receive for COVID-19 MS-DRGs, and both require proof of a positive COVID-19 test, according to the fourth interim final rule with comment period (IFC).[1] CMS also raised the specter of post-payment reviews.

Hospitals will receive an additional payment when treatment includes Veklury (remdesivir) or COVID-19 convalescent plasma to treat patients diagnosed with COVID-19. Like a new technology add-on payment, the cost of the drug won’t be entirely folded into the MS-DRG.

The only hitch is hospitals must ensure they make a connection to the
14. Was Robert Malone aware of Jordon Walker prior to the Project Veritas bombshell, which seemingly disappeared immediately? Did Robert Malone know Jordon Walker prior? If so, under what circumstances? Have they met? Do they have mutual friends or industry acquaintances?

15. Did Edward Dowd independently come up with The Malone Doctrine, and approach Dr. Robert Malone with it in Hawaii at the CHD staged children’s shoot? Was Dowd contacted by any liaison prior to this event in October, 2021, which has now evolved into Dowd being a part of RFK, Jr.’s Presidential candidacy team?

16. Given that the world was facing an alleged novel coronavirus threat in 2020, is it odd that Anthrax expert Steven Hatfill (and former chief suspect in the 9/11 Anthrax letter bomb attacks) was installed in the Trump Administration team of advisors under Peter Navarro? And not coronavirus specialist and gain of function specialist Ralph Baric, who had been studying coronaviruses going back to the 1980s and had specifically written the paper in 2015 warning about bat to human zoonotic transmission? Wouldn’t you want that guy, maybe? For the novel smart bomb of infectivity (Callahan) coronavirus?

17. Was the United States government involved in bioweapon deployment (WMD) in the form of anthrax in the Rhodesian Civil War?

Epidemics of human anthrax have been reported, with the 2 most completely described outbreaks from Zimbabwe in 1978 through 1980, and from Sverdlovsk, in the former Soviet Union, in 1979. The Zimbabwe epidemic followed on the heels of a cattle outbreak that arose after the breakdown of veterinary care during the Rhodesian civil war. Thousands of human cases resulted, with 1
province alone reporting nearly 6500 infections (virtually all cutaneous), with approximately 100 fatalities.\textsuperscript{15-17} The Sverdlovsk (now Yekaterinburg) incident occurred in April 1979 in an industrial city of 1.2 million people just east of the Ural Mountains. Eventually, admissions were made that deaths were due to inhalational anthrax, the result of a mishap at a military microbiology facility, and not to gastrointestinal anthrax as was originally claimed.\textsuperscript{18,19} At least 66 deaths occurred in a 4-km swath downwind from the incident, and the details of autopsies performed on 42 patients were eventually published by 2 of the pathologists involved.\textsuperscript{14,18} Of interest, the youngest patient known to have been infected in the incident was 24 years old, and a large series of inhalational anthrax cases from southwest Russia earlier this century was also remarkable for a near-total absence of children.\textsuperscript{13} Consequently, it has been suggested that the inhalational form of the disease may have a predilection for older patients, although this remains unproven.

19. Was the newly moved BSL lab (which had previously blessed the world with Lyme Disease by dropping weaponized ticks in the Northeast) in Manhattan, KS involved in anthrax testing on cattle in June, 2022 as thousands of cattle perished in a “heatwave” in Kansas, meanwhile equally hot Oklahoma and Texas were seeing no mass cattle deaths?

20. Are enchiladas superior to tacos if one controls for non-anthraxed protein sources?

Many are going to object to these questions.

Why?

No bad questions and radical transparency, right?
Do you understand that “national security” in the form of terrorists and germs is being used to seize power away from our purported FREEDOM and Constitution?

And we did not arrive exactly where we are in history because people were not going along?

Do you understand that it is always awkward and yes, dangerous, to look the Monster in the eye?

Would you prefer that your children have to do it later so that you don’t have to do it now?

Do you really think they are going to stop if we just play along one more time?

I have no way to prove this. But I do think we are moving Bobby a bit. I do think he is being forced to listen to us at least a little bit. At least enough to try and stay barely ahead of the fire of truth.

Regardless, I want to know. These are the questions on my mind.

Maybe you have questions on your mind.

At the very least, maybe I can steer my attention to increasingly more relevant and salient questions.

At the very most, we will rip the Band Aid off and solve this case.

It’s always gonna be difficult. It will never get easier. It’s like a spiraling debt that keeps accruing interest.
May 20th
https://sagehana.substack.com/p/the-unlimited-hangout-remdesivir

The Unlimited Hangout Remdesivir Murder Mystery: Keep Tracking Up the Chain, Dr. Drew, Daily Clout, and Tom Renz
DTRA. DOMANE. BOSTON CONSULTING GROUP. Keep going on the whole Hospital Murder Story. Keep going. Crowd Sourcing Researchers and Detectives.

May 20th, 2023

It is my guiding premise that Remdesivir was as fixed and rigged an outcome as those Experimental mRNA gene editing injections made possible by Donald Trump signing Executive Order 13887 and predicted back in 2011 by one Bob Malone at the WHO.
In 54-days in Fall, 2021, Dr. Robert Malone's Rhetoric Regarding the Experimental Vaccines Sharply Changed. What happened?

In October at the CHD Hawaii Shoot, Malone is walking the tightrope and parsing his words carefully. By December, he is sounding a no bullshit warning. Did the science change that much in 8-weeks?

I have more or less isolated the eight-week window in late 2021 during which Robert Malone made a fairly sharp rhetorical turn into Jabs Bad Resistance Warrior Hero.

Recall that in January, 2022, Robert Malone would purport to have been injured to the point of near death by the experimental injections around April-May, 2021.

This incredibly salient detail was not mentioned on Bret Weinstein’s June, 2021 Dark Horse Podcast, CHD’s October, 2021 Hawaii Children “Talk Story” shoot, or on The Joe Rogan Experience on the last day of December, 2021.

Let’s now go through this timeline one more time, and I will provide links at each juncture.

In January, 2022, Malone wrote the following post.
In fact, I do have a personal life. My wife of 42 years and I are actually pretty private. Sharing personal history is not something I do every day. However, as many of you know - I was vaccinated with Moderna twice and had a pretty significant vaccine injury. This was pretty early in the roll-out of the vaccines. It was long before the FOIA...
Writes Malone:
Be that as it may, in April, 2021, I got vaccinated. It was early enough in the cycle, that I had no choice but to take the Moderna vaccine, as that was available in my area. The vaccine was distributed at a local college, with the Army Reserves administering the program.

The first shot was fine. No issues.

The second shot almost did me in. As in I almost died.

After the injection, I had the usual fatigue, muscle-ache and then the palpitations started, as well as shortness of breath. Within a couple days, it got worse - I am not someone who goes to the doctor easily, but luckily for me, I happened to have a routine appointment with my physician. She cuffed me and my systolic blood pressure was through the roof. As she is also a cardiologist, she had more tests run, started me on high blood pressure meds and we got it under control. I kind of feel like I owe her my life. A call out to the fantastic Dr. C. Bove.

So Robert Malone was double jabbed and almost perished due to the second shot in April-May, 2021.

Malone was then unveiled on a large scale to the general public when he appeared on the Dark Horse Podcast with Steve Kirsch and Bret Weinstein in June, 2021.

He does not mention that he had almost died due to the second Moderna injection mere weeks prior.

Obvious question.

Why not?
The entire focus of this podcast is the experimental injections. Certainly his near death experience vaccine injury would have been relevant, don’t you think?

In September, 2021 Malone appears in rapid succession at the **Puerto Rico** San Juan Summit, which seems to be when our Resistance Dream Team (**Defeat the Mandates, Ron Johnson hearings**) is “spun up” (*by whom?*); and then on to **Hawaii** in **October** for a sophisticated and professionally produced **CHD** (**Children’s Health Defense, Presidential Candidate Robert F. Kennedy’s organization**) shoot with photogenic children asking apparently scripted questions about the Experimental Vaccines.
The Puerto Rico Conference was hosted by the “Global Covid Summit”, an organizational heading that links to Decentralized Medical Network, (DeMed), which then links to The Roundtable Team.

Global Covid Summit will come into play again shortly. Click the pictures or the below links and you can begin tracking back the team, which appears to be headed by former child actor and “independent political thought leader” Brock Pierce and some crypto guys.

https://roundtable.io/page/demed

https://roundtable.io/page/team

But for the sake of this post, let’s continue with our timeline.
September, 2021

Following San Juan, the traveling campaign moves to Hawaii.

In Hawaii, Robert Malone again does not mention to the assembled children that he had almost died from the experimental military countermeasures which he was specifically there to educate them about.

He does advise caution, but softballs the delivery, and at times offers up nothing burger platitudes. He does not seem to possess the urgency of someone who almost died and grasps the dangers of the moment.

October 18, 2021
Bob: “Are there other things that you’re scared about?”
Young Girl: “I’m a little bit scared about getting the vaccine.”

At this juncture, Bob discusses how to make the fear go away and tells her to educate herself with her family and physician.

Is he not there to educate them? As a world renowned expert?

As an aside, while in Hawaii, Robert Malone is presented with *The Malone Doctrine* by Black Rock ex-Edward Dowd, who is now on the RFK, Jr. Presidential campaign team.
Something now shifts.

Something dramatic happens, and it happens rapidly.
Eight weeks later, **54-days** to be exact…Robert Malone is now sounding the alarm.

He is now using the rhetoric and the severe tone that would have been appropriate at the **CHD Hawaii** shoot and the **Dark Horse Podcast** shoot.

Strident rhetoric that would be commensurate with a decent human being trying to warn other vulnerable human beings about a dangerous medical intervention that had allegedly almost killed him.

In December, 2021, he is using talking points and logical dots that many of us lay people had already sorted out and connected long before then; we did so just by doing cursory research and being genuinely curious about the novel technology.

Where was all this on **Dark Horse** and in **Hawaii**?

(In fact, Malone’s wife and business partner **Jill Glasspool Malone** had been pushing the merits of the technology directly before Dark Horse, and lamenting that Bob was not getting his due credit. Whiplash.)

On a livestream Global Covid Summit/Unity Project interview in December, Malone’s rhetoric is now dramatically updated with stark, fervent, warning.

**December 12, 2021**
My name is Robert Malone, and I am speaking to you as a parent, grandparent, physician and scientist. I don’t usually read from a
prepared speech, but this is so important that I wanted to make sure that I get every single word and scientific fact correct.

I stand by this statement with a career dedicated to vaccine research and development. I’m vaccinated for COVID and I’m generally pro-vaccination. I have devoted my entire career to developing safe and effective ways to prevent and treat infectious diseases.

After this, I will be posting the text of this statement so you can share it with your friends and family.

Before you inject your child - a decision that is irreversible - I wanted to let you know the scientific facts about this genetic vaccine, which is based on the mRNA vaccine technology I created:

There are three issues parents need to understand:

The first is that a viral gene will be injected into your children's cells. This gene forces your child’s body to make toxic spike proteins. These proteins often cause permanent damage in children's critical organs, including

- Their brain and nervous system
- Their heart and blood vessels, including blood clots
- Their reproductive system, and
- This vaccine can trigger fundamental changes to their immune system

The most alarming point about this is that once these damages have occurred, they are irreparable

- You can’t fix the lesions within their brain
- You can’t repair heart tissue scarring
- You can’t repair a genetically reset immune system, and
This vaccine can cause reproductive damage that could affect future generations of your family.

The second thing you need to know about is the fact that **this novel technology has not been adequately tested.**

- We need at least 5 years of testing/research before we can really understand the risks.
- Harms and risks from new medicines often become revealed many years later.

Ask yourself if you want your own child to be part of the most radical medical experiment in human history.

**One final point: the reason they’re giving you to vaccinate your child is a lie.**

- Your children represent no danger to their parents or grandparents.
- It’s actually the opposite. Their immunity, after getting COVID, is critical to save your family if not the world from this disease.

In summary: there is no benefit for your children or your family to be vaccinating your children against the small risks of the virus, given the known health risks of the vaccine that as a parent, you and your children may have to live with for the rest of their lives.

The risk/benefit analysis isn’t even close.

**As a parent and grandparent, my recommendation to you is to resist and fight to protect your children.**

What happened in those two months?

It makes no sense. Did he have a moment of clarity in his life?
Did he regret not speaking out sooner on *Dark Horse* back in June, or for not warning the children in *Hawaii* more directly back in October in the staged CHD shoot?

Nineteen days after this livestream, Dr. Robert Malone would go on to appear on Joe Rogan.

**December 31, 2021**

I watched that Joe Rogan transfixed. I noted that Robert Malone clearly took great pleasure and pride in his Security State connections and background.

Fourteen days after appearing on Joe Rogan, Dr. Robert Malone would now remember that he had almost died from the experimental mRNA injections.
Who is Robert Malone

"How Bad is my Batch"

In fact, I do have a personal life. My wife of of 42 years and I are actually pretty private. Sharing personal history is not something I do everyday. However, as many of you know - I was vaccinated with Moderna twice and had a pretty significant vaccine injury. This was pretty early in the roll-out of the vaccines. It was long before the FOIA Japenese…

Read more

a year ago · 2,099 likes · 267 comments · Robert W Malone MD, MS
So there you go.

We made a circle.
Something happened in that 54-day time window between CHD Hawaii Children Shoot and Global Covid Summit Stern and Dire Warning.

What was that something?

Whatever it was, Robert Malone would immediately be thrust into your life at every turn for going on a year and a half now.

That does not happen by accident.

https://sagehana.substack.com/p/unlimited-hangou

Unlimited Hangout

SAGE HANA

MAY 2
A potential version of what may have happened during this period of fascist vaccine madness.

Possibly Bob, or *Bob’s team, put their finger in the air and tried to split the middle of what was real and what was actually happening with the COVID Operation, and what the public and the “mainstream media” would allow.

The December Malone is what might have been expected all along, reminiscent of Dr. Mike Yeadon or Dr. Sucharit Bhakdi’s early warnings.

Whatever the case, by September or October, 2022, with the rise of Brave Sasha and Brave Katherine connecting the dots to the WEF/DOD Central Command, Bob was rapidly finding himself in a bind.

He could offer up some “warm base” crumbs, but could not go substantially further without jeopardizing the entirety of the Bioweapon Security Model of Fascism long planned by Rockefellers All the Way Down.
He also could go no further without exposing things about his career which are all going to come out, regardless.

And that’s when things got going really sideways and ugly.

He is suing the Breggins and Dr. Jane Ruby. George Webb is suing him.

Who is funding the lawsuits and the travel all over the world and the endless Nothing Burger summits which laser point to Pfizer or Fauci and say, “We did it!” in empty rooms in Congress and the EU?

Finally.

Here is another version of the “Vaccine Injury” story which sounds a lot more modest as reported to Blue Pill Covidian Mockingbird News.


Malone is fully vaccinated — he got both shots of Moderna's COVID-19 vaccine in spring last year after it was authorized by the FDA in December 2020.

He was hoping getting jabbed might help with some of the long-COVID-19 symptoms he was having at the time, but it didn't. Scattered anecdotal media reports were suggesting that promise at the time, but the idea has largely faded as more people have gotten vaccinated and more time has elapsed since their jabs.

Dr. Bruce Patterson, who runs a long-COVID-19 treatment center, said at a conference this month that many of his long-COVID-19 patients "who got better, after a week or two, reverted back to where they were."
Malone said the side effects from his first shot were nothing remarkable, but after his second, he started complaining of high blood pressure, saying he'd been given a "bad batch," and raising **unfounded concerns** that the usual protocols weren't being followed at the Food and Drug Administration — the federal agency that's meant to view new drugs, treatments, and vaccines as "guilty until proven innocent," as he often says.

Truth is like a Lion.
Woot woot! Got some sleep! Brain re-charged.

Recharged.

I…I never know when to use hyphens.

Despite resigning from the Not a Movement and sending out Bob Malone Style Cease and Desist letters to all of the Not a Movement factions (which let’s be honest are now boiling down to Trump Hero Syndrome, Bobby Hero Syndrome, and I have Bill Gates’s e-mail Syndrome), and positioning myself as a let it rip documentarian detective…the requests to Stay off my
Hero and LEAVE BRITNEY BOBBY ALONE admonitions keep piling up.

“We need to (BLANK) and if you don’t (BLANK) then you are not part of the we.”

Me: Your caps lock are stuck and what’s your point? That I should not point out what I see? I already told you that I’m not part of the “we” because you don’t really have a “we”, you have Heroes and Word Parsing Monster Protectors. The other members adjacent to your particular “We” (Old School Lefty Holdover Faction) have incurable Trump Hero Syndrome and that woman over there has a literal Robert Malone Hero poster on her wall.
OKAY FINE, DO YOU, BUT JUST NOT LIKE THAT. I DON'T MEAN TO BE FASCIST AND CONTROLLING.

Me: I think you do?
I like to make friends.

I am often tasked with doing two things:

1. Provide a simple list of goodies and baddies, and
2. Provide a plan for what to do, usually with an implicit request that relates back to #1: Tell me who to get behind. Tell me what jersey to don.

#1 is very difficult primarily because as Flying Cris noted recently, all people are capable of being goodies and baddies, often in the same day!

People are very complex, but at the very least we can start from the premise that many if not most are going to satisfy their instincts first, and yes, one of those instincts is the instinct for security.

This could be financial security or emotional security or actual physical security. (Then we get into self esteem and self worth, “I am a division manager! I can do 100 pushups in 20 minutes! I drive a Dodge Stratus!” “I made more money by age 21 than that other Wall Street quant!”)
Will you please just acknowledge me? PLEASE."

Financial security is the obvious one and all can relate to it. Which is probably why “Grifters Grifting Shit” is a fantastic easy to grasp narrative and overlays nicely with “Dolts Botching Shit” as we travel down the Evil Layer Cake.

Robert Malone used a version of the overt Security concerns to first response act as apologist for the FDA and CDC in his late January, 2022 interview with Candace Owens.

Of course, Malone was also acting as an apologist for himself as he himself had failed to highlight those same safety signals just a few months before.

Malone was just three months and change away from not warning the Adorable Photogenic Kids at the October, 2021 CHD shoot in Hawaii, just as he had not warned the world four months prior to that on the June, 2021 Dark Horse Podcast with Bret Weinstein and Little Stevie, that he, Dr. Robert Malone, had by his own subsequent January, 2022 testimony, purportedly almost died after
getting his second experimental mRNA Moderna injection around April-May, 2021.

That, friends, is a tell.

Did I mention that whilst “finding himself” in Hawaii, Robert Malone just happened to run into a Wall Street guy, one Mr. Edward Dowd, who had created *The Malone Doctrine* demanding radical transparency, (which apparently involves suing people for $25 million and tossing journalists out of the Atlanta Murder Ball money grab with DNC Pit Bull Operatives running the show all to avoid questions about your potential role in clearing the way for Remdesivir Hospital Death Protocols and Experimental mRNA Bioweapon Shots. Radical Lawfare Transparency. We live in Animal Farm.)

Thus while “finding himself” in Hawaii in October, 2021 (courtesy CHD), Malone would also find himself receiving *The Malone Doctrine*; and Edward Dowd, author of the above would go on to “find himself” on the Robert F. Kennedy, Jr. Presidential Team a year and a half later.

Call me crazy, but this is all starting to feel very coordinated and planned out!
Jill and I found ourselves in Maui in the fall of 2021. We were there to spread the word that mandates do not have a place in a free society (particularly for experimental drugs and vaccines), that a wide range of drugs work to save lives from COVID-19 if administered early during the infection, that children with their very low risk of disease do not need to be vaccinated unless they are high risk and/or have co-morbidities and that physicians, including physicians on Maui, must be able to practice medicine without interference from government, hospitals or insurance companies.

That trip was very successful. We were able to meet and educate many politicians and physicians on Maui and on other islands. There was a successful medical professional teaching workshop and a rally attended by 4,000 people.

While Jill and I were in Maui, we were approached by some amazing thought leaders on the island, by the names of Andrew Aken, Edward Dowd, Thomas Lewis and Barry O'Keefe. These men
came to us with a document they had written entitled “The Malone Doctrine”. This doctrine, regarding integrity in organizations is fundamentally important.

We believe that “The Malone Doctrine” should become a central component of the core values and guiding principles for any ethical organization involved in health and wellness oversight, delivery, policy and/or medical research. Every physician that I have asked to review this document has agreed - this gets right to the heart of the problem which has resulted in this amazingly dysfunctional global public health response to the SARS-CoV-2 outbreak. A pervasive lack of integrity. The Malone Institute has made it so that individuals and organizations can sign the Malone Doctrine and can commit to behaving with integrity. We must hold ourselves and each other to core fundamental values. We all must act with integrity.

We will be writing and discussing this concept in more detail for weeks, months and years to come.

Another slightly different version of the “found ourselves in Hawaii” is here on this interesting “unofficial” Malone Archive Substack.

So, a few weeks ago, Jill and I found ourselves in Maui. It was most definitely not a vacation! We were there to spread the word that mandates do not have a place in a free society (particularly for experimental drugs and vaccines), that a wide range of drugs
work to save lives from COVID-19 if administered early during the infection, that children with…

So, a few weeks ago, Jill and I found ourselves in *Maui. It was most definitely not a vacation! We were there to spread the word that mandates do not have a place in a free society (particularly for experimental drugs and vaccines), that a wide range of drugs work to save lives from COVID-19 if administered early during the infection, that children with their very low risk of disease do not need to be vaccinated unless they are high risk and/or have co-morbidities and that physicians, including physicians on Maui, must be able to practice
medicine without interference from government, hospitals or insurance companies.

That trip was very successful. We were able to meet and educate many politicians and physicians on Maui and on other islands. There was a successful medical professional teaching workshop and a rally attended by 4,000 people. In this I need to specifically acknowledge Dr. Ryan Cole, Steve Kirsch and Dr. Richard Urso, who were also in Maui to help share their knowledge and to spread the word.

Little Stevie was there?

You don’t say.

Dr. Ryan Cole was there, too?

You don’t say.

So let’s do some timeline stuff. This is a very tight timeline.

“I have had all my childhood vaccines, as have my children. I’ve had plenty of military vaccines back in the day. I'm not anti-vaccine, never have been,” said Ryan Cole, MD, a board-certified pathologist and CEO of Cole Diagnostics who once trained at the Mayo Clinic. He emphasized that he is “pro good science” and hoped to give a “thoughtful and probing voice” to a discussion that has become polarized around the Covid pandemic.

Cole added zero zip nada and my hands are shaking and I’m swallowing hard as YOU ALL NEED TO STOP ASKING ABOUT THIS CONSPIRACY THEORY NANO-STUFF AND I WILL WEAR RED PANTS AND STOP DANGEROUS ASTRID. MY CAPS LOCK ARE STUCK. ALSO I LAUGHED WHEN LITTLE STEVIE’S WIFE BROUGHT HIM LUNCH IN ONE OF OUR INTERVIEWS AND IT WAS CLEAR THAT I HAD SPENT MUCH TIME WITH LITTLE STEVIE.

*Hawaii, October 18, 2021.*

While Jill and I were in Maui, we were approached by some amazing thought leaders on the island, by the names of Andrew Aken, Edward Dowd, Thomas Lewis and Barry O'Keefe. These men came to us with a document they had written entitled “The Malone Doctrine”. This doctrine, regarding integrity in organizations is fundamentally important.

Right quick, I want to point out how this dissembling bullshit gets passed down by one Dr. Robert Malone who is the linchpin to the entire Calm the Marks Operation of Making You Not Ask the most basic questions.

*So, a few weeks ago, Jill and I found ourselves in *Maui
This is passive language. “We just found ourselves in Maui.”

Active language would read:

Childrens Health Defense, Robert F. Kennedy’s organization, flew Jill and I out to Maui for an expensive staged shoot with Photogenic Children which required a beach set, camera crew and multiple camera set up, multiple microphones and a sound guy, Craft Services, several meals, hotels, likely chaperones, likely a wardrobe department which of course managed to give one actor kid a hat to wear because Wardrobe People are creatives too, y’all!

Dr. Ryan Cole and Dr. Robert Malone and another Math Boy Genius MKUltra Wall Street Quant Human Genome Boy were all in Puerto Rico and also Hawaii.

We all just found ourselves in both places, all together and stuff.

Was Kirsch in Puerto Rico, too?

Weirdest thing.

(Wrongful Doxxing Math Boy has made a Heel/Face Turn depending on your Bobby Hero Syndrome metric, but okay. 🙁 He’s a wrongful doxxing bungler with “facial blindness” but he’s good with numbers. Just ask him.)
CHILDREN’S HEALTH DEFENSE HAWAI’I PRESENTS

“TALK STORY” WITH DR’S JILL AND ROBERT MALONE

1 year ago

CHD Hawai’i presents “Talk Story” with Doctors Robert & Jill Malone
#2 I’ve been thinking about a lot, even as I have repeatedly said, “I’m not in the Not a Movement” and outlined in about 10-posts why the Not a Movement is a disparate set of coalitions usually spun out of teams (🔥) and with no guiding metric other than, “Stay off my Face (hero)”

The best that I can come up for you right now on #2 is:

Murdering the World is hard. Make it harder for them.

Murdering the World is logistically very difficult.

You can’t even get your burger the way you want it half the time and that only involves two chains of communication. Imagine the nightmare of coordinating this entire Evil Layer Cake.
So make it difficult for all the layers of the Evil Layer Cake, especially those bureaucratic layers of Zombies who are going to get frustrated with your lack of compliance.

This is often abbreviated to “Do Not Comply”, fine. Work in progress.

Admit it.

You enjoyed this post. You like it when I take a day off and get sleep and have a somewhat re-charged, errr…recharged brain.

I am a Division Manager!! That is very important!! That is very important!! You don’t talk to me like that!! People are scared of me!!
May 14, 2023

Independent Journalist George Webb Demands that VSRF's Steve Kirsch Retract Stalking Claim

Maybe Steve can email his pal Bill Gates and get further instructions as to how to proceed?

Shit's escalating.

Predict that this tweet will disappear shortly. (Sorry, George. 😁)
Found this while trying to parse and cut a George Webb-Peter Duke clip.

Stay tuned on that. I need to do some due diligence.

I am fairly new to George Webb, but he is as animated and pissed off as I’ve ever seen him. That Peter Duke video clip centers on the Flying Monkeys, paid ops, in this case NSA, sent out to monitor and derail Truth Seeking journalists.
Link to the whole show:


Anyway here is the more professional version of the Kirsch tweet, fresh off the presses from Webb:
Steve, or Whoever Minion runs Steve’s VSRF Twitter had accused George Webb of harassing Murder Ball (Vaccine Litigation) Speakers at their homes.
Magical.

Mr. Steve Kirsch actually visiting the home of CDC’s Grace Lee back in the day.

Stop stalking! LOL.

Here’s the image of the note (the hole was where it was attached to the door hook):

The note I attached to Dr. Lee’s door. I blurred my phone number in the photo. This is from the live video (the police officer is holding the note).

As I was leaving, I was greeted by two Palo Alto police officers.
“My name is Steve Kirsch…”

The head of the CDC’s outside committee on vaccine safety does not want to see the safety data collected by the Israeli Ministry of Health

Executive summary I was able to establish, …

Read more
Okay, back to business….ahem
Zombie Court: Bob Malone is now good friends with James O'Keefe and CHD scoops up "Independent Media" Titans

Whitney Webb and James (ex Project Veritas O'Keefe) and James (9/11 Corbett), consider what your legacies are all about as the Biggest Psy Op in History continues. It's the same Op. Same Op.
Promo Codes: George Webb and Housatonic

As LNC likes to say, “it’s getting thin in here.”

Indeed it is.

The off ramps are being employed so rapidly that the Jabs Bad, We did it! crew are piling up at the yield sign.

Lots of Pfizer Bad.

Lots of FDA Bad.

Lots of Kumbaya.

Lots of tough sounding, “Don’t let *them* get away with it!”
*Go on...

Mistakes were not made.

Right?

I can hear you grumbling. Fine.

Just pointing out that a few of the top third tier independent mini-Whales are finding their way into the loving arms of RFK, Jr. and Good Old Always There Bob Malone.

Whatever happened with that Jordon Walker bombshell?

Remember this one?

https://sagehana.substack.com/p/how-the-project-veritas-bombshell

How the Project Veritas *bombshell* is being presented to the world
Here is how the Project Veritas *bombshell* is being presented to the world via Twitter and now, Fox News. Per usual, enter Robert Malone. He’s always there, is he not?

Read full story

https://sagehana.substack.com/p/james-okeefe-is-out-at-project-veritas

James O'Keefe is Out at Project Veritas
O'Keefe's video statement is linked in the picture. What a strange story. The Jordon Walker Pfizer Directed Evolution “bombshell” raised a few million for Project Veritas and errrybody from Robert Malone to Tucker Carlson got maybe just a little too gleeful and amped about narrowing down the bad guy to Pfizer and then the regulatory agencies. (Monster Li…

Read full story

I’ll tell you what didn’t happen.

James O'Keefe did not follow up on Jordon Walker and follow the flow chart to Boston Consulting Group and Remdesivir Hospital Death Protocols.

Sure doesn’t seem like the RFK, Jr. team wants to dive into that stuff.

5-G Warfare, sure.
Let’s talk about that and just avoid that toxic quagmire.

O’Keefe was celebrating his biggest story ever at Project Veritas as was Steve Kirsch and Tucker Carlson and Bob Malone, and then when George Webb did some cursory research on that BOSTON CONSULTING GROUP-REMEDISVIR part of the story, the next thing you know James O’Keefe is out on his ass and suddenly hanging out with CHD Presidential Hopeful RFK, Jr.

Interesting other stuff as you (George) starts following the Org Chart up the chain.
Shuang Wu
Director, R&D Strategy/Pipeline Planning at Pfizer

Shuang Wu is based out of Cambridge, Massachusetts, United States and works at Pfizer as Director, R&D Strategy/Pipeline Planning.

Shuang Wu

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Detail</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Shuang Wu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residence Place</td>
<td>Wuxi, China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application Date</td>
<td>14 Mar 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employer has</td>
<td>York Guangzhou Air Conditioning and Refrigeration#johnson Controls Technology Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Date</td>
<td>3 Mar 2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Certificate Number</td>
<td>15921347</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case Number</td>
<td>10578331</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Others Listed (Name)
- Shuang Wu
- Demao Yu
A patent in air conditioning technology.

😊

Sure. Why not?

What could that possibly be useful for?

Sort of like a vaping device patent.
Independent Journalist George Webb Sues Robert Malone for Defamation, seeks Millions in Damages

Suit filed in Orlando, FL

I waited on this a bit to see the court documents.

Welp. Here they are.
NOW COMES George Webb Sweigert ("George Webb Sweigert"), and by and through his own pro se counsel, and states his Complaint for Defamation, False Light, and Conspiracy against Dr. Robert Malone as follows:


2. On or about on April 9th, 2023, Dr. Robert Malone tweeted out a completely false and defamatory statement about Plaintiff George Webb Sweigert, hereafter known as "Plaintiff George Webb", casting him with the False Light of being a "stalker" and engaging in "Defamation". My repeated attempts to get Dr. Robert Malone to answer
I am still digging to try and find the exact amount sought, but Webb stated on some video that it parallels the $25-million amount that Robert Malone is seeking in his lawsuits against the Breggins and Dr. Jane Ruby.

Webb’s Twitter video explaining the case is linked here:
George Webb - Investigative Journal... 🌐 @RealGeorgeWe... · May 5
Time for the truth about DOMANE. 6:23-cv-830-PGB-RMN.
#MaloneTruth. #DOMANE. #DOMANETruth

George Webb - Investigative Journal... 🌐 @RealGeorgeWe... · May 7
My reporting of Bob Malone’s COVID DOMANE program involvement is on trial. I will move discovery for all comms with Hatfill, Kadlec, Callahan, Ricke, Hone, and Galloway – a literal who’s who of Anthrax 9/11.

Click here to Give now to COVID DOMANE Discovery - Malone Defa...
Robert Malone has become unhinged from the exposure of his
Central to the lawsuit is George Webb’s push for answers with the DTRA DOMANE program and how it appears to have played a role in...
resurrecting Remdesivir, a twice failed anti-viral which made its way into the “Standards of Care” Hospital Death Protocols.

The DOMANE Keep Out Sign

Dr. Robert Malone does not like research or scrutiny into his involvement with DOMANE, which stands for:

**Discovery of Medical Countermeasures Against Novel Entities** (DOMANE), a computer WEFFIE AI type program to address “novel and emerging threats”.

DOMANE was funded by the Defense Threat Reduction Agency (DTRA).

DOMANE was launched in late 2019, coincidentally when a novel coronavirus threat (🤔) was already circulating per some reports in Lombardy, IT.
And per his 2021 CV, Malone was acting as a consultant (“get a team spun up”) to help create digital models of pathogens and countermeasures, and that “supercomputer” somehow ended up recommending Remdesivir for SARS-Cov2.

Bob angrily says that he had nothing to do with that.

https://sagehana.substack.com/p/dtra-domane-and-remdesivir/comment/9333883
Malone has distanced himself even more from DOMANE as Webb has turned up the screws in the last few months.
This is more of that tightrope that Bob seems to walk again and again.

Similar to the [CHD Hawaii Glamour Shoot](https://twitter.com/RWMaloneMD/status/1640488657751506946) chat with photogenic children where he does not stress that coronaviruses are not amenable to vaccines; does not mention that he almost died from the second shot of Moderna.

Bob’s 2021 CV was proudly trumpeting his involvement with DTRA/DOMANE in the first page summary.
Currently, Dr. Malone is leading a large team since January 10, 2020, focused on clinical research design, drug development, computer modeling and mechanisms of action of repurposed drugs for COVID-19 treatment. This work has included multiple manuscripts summarizing most recent findings relating to famotidine and overall insights into the mechanism of COVID-19 disease, and others focused on celecoxib and famotidine are being reviewed for publication. He has developed and wrote the initial clinical trial design: A Single Center, Randomized, Double Blinded Controlled Crossover Observational Outpatient Trial of the Safety and Efficacy of Oral Famotidine for the Treatment of COVID-19 in Non-Hospitalized Symptomatic Adults. Another project he has been involved with is a DTRA/DOMANE-funded development and performance of a virtual outpatient clinical trial designed to test new monitoring and data capture technology while using COVID19 as a live-fire example. He has helped open two IND for famotidine and celecoxib use for treatment and prevention of COVID19 disease including an associated drug master file, and has enabled teaming/pharmaceutical supply arrangements with two major pharmaceutical firms.

Dr. Malone is an internationally recognized scientist and is the original inventor of mRNA Vaccination, DNA Vaccination, and multiple non-viral DNA and RNA/mRNA delivery technologies. Dr. Malone holds numerous fundamental domestic and foreign patents in the fields of gene delivery, delivery formulations, and vaccines; including DNA and RNA/mRNA vaccines. His expertise includes virology, immunology.

And DOMANE project is referenced again later.
Projects include:

- Led a large team since January 10, 2020, focused on drug development, computer modeling and mechanisms of action for COVID-19 and is now preparing a manuscript summarizing most recent findings relating to famotidine and overall insights into the mechanism of COVID-19 disease.
- Clinical trials protocol development: Developed and wrote initial clinical trial design: A Single Center, Randomized, Double Blinded Controlled Crossover Observational Outpatient Trial of the Safety and Efficacy of Oral Famotidine for the Treatment of COVID-19 in Non-Hospitalized Symptomatic Adults.
- Proposed is a DOMANE/WRAIR joint development and performance of outpatient clinical trial designed to test new monitoring and data capture technology while using COVID-19 as a live-fire example.
- Opening IND for famotidine use for treatment and prevention of COVID19 disease with associated drug master file.
- Served as an expert witness with specialized training, 2017 - present.
- Ebola vaccine project for NewLink/Bioprotection Systems (rVSVdG ZEBOV Ebola vaccine project), resulting in well over 100M USD non-dilutive capital to NL/BPS. This also included working with the World Health Organization as well as initial set up of the licensing deal to Merck Vaccines of the Ebola vaccine.
- Served as Medical Director, Beadsworth, half time position on retainer, 2010 – 2013.
- Service on federal biotechnology/vaccines proposal study sections (multiple).
- Served as Editor-In-Chief of Journal of Immune Based Therapies and Vaccines 2007-2012
- Service on Safety Monitoring Committee, Phase 1 safety/immunogenicity of novel Influenza vaccine
- Consulting support for multiple vaccine-focused clinical sites in US and Latin America.
- Served as Medical Director, Vaccines with Accelovance, Inc. (2008 – 2009).
Dr. Michael Callahan was given a leave of absence from his senior executive role at United Therapeutics (UTHR) in the wake of the COVID-19 outbreak in Wuhan, China; sent there to assist colleagues handling mass infections of the novel coronavirus under his joint appointment at a Chinese sister hospital of the Massachusetts General Hospital/Harvard Medical School, where he has maintained a faculty appointment since 2005.

Callahan’s nose for business came into play early on in the pandemic. After studying data from over 6,000 patient records from Wuhan, he reportedly detected a pattern that could point to a possible treatment using a low-cost and widely available ingredient of an “over-the-counter histamine-2 receptor antagonist called Famotidine”, more commonly known as the brand name Pepcid.
Simultaneously in the U.S., it is claimed, an old colleague of Callahan’s Dr. Robert Malone had been conducting a study with U.S. government-sponsored research teams. Specifically, Malone was working alongside U.S. Defense Threat Reduction Agency (DTRA) consultants to carry out supercomputer-based analyses to identify existing FDA-approved drugs that may be useful against the novel coronavirus responsible for COVID-19. Per their analyses, famotidine turned out to be the “most attractive combination of safety, cost and pharmaceutical characteristics”.

DOMANE spat out Remdesivir

If one were at all involved with this project, would one not be eager to disavow Remdesivir and pull the covers to the best of your ability as to how that happened?

Loudly and early, perhaps?

For example.

“Something awful is happening,” said Dr. Mike Yeadon in Summer, 2020, regarding the experimental injections. Yeadon, a Pharm Life Science expert immediately sounded the alarm to apparent malfeasance.

Like that?

Would you not welcome a chance to Yeadon-like join the Detective Team and track back how the herd culling twice failed anti-viral ended up on the hospital Death Protocols?

Or would you try and quash good faith inquiry with personal slights and “dark conspiracy” and smears?
DTRA’s Therapeutic Arm Latches on to FDA-approved and Affordable Drugs for COVID-19 Relief

FORT BELVOIR, VA, UNITED STATES
02.04.2021
Story by Darnell Gardner
Defense Threat Reduction Agency

FORT BELVOIR, Va. - The COVID pandemic took the world by surprise. Researchers were left scrambling to devise a...
DOMANE provides rapid decision-making capabilities to identify FDA-approved drugs that will most likely be effective therapeutics for COVID-19. Repurposing candidate drugs from a pool about 7,500 FDA-approved drugs to advance an effective COVID-19 therapeutic allows for a more rapid response in developing a therapeutic regimen. The end-result is a response that modifies COVID-19 in treated patients and promotes a speedy recovery.
Veklury®, which is more commonly referred to as **Remdesivir**, is a ribonuclease inhibitor developed by Gilead Sciences. It delivers broad-spectrum antiviral activity and has proven to be a modestly effective therapeutic for the treatment of COVID-19. Originally developed as an Ebola Zaire countermeasure, this DTRA-funded inhibitor transitioned for more advanced testing due to promising pre-clinical trials. Remdesivir inhibits viral replication in a wide variety of pathogens and was one of the first therapeutics identified in the Defense Department for repurposing to treat COVID-19. **In the summer of 2020, Remdesivir received authorization for emergency use only in COVID-19 patients with continued FDA oversight.**

Note that the **Dr. David Hone, Chief Scientist** who is cited in the Darnell Gardner DTRA press blurb is an old college friend of Robert Malone.

You will find as you do basic research into all of this that a small circle of apparent friends and colleagues go way back in time.
Dr. Malone presented a summary of the team findings and recommendations to the ASPR on 18 March 2020. Both Dr. Callahan and Dr. Malone were previously unaware of each other’s work and agreed to collaborate on this project. As old friends, it is not the first time that they have worked to “save the world”. With convergence of these two independent discoveries, Feinstein/Northwell Health system was contacted to explore the possibility of performing well controlled clinical trials within the Northwell hospital system.

Northwell hospital system agreed that this repurposed drug candidate worthy of rigorous evaluation of activity in randomized clinical trials. Because New York decided that the standard of care for hospitalized COVID-19 patients was to include hydroxychloroquine, this was added to the study arms to ensure enrollment of patients and comply with bioethical requirements for inclusion of standard of care in clinical trial designs.

Many of them all the way through. From Anthrax to SARS-1 to Ebola to Zika to SARS-2.

The evidence is there, that in my opinion, this virus was engineered. And as my friend Steven Hatfill likes to point out, there is a sequence that looks like it could be what we call a super-antigen.

Robert Malone, here.

As mentioned, the lone time that Bob Malone showed up here on this Stack and used the “dark conspiracy” thought terminating cliche was on my DTRA/DOMANE post back in September.
He also had George Webb tossed from Steve Kirsch’s Murder Ball Litigation event in Atlanta, per Webb.

Webb had been issued a press pass and had traveled to Atlanta to cover the event.

We covered that here.
Question, and this is a question that I asked of Steve on his board a LONG TIME ago in friendlier times:
When did Steve Kirsch first become acquainted with Dr. Robert Malone?

How did they happen to meet and how long did this friendship span prior to their Dark Horse Podcast breakout appearance?

Steve’s Rockefeller Philanthropy administered *Covid Early Treatment Fund* (CETF) was also seeking “alternative treatments” for the “novel” coronavirus.
The Problem
Nearly all funded clinical trials today are focused on slow or ineffective solutions.

1. New drugs/vaccines take a long time to develop and an even longer time to distribute. Some experts predict it will take many countries seven years to vaccinate 75% of their populations.

2. Repurposing existing drugs is much faster. Unfortunately, nearly all clinical trials of repurposed drugs have been conducted via inpatient trials.
   - These require participants to be hospitalized before joining the trial.
   - Viruses respond best when treated early, not late.

Seeing a pattern here?
Children's Health Defense
Ohio Chapter

Presented:
COVID-19 Alternative Therapies and the Right to Choose Conference: Protecting the Vulnerable and Honoring the Fourth Estate

Wednesday, May 4th
9:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.
Ohio Statehouse, 1 Capitol Square, Columbus OH 43215

Honorary Presenting Sponsor:
Mendenhall
Housatonic

Independent researcher Mark Kulacz, aka Housatonic, was the first one that I saw really push into DOMANE territory in a now removed video called “Covid Claus”.

(That video was strangely removed after Mark and Bob both attended an RFK, Jr, Freedom Summit in TN.)

I have downloaded that video in full and have it at the ready. But I will decline from posting it barring explicit permission from Mark, and if Mark offers that permission, he would be well served to just post it again himself.

Here is Mark’s clearinghouse of information on DOMANE.

https://sites.google.com/housatonicits.com/home0005/research/domane

Webb picked up the DOMANE storyline again recently with a vengeance.

He and Kulacz are also digging deep into the Anthrax days, post 9/11.

This merger with Pharm and Military is unmistakeable as Pharm is the new Raytheon. Germs are the new bombs.

“…like a silent smart bomb in your community…”
On January 4, 2020, Callahan called Dr. Robert Malone from China just as the coronavirus began taking its first wave of casualties. Malone, a former contractor to the US Army Medical Research Institute of Infectious Diseases and the chief medical officer at Alchem Laboratories, is the inventor of the mRNA vaccine technology platform. Malone first met Callahan in 2009 through Malone’s sometime business partner, Daryl Galloway, a CIA officer who formerly served in the US Navy and at one point held the post of director of JSTO in the Defense Threat Reduction Agency. To Malone, Galloway introduced Callahan as a fellow CIA officer. During his January 4 phone call, Callahan told Malone that he was just outside Wuhan. Malone assumed that Callahan was visiting China under cover of his Harvard and Massachusetts General Hospital appointments. Callahan told Malone that he had been treating “hundreds” of COVID-19 patients. Callahan subsequently described to National Geographic how he had pored through thousands of case studies at the outbreak’s epicenter. He giddily reported his amazement at the virus’s “magnificent infectivity,” and its capacity to explode “like a silent smart bomb in your community.”\(^\text{91}\) Callahan later confessed to Malone that he lacked authority to be in Wuhan and had escaped by boat when the government imposed its quarantine. Callahan repeated parts of this story to Brendan Borrell, a writer for Science. Later, DTRA
So that’s the back story, and that’s where things sit as of now.
The big takeaway is that Robert Malone worked on a project with DTRA and that project ended up giving you Remdesivir as one of the first therapeutic countermeasures for a “novel” virus.

Remdesivir inhibits viral replication in a wide variety of pathogens and was one of the first therapeutics identified in the Defense Department for repurposing to treat COVID-19.

(The “novel” part was the key. It’s in the name. It had to be “new”.)

Bob gets pissed when you bring this up and now it has filtered into a nasty spat with George Webb and another lawsuit.

Someone should probably explain to Bob and his team of Flying Monkeys about the Streisand Effect.
May 8, 2023

Medium Octane Speculation: I think Michael Callahan was supposed to be our Hero, and Bob was called in as a replacement when Whitney Webb messed up their plans.

Whitney Webb blew Callahan's cover. Audible called. Enter Malone. Enter a rapidly shifting cover story. Enter Hawaii shoots. Enter Vaccine Injuries and Long COVID and Rogan and Bannon and ...

Then 16 years later and one of the top suspects in the Anthrax letters case advises Trump on covid supposed pandemic. I've asked Peter Navarro about that a couple of times on his substack but no answer of course.

**Rockefeller Philanthropy Advisors Executive Summary:**

They figure out how to get their guys in the mix.

JWM is speaking of *Steven Hatfill*.

Hatfill was the prime suspect in the anthrax attacks back in the day.
Back when the Radical Muslim Terrorists hated us for our freedoms but then it was kinda looking like an inside job and stuff.

Suddenly some strange new (incredibly dubious) evidence emerged about hapless patsy Bruce Ivins, who was quickly suicided, and bing, bang, boom, Hatfill was cleared!

Scrubbed clean, as we say at SHStack.

Look here he is on Dr. Drew warning about the NEXT MAJOR PANDEMIC.

But I digress.

From Anthrax Suspect scrubbed clean to Trump Advisor.

Flash forwards 20-years or so. Hatfill ends up serving under Peter Navarro on Donald Trump’s COVID Team!

Navarro is shown here subbing in for Steve Bannon.

(Bannon rapidly made Bob Malone a fixture on his show for all things COVID.)

(This does not happen by accident.)

I have a portion of the below video screenshot downloaded. These two really lay it on thick with the praise for one another, (Navarro and Malone.)
Just one big family!

Navarro’s Anthrax Scrubbed Clean guy is also pals with Malone!

Dr. Robert Malone tells Alex Newman: COVID mRNA vaccine not effective against omicron

"The evidence is there, that in my opinion, this virus was engineered. And as my friend Steven Hatfill likes to point out, there is a sequence that looks like it could be what we call a super-antigen."


A super-antigen!

👍😊

What freedoms will we have to give up to combat this new emerging super-antigen threat?!!!
Lately, I’ve been thinking about Whitney Webb going to work at CHD. I remember Bob on Steve Bannon mentioning that he had been consulting with Whitney Webb, and I thought, hmmm, odd, but good! (Yes, I was a Sweet Summer Child.)

Me, then, thinking: Whitney will teach Hero Bob about the Great Reset and stuff!

::stares out window::

Soon enough, Whitney Webb would join the CHD Team.

Okay…why?

Meanwhile, what is James O'Keefe doing with Bobby and why is he out at Project Veritas? *What is happening? 🤔*
Theory: Whitney Spoiled Their Callahan Hero Party

So it now occurs to me that DARPA Bioweapon Doc Michael Callahan was supposed to be our first Hero.

Mike was going to be our Bob.

Everywhere all the time Michael Callahan.
“Hi, I was going to be your globetrotting Virus Hunter Bond Hero, but Pesky Whitney Webb and Raul Diego ruined everything!”

The ground was laid for Hero Callahan with this Mockingbird Media book by Brendan Borrell.

-------

This lone gripping Goodies Fight the Baddies Propaganda page turning thriller launched about 250 fawning Deep State Narrative friendly magazine excerpts.

Yeah…it’s propaganda.
Okay, just the subtitle itself is a little...Mickey D’s. 😁

And the way the excerpts were written, like Hollywood movie treatments, made alarm bells begin to go off on my McDonald’s meter.

Glamorized goodies and baddies. Intrigue. Staunch USA USA USA! vibe.


Whitney had busted Callahan though.

(“We would have gotten away with it, too! If not for that meddling Whitney Webb!”)
Whitney was jumping on this stuff. Whitney and Raul Diego (Whitney?) were discovering too much about Mike and a lot of it was coming from Robert Malone’s now shuttered website’s press releases and so forth.
Uh oh…


Abort the mission! Abort!

Callahan is bad now! BAD MIKE!

Bob, you’re in! Go! Go, Bob!

Get out there on Dark Horse. And then to Hawaii! Get out there to Puerto Rico and then Rogan and blow his cover some more. It’s already busted.
Here is the Robert Malone Joe Rogan Clip on the Jan. 4, 2020 call from CIA Agent Michael Callahan. The Daily Beast later framed the call as "supposed" and sourced it to Stew Peters

Watch now (1 min) | Alright, this is a redux of a post that I did yesterday, but there is just so much weirdness going on here that it needs another, more detailed, treatment. Trust me, I have Sherpa fatigue, too. I kind of cannot believe that I am still doing posts on this guy. 😅 But he is just always there and anytime someone like Bob Malone or Eco Health Alliance *whist...
Audible! Change of plans!

Mike’s out! Bob is in!

😊

Now in Bobby’s book!
On January 4, 2020, Callahan called Dr. Robert Malone from China just as the coronavirus began taking its first wave of casualties. Malone, a former contractor to the US Army Medical Research Institute of Infectious Diseases and the chief medical officer at Alchem Laboratories, is the inventor of the mRNA vaccine technology platform. Malone first met Callahan in 2009 through Malone’s sometime business partner, Daryl Galloway, a CIA officer who formerly served in the US Navy and at one point held the post of director of JSTO in the Defense Threat Reduction Agency. To Malone, Galloway introduced Callahan as a fellow CIA officer. During his January 4 phone call, Callahan told Malone that he was just outside Wuhan. Malone assumed that Callahan was visiting China under cover of his Harvard and Massachusetts General Hospital appointments. Callahan told Malone that he had been treating “hundreds” of COVID-19 patients. Callahan subsequently described to *National Geographic* how he had pored through thousands of case studies at the outbreak’s epicenter. He giddily reported his amazement at the virus’s “magnificent infectivity,” and its capacity to explode “like a silent smart bomb in your community.” Callahan later confessed to Malone that he lacked authority to be in Wuhan and had escaped by boat when the government imposed its quarantine. Callahan repeated parts of this story to Brendan Borrell, a writer for *Science*. Later, DTRA

Now do Mercola and wreck Mike some more, we’ll put it on CHD, (wink-wink):

**Malone**, August 1, 2022:
“I had a series of interactions with him (Callahan) subsequently until I became completely disillusioned and aware that he was lying to me almost constantly, including about things like whether or not the pathogen was engineered. So, I think I can certainly empathize, and understand why some might have these concerns.

Why would Callahan lie to Malone about the pathogen being engineered?

Now do this with Huff, another manufactured whistleblower with the Juul background and Sandia Labs.

I suspect that EcoHealth Alliance-ex Andrew Huff is another Stephen Hatfill is another Robert Malone. Anointed, engineered, implanted. He will be in the mix. Bank on it. They need their guys in the mix of power.

**Detonate the Stack time.**

The coordination is tough to ignore. All roads lead to or at least through RFK, Jr.

You have your cast now. They don’t have time to send out new characters and get everybody up to speed.

It’s go time.

Full court press.
I recently met Dr. Huff at the Los Angeles Festival of Books, where Skyhorse Publishing presented our books.

Dr. Huff—an Iraq War combat veteran—is a tall, prepossessing, and self-assertive man who doesn’t shy from confrontation with powerful people and institutions. Here he is writing about his former boss, EcoHealth Alliance president Peter Daszak.

Oh look! Edward Dowd is in the mix, too!

John Leake is continuing to introduce your new RFK Team.

I remember that Dowd came up with the Malone Doctrine which asked for radical transparency! He just happened to meet Bob at the CHD Photo Shoot with those Reality Show kids and stuff.
Whitney, consider quitting CHD and looking into this!

You are a pro.

I am not a pro.

Whitney, you correctly warned Glenn Greenwald about The Intercept!

Whitney!!!!

I’m just an adorable Shih Tzu with an Etch a Sketch! I’m in over my head.

Promo Code: Heidi Heil
Heeeelllllllpppppppppppppp!!!
George Webb and Peter Duke also discuss the Diana West article, which was sent to me pretty early after I started here. 😻
Diana was way out in front of this.

And I filed it away. And waited. And I think it was about September before I was sure enough.

Who paid for the “$30,000” shoot at Magic Hour in Hawaii?

Probably CHD.
Hawaiian children's questions about the Covid-19 vaccine answered by Doctors Robert & Jill Malone. "Talk Story" was filmed October 18th, 2021 and presented by Children's Health Defense Hawai'i.

This is **October, 2021**.

By **January, 2022**, Malone is remembering that the injections almost killed him (back in April/May, 2021) which again, he does not mention on [Dark Horse](https://www.darkhorse.com) or in *Hawaii*, and is now stanning for grace for the FDA/CDC’s “good family people” curiously not picking up on the safety signals and being whistleblowers for pregnant women, which Candace Owens asks him directly about.
Juxtapose Sherpa’s, “Gosh, the virus may be dangerous for pregnant women, but meebeeee the jabs are okay for them” routine at the Hawaii Glamour Shot Shoot, with then deflecting Candace Owens three months later by protecting his “good family people” pals at the FDA/CDC, and by extension, himself.

To his credit, he does say in Hawaii that historically not knowing meant DO NOT INJECT pregnant women.

"You hold them until they die."

SAGE HANA

DECEMBER 29, 2022

"I want people to understand these placental abruptions that lead to dead fetuses. I want them to know some are born alive but too young to resuscitate so you hold them until they die."

Read full story
But gosh, who knows? It’s confusing, what with that novel coronavirus which is messing with women’s fertility?

Have you tried the famotidine maybe? It’s delicious. Look at that sunset.

CHD I hear had a massive influx of cash somewhere around the plandemic which may have paid for Hawaii shoots and all sorts of stuff.

Hiring new writers, say. More hosts.

Blind Item (for now):

I saw a 2014 divorce legal notice the other day and it was in Santa Clara, CA.

And I asked myself. Any chance that two old friends ran into each other at the local Starbucks maybe? Going back to 2014 and before?

And discussed the Good Club and how to “save the world”? 
Rockefellers All the Way Down, 2.0: Do Kirsch, RFK, Jr. and Bob just want to be part of the Oprah-Bill Gates "Good Club"?

Saving the Planet, Climate Change, and Unchecked Global Population Growth
Opinion: How a 24-year-old technology can save the planet

By STEVE KIRSCH | December 5, 2008 at 9:29 a.m.

We are running out of time. Scientists tell us that if we are to avoid irreversible damage to our planet due to climate change, we need a prompt worldwide moratorium on constructing new coal plants and a gradual phaseout of all existing coal plants by 2030.

That isn't happening. Our best known climate scientist, James Hansen, has been traveling the globe, explaining the urgency, and exhorting world leaders to phase out coal completely. Leaders in Germany, the United Kingdom, and Japan politely listen and then ignore him. Germany, often held up as a model of government commitment to renewables, is planning to build more than 20 new coal plants.

https://www.mercurynews.com/2008/12/05/opinion-how-a-24-year-old-technology-can-save-the-planet/

https://twitter.com/RWMaloneMD/status/479646933737545728
Dear Presidential Hopeful RFK, Jr. and Team, (Kirsch, Dr. Robert Malone)
Watch now (3 min) | How much would your Favorite Gleaming Talking Head or Presidential Candidate and Team very much like you to not keep digging into the Biomedical Security Pretext for Global Fascism? Of 9/11. And Anthrax. Planes and then germs. Planes with germs. Germs.

Read full story


More Rockefeller stuff here.

http://www.population-security.org/rockefeller/001_population_growth_and_the_american_future.htm#TOC
Someone do me a solid and watch this one and tell me if they ever mention say, WEF. (I know Sirota from Bernie’s campaign, feud with Jimmy Dore, and the Don’t Look Up movie about climate change.)

So, I don’t have the bandwidth to plow through what I’m sure is a no holds barred follow all the dots conversation with our Presidential hopeful and former Presidential hopeful advisor.

But do they track any of this back to Rockefellers or Kissinger or long planned usurpations of power using emergency pretexts? And the endless promotion of CRISIS. Watch the following video.

"Don't Ever Let Them Hurt You"
Watch now (9 min) | “Don’t ever let them hurt you…” Bastards. I don’t think you get buy-in on global coordinated evil without a plausible greater good story as cover, although it sure as shit helps if you bribe people like crazy with lots of perks to not look behind that curtain.

Read full story

https://sagehana.substack.com/p/dont-ever-let-them-hurt-you

Listen.

I’m down to have a discussion on climate change and environmentalism and alternative energy sources and even population growth.
Let’s have a big public discussion on the science, and the actual threats, and the potential remedies. Sure.

If it involves elites who own the world (GPS, Global Power Structures) making the call to cull the herd of the useless eaters and a guise of “carbon credits” and social credit scores and digital IDs and CBDCs and a panopticon of surveillance and doesn’t take into account that the United States Global Mall Cop Military is the most egregious offender of the carbon credit scorecard and that the Rockefellers pop out kids like crazy and that Davos is littered with private jets, then it kinda sounds like you just want to murder people.

**Rockefellers All the Way Down**

*SAGE HANA*

*APR 24*

“*The only question with wealth is what to do with it. It can be used for evil purposes or it can be an instrumentality for constructive social living.*”

*John D. Rockefeller Jr.*

—Financier and philanthropist
Promo Code: Rockefeller Philanthropy Advisors May 30, 2009

Read full story

https://sagehana.substack.com/p/rockefellers-all-the-way-down

Steve Kirsch’s Covid Early Treatment Fund.

https://www.treatearly.org/

CETF's work featured on 60 Minutes

On Sunday, March 7th, 60 Minutes featured CETF in a story about using Fluvoxamine as an early treatment for COVID-19.
The Problem

Nearly all funded clinical trials today are focused on slow or ineffective solutions

1. New drugs/vaccines take a long time to develop and an even longer time to distribute. Some experts predict it will take many countries seven years to vaccinate 75% of their populations.

2. Repurposing existing drugs is much faster. Unfortunately, nearly all clinical trials of repurposed drugs have been conducted via inpatient trials:
   - These require participants to be hospitalized before joining the trial.
   - Viruses respond best when treated early, not late.

COVID-19 Early Treatment Fund (CETF)
The COVID-19 Early Treatment Fund (CETF) is administered by Rockefeller Philanthropy Advisors, a 501(c)(3) public charity (EIN: 13-3615533). All donations to CETF are tax deductible and go exclusively towards funding outpatient trials.
Impact Investing: An Introduction

This guide is part of Rockefeller Philanthropy Advisors' Philanthropy Roadmap series, and acts as an introduction to impact investing. To begin developing and implementing your impact investing strategy, we encourage you to read our accompanying guide Impact Investing: Strategy and Action.

Source
My sense is that some decisions got made at some Philanthropath powwows and some people were persuaded of some necessary tough steps.

The best ops use True Believers.
They're called the Good Club - and they want to save the world

Paul Harris in New York reports on the small, elite group of billionaire philanthropists who met recently to discuss solving the planet’s problems.

It is the most elite club in the world. Ordinary people need not apply. Indeed there is no way to ask to join. You simply have to be very, very rich and very, very generous. On a global scale.

This is the Good Club, the name given to the tiny global elite of billionaire philanthropists who recently held their first and highly secretive meeting in the heart of New York City.

The names of some of the members are familiar figures: Bill Gates, George Soros, Warren Buffett, Oprah Winfrey, David Rockefeller and Ted Turner. But there are others, too, like business giants Eli and Edythe Broad, who are equally wealthy but less well known. All told, its members are worth $125bn.

The meeting - called by Gates, Buffett and Rockefeller - was held in response to the global economic downturn and the numerous health and environmental crises that are plaguing the globe. It was, in some ways, a summit to save the world.

No wonder that when news of the secret meeting leaked, via the seemingly unusual source of an Irish-American website, it sent shock waves through

And maybe if some True Believers are just now getting up to speed on the Ostensible Reason vs. the Actual Reason and would do well to listen to the Day Tapes, then that’s my apparent mission on Planet Cull the Herd.
In 1969, ex-Planned Parenthood Medical Director Richard Day Prophesied How the Globalist Agendas Would Unfold, Tape #3

SAGE HANA

APR 23

On March 20th, 1969, the late Dr Lawrence Dunegan (1923-2004) attended an astonishing lecture at a meeting of the Pittsburgh Pediatric Society. The lecturer was Dr Richard Day (1905-1989), who at the time was Professor of Pediatrics at Mount Sinai Medical School in New York. Day had previously served as Medical Director of Planned Parenthood Federation of America.

Dr Dunegan had been a student of Dr Day at the University of Pittsburgh, and was thus well acquainted with him. He later claimed that Dr Day had asked the attendees not to take notes or record what he was about to tell them during that lecture.

Re-Introduction Here is that Creative Intelligence at work. The Hidden Hand. Moving the chess pieces around. The following is another extended audiotaped account recollecting a 1969 talk given by an ex-Planned Parenthood Medical Director, Richard Day

Read full story

I realize that I am likely going to activate a new round of Flying Monkeys anew with this.

I did reach out to Steve on this, and he did reach out to me a while back to discuss George Webb and the Murder Ball Litigation tour, but I declined.

Primarily because we are now officially into People get Dead portion of the program and at the very least Lawfared.

Steve can explain his position on all of this and discuss Bill Gates in any way he sees fit.

Steve you know I had your back on that Mythinformation Op. You know I believed in you.

And until I get dead, I can post my shit here.

At the very least, no matter how many Puerto Rico Conference MKUltras and minions they send, I have at least left a trail of crumbs for any investigator who wants to track it back to ????

Buy me a Kofi if you feel it.

It is all coming together pretty rapidly now.
Unlimited Hangout

Whatever you make of it, one thing I can promise: Wall to Wall Saturation does not happen by accident.
How to save the world, in three easy steps.

June 9th, 2021 • 224K views

Bret Weinstein
@BretWeinstein
78K followers

San Juan Summit: 8 Prominent Doctors and Scientists Engage in a Remarkable Exchange

Panel of doctors and scientists convene in a remarkable open forum about effective early treatment and evaluate the current one-size-fits-all approach to Covid treatment.

PHYSICIANS AND MEDICAL SCIENTISTS - UPDATED: OCT 3, 2021 - ORIGINAL: SEP 14, 2021
BREAKING: @pfizer Exploring "Mutating" COVID-19 Virus For New Vaccines

"Don't tell anyone this...There is a risk...have to be very controlled to make sure this virus you mutate doesn't create something...the way that the virus started in Wuhan, to be honest."

#DirectedEvolution
there is one other person who Whitney gives a pass - Robert Malone. First person to hug her after she spoke at CHD inaugural conference.
So this is where things get super awkward, and the logicians on Jabs Bad Island are the first to get murdered.

This is where the rubber meets the road, and I give a lot of credit to JJ Couey for being based as a mofo on this stuff.

And Mark.

When you funnel 🐮 into Bobby and the Campaign and CHD and now the Gleam of the Laser Pointer, and CHD gives voice to all the goodies, and thank you for that, Bobby and Co…but when CHD and Bobby and Mercola and Steve and Del and on and on…can’t seem to follow the dots further than Jabs Bad and Fauci Bad…that’s where you find yourself, if you are curious at all…at a boutique Substack with 8,000 or so subs.

And see some bullshit like this happening, by the way.
It's Laurie from Substack....

Hi [redacted] Thank you so much for sending me your email and I always enjoy seeing your comments on substack.

I really need to talk to you about something, After Malone's article on Sunday where he doxxed Sage Hana/Derrick, I got a text from one of my friends from the page saying she didn't think Malone would say these things about Derrick without having confirmation because he would not want to get sued and also he has the connections to verify info. This led me into doing some research into Derrick and [redacted] it is NOT good what I found. In fact it's sickening to the point that I'm concerned for all of us being there on that page anymore. I'll explain and I have verification of this with screenshots that I can send for you to look over yourself. (You won't truly understand until you see it for yourself.)

Do you want me to tell you about it?
Does it make it awkward not to limit the hangout?
Does it make awkward to not toss George Webb out of your Remdesivir Murder Ball Litigation Conference?
Press Passes for Covid Litigation Conference
3/21/2023 6:26 PM

Ok. You're set

Sent from Proton Mail for iOS

On Tue, Mar 21, 2023 at 10:47 AM, wrote:

... Dear TrevorFG, I am writing on behalf of independent journalist George Webb to request two press passes for him and one associate, to the Covid Litigation Conference the weekend of March 25, 2023. George Webb ... ... and The Stew Peters Network, among others. He has 86K followers on social media, and would be an asset in widening the impact of any networking
Do you wonder why he is always there? He’s always there.

At the highest levels of anointed Laser Pointer power.

Whether it’s the Breggins, or Jane Ruby, or me, or George, or JJ, or Mark, or MKUltra Math Boy or la Gata or Tereza or Dave Underdown…you can’t silence everybody forever.
You cannot hire everybody and co-opt everybody and smear everybody and think this is going to all go away.

Can you?

I know a lot of people got sucked into this for the right reasons.

You have to keep going.

You have to keep going.

For those right reasons.

You have to keep your eye on the next indicated question.

How did you get the injections? Who gave them to you?

How long was this planned? By whom? Names.

Who gave you Remdesivir? And vents. And Hospital Death Protocols?

How is this related to the United States Bioweapon Programs?

How is this related to the Great Reset and Humans are Hackable Animals?

Who took away Ivermectin, etc.?

This is not going away.

The Truth is like a Lion.
April 29, 2023

Dear Presidential Hopeful RFK, Jr. and Team, (Kirsch, Dr. Robert Malone)

Don't you want to solve the "Standards of Care" Hospital Murder Mystery? Or should we just Kumbaya it out and avoid the "toxic quagmire" and open up a fresh bag of Murder Baton Doritos?

How much would your Favorite Gleaming Talking Head or Presidential Candidate and Team very much like you to not keep digging into the Biomedical Security Pretext for Global Fascism?

Of 9/11. And Anthrax.

Planes and then germs. Planes with germs. Germs.

Plans and designs.

George' Webb Task Force Orange Journal

Was Corona 9/11 Really Anthrax 9/11 Live?
In October 2019, I stood on the banks of the Potomac in the shadow of Ft. McNair and the National Defense University with renowned 9/11 author Len Bracken, and I asked, “Could they Dark Winter Trump?”. Operation Dark Winter was a “tabletop” exercise, that was run at the US Army Fort behind the bricks 100 yards to my left. Operation Dark Winter sought t…

Read more

2 months ago · 96 likes · 46 comments · George Webb

Is there any doubt in your mind who runs this joint? (America, The World.)

Do you wonder why he is always there? He’s always there.

At the highest levels of anointed Laser Pointer power.
Of course, the New Bosses love to talk about free speech...and “freedom”.
As *He is Always There* sues the Breggins and Dr. Jane Ruby for exercising it, and pointing out some deeply inconvenient details about our Hero.

It’s called lawfare. It’s called intimidation. It is all they can do.

Because the dots are being connected so rapidly that all they can do is censor, smear, divert, and deflect.

They need this:
They need “major commercial media”, a paradigm that they can then fake oppose, and they need a Giant Independent Platform Whale next tier to help them fake oppose it.

Buy me a Kofi. I just explained the whole fake media universe. Worth five bucks.

They need you in this paradigm, and they need you not asking about Hospital Death Protocols and small bioweapon teams that date back to Anthrax.
Laser Pointer Extraordinaire NOT asking the right questions, ala Richard Day

I believe I understand now why he is always there. And being positioned at every corner to emerge. Because he knows *everything*.

Robert Malone is a brilliant individual.

How could one person, so brilliant, so connected with Michael Callahan, Sina Bavari, David Hone, Steven Hatfill, the Darrell spooks…not understand the greater agendas in play?

**Pay attention to what always stays the same.**
Check out my latest The Defender podcast with @RWMaloneMD where we discuss his new book, "Lies My Gov't Told Me: And the Better Future Coming".

Lies My Government Told Me with Dr Robert Malone by RFK Jr Podcast

Dr. Robert Malone discusses his new book, Lies My Government Told Me, with RFK Jr in this episode. Click here to purchase his book - ...

7:34 PM · Dec 19, 2022 · 88.8K Views

677 Retweets 15 Quotes 2,311 Likes 33 Bookmarks
Chatting up Bannon with Peter Navarro, both of them grinning and congratulating each other like Duper’s Delight Cheshire Cats.

Florida conference hyping the super antigen.

"The evidence is there, that in my opinion, this virus was engineered. And as my friend Steven Hatfill likes to point out, there is a sequence that looks like it could be what we call a super-antigen."


You don’t say?

You and your friend Steven Hatfill think it looks like a super antigen?

Sounds serious.

We better do this. After all, we have a super-antigen.
Katherine Watt, on another conference, the StopVaxPassports panel held on April 24.

Most of Hatfill's statements are demonstrably false and serve only to reinforce the lies told by the globalist totalitarians through their propaganda channels.

In his segment, Hatfill argued that the so-called pandemic events of the last several decades were pandemics; they they were poorly-managed due to slow and ineffectual surveillance programs; that there are currently massive threats of new communicable diseases brewing around the world due to population growth, wet markets, and other factors; that faster, more comprehensive, more militarized data mining, surveillance and population control are a good response; and that the CDC and WHO were originally designed and currently work to identify and control disease outbreaks.

I disagree with all of those claims.

I think the events of the last century described by globalists as "pandemics," back to the Spanish flu in 1918 or earlier, were orchestrated attacks on human societies, religious and governing institutions, human bodies and human immune systems. They were
not naturally-occurring or naturally-circulating diseases or benevolent disease mitigation programs.

I think that globalist totalitarians want increased surveillance and population control, and therefore orchestrate false-flag pandemics — through psychological manipulation, propaganda and other forms of lying and fear-mongering — and also orchestrate biochemical attacks (weapons falsely labeled as 'vaccines' and treatments), to create pretexts for installing more intensive surveillance and control systems to control and kill more people.

Note: Katherine Watt is a force of nature.

More George, who I think is starting to raise his cohesive storyline game. He sure as hell puts in the leg work and does not flinch.

“Virus Terror Prepared the Ground for Digital Currency, Biometric Phones”
Corona Ushered In CBDCs

Recently, on the Courtenay Turner show, I repeated my contention that all the terror and confusion brought about by CoronaVirus ushered in Central Bank Digital Currency (CBDC) and the acceptance of biometric phones in much the same way the 9/11 Anthrax attacks ushered in the Patriot Act and mass surveillance by the NSA…

Do you understand why he is there now?

They cannot allow a changing of the guard. They cannot NOT have their people in the mix.

They are going to incredible, historic, tragic lengths to ensure that their people are in the mix.

And that you get distracted and don’t ask the most basic questions.
We are all Spartacus. (Except Substack Spartacus, he is outlier smart. Yes. Yes I will keep using that same gag. Yes I will.)

(meme credit - @Kate_Hampstead)
I'm Keeping the Brand! (Will the real Sage Hana please stand up?) Robert Malone threatened to sue SH and Agent Bender went full Double Agent Psycho!

Chaos Agent MKULtra Math Boy Mathew Crawford's Bad Doxxing is the gift that keeps on giving. Poisonous Tree Bears Fruit.
April 6, 2023

"The second shot almost did me in. As in I almost died."

Dr. Robert Malone says he was almost killed by the Moderna Experimental Transfections in Spring, 2021. His subsequent rhetorical output and emotional affect seemed incongruent with that harm.

On a side note, my 10 y.o. nephew (he’s in N.H.) called me today asking if I could donate to his school fundraiser. It’s for children with heart disease! Of course I will send some money, but my heart sinks seeing how all this is becoming normalized and institutionalized. Sorry to change the subject, I just had to put that out there...
Vaccine injured people usually have a certain look. It is a look of abject betrayal. Of grief. Of anger. Of outrage.

Something has harmed them which they were told was safe.

The "Truth Be Told" anti-vaxx march in London, January 21

I remember Jimmy Dore being vaccine injured and looking bewildered and frustrated into the camera in Summer, 2021. Here he is discussing it with Rogan July, 2021.
Dr. Robert Malone says he was also injured by the experimental injections.

Here is Bob two days ago lashing out at the corruption of the “administrative state”. (Does this include Ralph Baric, the Pentagon, DARPA, DTRA, BARDA, DOD?)
Note again how Dr. Robert Malone is using the term, “pseudo-mRNA jabs”, creating a distinction it would seem from the good?, safe? “authentic variant of mRNA transfection?”, which the Monster plows ahead employing, as this has been long planned.

Gene editing is the ballgame, it would seem. It must be protected.
Speaking of being protected.

Note that we are back to the regulatory capture of health agencies by “pharma” and the HHS and the FDA as the liars.

No mention of the DOD, Military Countermeasures, bioweapons programs.
Btw, Twitter is no longer allowing Substackers to embed tweets. Discuss.

cmpalmer75
In the linked article, Malone claims he was injured by the second Moderna jab.

In fact, he says "The second shot almost did me in. As in I almost died."

Per his own timeline, he got the second shot around May 2021. He perhaps would have been still experiencing symptoms in the time frame of that first marathon Dark Horse podcast with Kirsch and Weinstein. (June 9, 2021)

Weinstein asked Malone if he was jabbed. Malone said he was and gave his reasons for getting jabbed (travel).

He never mentioned any symptoms. He certainly didn't mention almost dying. That was the time to bring it up. As Sage has pointed out a few times, his wife was still complaining that he wasn't getting credit for the mRNA vaxx tech in that time frame, (June 2, 2021) which is also very strange.

In October, 2021, did Malone neglect to tell a group of teenagers and young adults in Hawaii about almost dying from the second jab?

If so, I find that odd. I find that inexcusable. It leaves me (and many others) with lots of questions.

**The October, 2021 Hawaiian sit down with the kids.**

The last little girl says she is scared to get the experimental injections in another video that I've seen. She had good reason to be scared.

In this clip, the kids are discussing being segregated and shamed for not taking the same shot that months earlier had almost killed Dr. Malone, per his own testimony.
Malone's affect is just not congruent with a man that almost died of the very injections that he is discussing. Maybe he was told not to be too “anti-vax” by CHD?

I don’t know. I could speculate, but that leads to lawfare.

Rumble extended link of Hawaii Q&A [here](#).

Hawaiian childrens' questions about the Covid-19 vaccine answered by Doctors Robert & Jill Malone. "Talk Story" was filmed **October 18th, 2021** and presented by Children's Health Defense Hawai'i.

_The Vaccine Near Death Experience_

Who is Robert Malone

"How Bad is my Batch"

In fact, I do have a personal life. My wife of of 42 years and I are actually pretty private. Sharing personal history is not something I do everyday. However, as many of you know - I was vaccinated with Moderna twice and had a pretty significant vaccine injury. This was pretty early in the roll-out of the vaccines. It was long before the FOIA Japanese…

Read more

a year ago · 2,089 likes · 264 comments · Robert W Malone MD, MS
Writes Robert Malone:

Anyway, back to my story. I knew in the beginning of April, 2021, that I had to travel overseas and the word on the street was that the European Union was going to require full vaccination before entering any EU country by summer (that actually never happened BTW). I knew that a full vaccination protocol was a process of weeks - and that i had better get started! Furthermore, there was a lot of buzz around the idea that vaccination would help with “long-COVID.” I had already had COVID, and just couldn’t shake a number of chronic issues that I had developed after getting the disease. Frankly, I should have done
more homework on that one- because this idea really didn't hold up to scrutiny.

Be that as it may, **in April, 2021, I got vaccinated.** It was early enough in the cycle, that I had no choice but to take the Moderna vaccine, as that was available in my area The vaccine was distributed at a local college, with the Army Reserves administering the program.

**The first shot was fine. No issues.**

**The second shot almost did me in. As in I almost died.**

After the injection, I had the usual fatigue, muscle-ache and then the palpitations started, as well as shortness of breath. Within a couple days, it got worse - I am not someone who goes to the doctor easily, but luckily for me, I happened to have a routine appointment with my physician. She cuffed me and my systolic blood pressure was through the roof. As she is also a cardiologist, she had more tests run, started me on high blood pressure meds and we got it under control. I kind of feel like I owe her my life. A call out to the fantastic Dr. C. Bove.

---

**Jill Glasspool Malone Linked In (now deleted), pull quote, June 2, 2021:**
So, what does one do when someone’s work is not cited, when they are erased from history?

It turns out there is nothing one can do. When a national newspaper gets it wrong, over the course of months – they won’t correct it. Even if one goes to the editor, the magazine, the newspaper or the journalist. Even if one writes about it on social media, etc. Yes, I and to some extent, Robert did all that. I have written, begged, pleaded, informed – all to no avail. Basically, we hit a stone wall. Either journalists denied it (“well, I said “others” worked on these technologies”) or we were ignored. But with time, each article seems to get more and more exaggerated about the Dr. Kariko “discoveries.”

So, why am I writing this?
I guess at the very least to set the record straight with his friends.

This was and is Robert’s work, his passion. *He is thrilled that all these technologies are working. He is thrilled for his part in that.* He freely credits that other people have worked to develop this. But to have poured his heart and soul into this – *decades of work and to have someone else get credit for his work in the national press is demoralizing and disheartening.*

::raises hand slowly::: Your husband almost died from these injections a month or two earlier and he is thrilled that these technologies are working?

"The History of how mRNA Vaccines were Discovered", Excerpts from Jill Glasspool Malone's Linkedin June, 2021 Post

The following Linkedin post was published Jun 2, 2021. I have pulled relevant excerpts which reflect Dr. Jill Malone’s frustration that her husband Dr. Robert Malone was not getting appropriate credit for his invention of mRNA technology. Please read her whole post if you would like all relevant context. Any bolding that is mine, I will note with an aste…

Read more
Malone inserted himself (or someone working on his behalf) into my comment kerfuffle with Nass. He says he doesn't have a Telegram account, so I posted the comment from January 2022 that was attributed to him on the Telegram account bearing his name. He told me the comment was from his substack (the article linked above) and also published in his book (Lies My Government Told Me).

Ipso facto, it is his timeline. If he got the first Moderna shot in April, he likely got the second in May (late April at the earliest). I find it odd (and told him so in my response) that he didn't mention almost dying in that marathon Dark Horse podcast. In fact, he didn't mention any symptoms that I recall.

June 9, 2021 Dark Horse Podcast with Bret Weinstein and Steve Kirsch
How to save the world, in three easy steps.

June 15, 2021
April 5, 2023


From Author Robert Mask
Wuhan Coronavirus

A Practical Guide for Preparing and Protecting Yourself from the Coronavirus Outbreak.

Robert Mask
If you find that you are afraid, nervous, apprehensive, or even panicking about this new virus known as SARS-CoV-2, then you are not alone. You need to recognize the truth of the matter — it is here, and it is not going anywhere any time soon. The best thing you can do is prepare for the worst while hoping for the best and still gaining any of the critical information that you may need to protect yourself and your loved ones from the strange new COVID-19 disease that is infecting people around the world.

When you pick up this book, you are going to be guided through everything that you will need to know about this virus, how it is spreading, and why it is doing what it is doing. You will learn not only what it is, but how it works and why it is spreading as widely as it is. The mystery of this virus will fade away, and with that understanding comes a sense of control over the situation—a sense that ultimately, whatever happens, you are prepared and you know what you are going to do.
Have you seen social media lately? It is flooded with pictures and videos about this mysterious new illness that is sweeping across the world. Initially contained to China, this disease has officially expanded beyond and into the outside world. It is officially considered a global emergency, and it is officially something that is very likely to spread near you at some point in time.

If you find that you are afraid, nervous, apprehensive, or even panicking about this new virus known as SARS-CoV-2, then you are not alone. You need to recognize the truth of the matter—it is here, and it is not going anywhere any time soon. The best thing you can do is prepare for the worst while hoping for the best and still gaining any of the critical information that you may need to protect yourself and your loved ones from the strange new disease that is infecting people.
around the world.

When you pick up this book, you are going to be guided through everything that you will need to know about this virus, how it is spreading, and why it is doing what it is doing. You will learn not only what it is, but how it works and why it is spreading as widely as it is. The mystery of this virus will fade away, and with that understanding comes a sense of control over the situation—a sense that ultimately, whatever happens, you are prepared and you know what you are going to do.

Within this book, you will find the following information to help you shed some light on this strange new virus:

What a virus is and how they work, in depth to get a solid understanding of what you need to know in order to understand SARS-CoV-2. What are and how they work for you to understand how this one is working and how it compares to others. Information on how the WHO ranks diseases, determines what a pandemic is, and how this information is important to know. Information about what a global public health emergency is and why this matters. A closer look at SARS-CoV-2—the new virus that is flying through the world, leaving people scrambling to come up with a cure or other method to fight it. How the virus spreads. Information about who is the most likely to get sick. Information about the symptoms of—the disease that is caused by the virus. Answers to many of the common rumors and misconceptions that are currently circling the internet. Information on the struggles to get accurate data out in the open. A timeline of what has happened during this infection. How to prepare and protect yourself should a pandemic bring a contagious virus to you AND MORE!!
If you are ready to understand what you can do to protect yourself from the virus and how you can ensure that you and your family are all ready to shelter in place, should the need arise, then this is the book for you. Do not let another day pass by without any action—you never know when the outbreak will reach you, and you do not want to be unprepared.

Are you ready to get started? Then scroll up and CLICK AND BUY NOW!

“A Practical Guide for Preparing and Protecting Yourself from the Coronavirus Outbreak.”

Hmmm...😊
Novel Coronavirus: A Practical Guide for Preparation and Protection

Jill Glasspool Malone, Robert W. Malone

This book provides a pragmatic, practical guide full of everyday tips for living in the real world, while doing what you can to avoid contracting the novel coronavirus (COVID-19). The most important thing that anyone can do to reduce the spread of novel coronavirus infection and disease among your community is to protect yourself, and this book is designed to empower each of us to accomplish this. The book is also intended to help you to recognize the signs when you or someone else has become infected. It is not intended as a “doomsday”, “survivalist” or “prepper” manual. It is written for average people, including mothers, fathers, relatives and families, young and old, single and couples, workers and retired, well off and living from paycheck to paycheck. At various points, this book delves into more technical aspects of virology, epidemiology and the biology of novel coronavirus disease. These sections are written for the more scientifically adept reader. However, if you are not scientifically minded, please do not let that scare you off. Discussions on how to protect yourself and your family, and how to prepare for the coming pandemic are written for and easily understood by those without a strong scientific background. The book also has concrete suggestions on how to mitigate risks associated with businesses and the workplace. This includes risk management and contingency planning for businesses. Finally, an introduction to medical countermeasures (drugs, vaccines, antibodies etc.) development options for this novel coronavirus are discussed. A word of caution: overreaction triggering unnecessary panic can be extremely damaging - economically and in other ways. Just as under-reaction is a problem. Please remember to keep calm and carry on.
I mean, these are probably both very fine books!

Author **Robert Mask**’s book is way pricier! $50 compared to $10.

The Malone book appears to be unavailable, but the Amazon Robert Dark book appears to still be available if one wants to shell out the $50.
In the Washington Post article, Malone says he treated his own case of COVID with famotidine (Pepcid AC) in late February, 2020.

Housatonic says 8-cases nationwide. I found a link that says 15-cases by February 13, 2020.


Operation Book Warp Speed!

I can’t seem to figure out when Robert Mask had his book out. 😐

So what a whirlwind!
Fresh on the heels of some consulting work with DTRA on their DOMANE alternative treatment for novel virus supercomputer system in late 2019, which he is now skating away from and AlChem on a rail…

He has developed and wrote the initial clinical trial design: A Single Center, Randomized, Double Blinded Controlled Crossover Observational Outpatient Trial of the Safety and Efficacy of Oral Famotidine for the Treatment of COVID-19 in Non-Hospitalized Symptomatic Adults. Another project he has been involved with is a DTRA/DOMANE-funded development and performance of a virtual outpatient clinical trial designed to test new monitoring and data capture technology while using COVID19 as a live-fire example. He has helped open two IND for famotidine and celecoxib use for treatment and prevention of COVID19 disease including an associated drug master file, and has enabled
teaming/pharmaceutical supply arrangements with two major pharmaceutical firms.

2021 CV.

A "consultant".

A "subcontractor".

A **Chief Medical Officer**.

Not me! It was Hone.

I was just a lowly subcontractor CHIEF MEDICAL OFFICER.

“Bobby get a team spun up, blah, blah, blah…”

In five weeks, he and Jill have a book on Amazon.

In about seven weeks, he has contracted the novel “smart bomb” virus himself, one of the first cases in the United States and self treated with famotidine.

He recovers.

Oh, Bob and Callahan had SEPARATELY discovered famotidine.

Robert Kadlec shells out $20.7m to study Pepcid.

Trump had already partnered with MoDARPA to get those experimental mRNA vaccines up and running.

Later on Bob has Long Covid and thinks meeeebbeeee the exp. mRNA injections will help. Or something.

It all becomes a blur at some point.

I’ve been hypnotized.

The mellifluous tones have hypnotized me. I am very sleepy. There are Black Suburbans following me around. I walk into traffic. sccrrreeeeeeeccccchhhhh.
Exploring the Epidermal Gene Transfection Vaccine Technology
Patents Filed in the early 2000s by Bob and Jill

Wife and partner Jill Glasspool-Malone handled Inovio's US incorporation which promotes gene transfection technology. The Malones had also secured patents on related transfection technology.

At root, an indelicate question.

Can you get sued for asking an awkward question? Because you want to understand how the COVID-19 Psychological Operation and Global Medical Live Exercise went down?

In a now deleted video, apparently inaccessible for view on the Wayback Machine, Mark Kulacz speculated that Dr. Robert Malone may have had an active interest in the success of the Inovio Pharmaceuticals Vaccine entry in the Operation Warp Speed Covid-19 Vaccine ruse program.


If you follow the link and select the Wayback Machine link, the video may still be available if you have the appropriate browser and settings. (Brave and Tor, or VPN).
I currently have it pulled up for view, but a quick check of other browsers reveals that it no longer exists. (Obviously it does; it is playing on my computer right now.)

Further, I have the entire video downloaded, but will refrain from posting it as a courtesy to Mark, aka, Housatonic, barring his express permission.

The gist of the supposition is that Dr. Malone may have had a conflict of interest in seeking alternative treatments for COVID-19, as actually finding effective treatments would have disqualified an Emergency Use Authorization for the new experimental vaccines.

Of course there is also the “I was merely a consultant” remove from both missions: Providing the world with exciting new Vaccine Transfection Technology with Inovio, and Alternative Treatment Hunting with DTRA and their DOMANE program.
Recently, Malone has distanced himself further from the DOMANE program, characterizing it as “early and superficial”.

Robert W Malone, MD @RWMaloneMD
@GenExerMama I have no idea of what you are speaking about. My involvement with DOMANE was early and superficial.

10:59 PM · Mar 27, 2023
7Likes1Retweet

Malone’s 2021 CV seemed far more bullish on his involvement.

Currently, Dr. Malone is leading a large team since January 10, 2020, focused on clinical research design, drug development, computer modeling and mechanisms of action of repurposed drugs for COVID-19 treatment. This work has included multiple manuscripts summarizing most recent findings relating to famotidine and overall insights into the mechanism of COVID-19 disease, and others focused on celecoxib and famotidine are being reviewed for publication. He has developed and wrote the initial clinical trial design: A Single Center, Randomized, Double Blinded Controlled Crossover Observational Outpatient Trial of the Safety and Efficacy of Oral Famotidine for the Treatment of COVID-19 in Non-Hospitalized Symptomatic Adults. Another project he has been involved with is a DTRA/DOMANE-funded development and performance of a virtual outpatient clinical trial designed to test new monitoring and data capture technology while using COVID19 as a live-fire
example. He has helped open two IND for famotidine and celecoxib use for treatment and prevention of COVID19 disease including an associated drug master file, and has enabled teaming/pharmaceutical supply arrangements with two major pharmaceutical firms.

On retrospect, it appears abundantly clear that the Dept. of Defense wanted the new experimental gene based “vaccine” technologies to be produced, and that no current effective countermeasure would be allowed to be found.

Robert Malone was well aware of the drive to gene technology vaccines and he had prior discussed their emergence at the World Health Organization Vaccine Strategies powwow in 2011.

Ten years later, with a gene transfection patent to his name, Malone’s “early and superficial” DOMANE testing were being promoted by one Bob Malone along with caution about Ivermectin.
I am data based. And have confirmed with personal experience. Ivermectin has utility, but is not perfect. Our HD Famotidine + celecoxib trials will start soon, and that also shows promise. Fluvoxamine is promising. There are many others.

Adrienne Fitzpatrick @AFitz228 · Aug 25, 2021
I just got over Covid. I tried natural remedies initially along with 2 turmeric twice daily. Then I tried otc famotidine 40 mg qam and 1 benadryl qpm. Took 2 days to clear chest congestion and get rid of cough. Just my little anecdotal experience
The Fix Was In

Per Ivanka Trump, then President Donald Trump had already partnered with Moderna (DARPA) to produce the new technology herd culling injections on January 13, 2020.

Can some Twitter expert discover if this tweet is real?
Saw it referenced here in this article.

Note that Robert Malone and wife Jill already had a book out for purchase on Covid by February 12, 2020.

That was fast.
NOVEL CORONAVIRUS: A Practical Guide for Preparation and Protection

Jill Glasspool Malone, PhD
Robert W Malone, MD, MS

This book provides a pragmatic, practical guide full of everyday tips for living in the real world, while doing what you can to avoid contracting the novel coronavirus (COVID-19). The most important thing that anyone can do is to reduce the spread of novel coronavirus infection and disease among your community is to protect yourself, and this book is designed to empower each of us to accomplish this. It is also intended to help you to recognize the signs when you or someone else has become infected. It is not intended as a "doomsday," "survivalist" or "prepper" manual. It is written for average people; mothers, fathers, relatives and family, young and old, singles and couples, workers and retired, well off and living from paycheck to paycheck. At various points, this book does delve into more technical aspects of virology, epidemiology, and the biology of novel coronavirus disease. These sections are written for the more scientifically adept reader. However, if you are not scientifically minded, please do not let that scare you off. Discussions are on how to protect yourself and your family, and how to prepare for the coming pandemic, are written for and easily understood by those without a strong scientific background. The book also has concrete suggestions on how to mitigate risks associated with businesses and the workplace. This includes risk management and continuity planning for businesses. Finally, an introduction to medical countermeasure (drugs, vaccines, antibodies etc.) development options for this novel coronavirus are discussed. A word of caution: overreaction triggering unnecessary panic can be extremely damaging - economically and in other ways. Just as under-reaction is a problem. Please remember to Keep Calm and Carry on.
In 2001, a paper was published in Molecular Biology regarding the transfection of genetic materials through the skin.

Received for publication June 7, 2000, Published February 2001 in Molecular Therapy

Abstract

Naked DNA injection with electropermeabilization (EP) is a promising method for nucleic acid vaccination (NAV) and in vivo gene therapy. Skin is an ideal target for NAV due to ease of administration and the accessibility of large numbers of antigen-presenting cells within the tissue. This study demonstrates that in vivo skin EP may be used to increase transgene expression up to an average of 83-fold relative to naked DNA injection (50 μg DNA per dose, \( P < 0.005 \)). Transfected cells were principally located in dermis and included adipocytes, fibroblasts, endothelial cells, and numerous mononuclear cells with dendritic processes in a porcine model. Transfected cells were also observed in lymph nodes draining electropermeabilized sites. A HBV sAg-coding plasmid was used to test skin EP-mediated NAV in a murine model. Analysis of humoral immune responses including immunoglobulin subclass profiles revealed strong enhancement of EP-mediated NAV relative to naked DNA injection, with a Th1-dominant, mixed-response pattern compared to immunization with HBV sAg protein that was exclusively Th2 (\( P = 0.02 \)). Applications for these findings include NAV-based modulation of immune responses to pathogens, allergens, and tumor-associated antigens and the modification of tolerance.

Authors include Jill Glasspool-Malone, Robert Malone
Discussion

In this report, we demonstrate that the *in vivo* application of pulsed electric fields significantly increases intradermally injected transgene expression. The procedure is easy to perform and well tolerated both clinically and histopathologically. In contrast to the predominantly epidermal pattern of expression observed after intradermal injection of naked DNA (22), a pattern of dermal and subdermal transfection was observed with skin EP. Transfected cell types included numerous mononuclear cells with dendritic cell morphology, as well as large numbers of adipocytes. Transgene expression was observed in lymph nodes draining electroporated tissues, although the studies do not distinguish between the migration of transfected cells from skin to nodes and the direct uptake and transfection of resident lymph node cells by the injected DNA. To test the hypothesis that increased transfection
efficiency would translate into increased nucleic acid vaccination efficacy, mice were vaccinated with a HBV surface antigen-encoding plasmid. Analysis of resulting humoral immune response patterns demonstrated that EP treatment strongly enhanced NAV relative to immunization with DNA alone. This response was mixed but Th1 dominant compared to immunization with protein alone.

https://www.cell.com/molecular-therapy-family/molecular-therapy/fulltext/S1525-0016(00)90257-0
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Robert Malone has some patents on this technology.

2001 Gene Transfection Vaccine Technology Patent by the Malones and Joseph Drabick.
METHOD FOR GENE TRANSFECTION AND VACCINATION THROUGH SKIN USING ELECTROPERMEABILIZATION

Abstract: Cells in the skin or mucosal tissue of an individual can be transfected with a polynucleotide or gene by injecting the polynucleotide into the skin or mucosal tissue and applying a pulsating electrical field in the vicinity of the injection. This approach is suitable for vaccinating an individual to the expressed polypeptide, thereby generating antibodies or engendering cell-mediated immunity. For example, antibodies generated against the expression product of a gene cloned from genomic or cDNA libraries can be used to characterize the product and, hence, illuminate the function of the gene. The approach also can be employed, in an animal or humans, for treating a disease condition or for modifying a skin condition that affects the appearance of the skin. Kits are included for carrying out the methods of the invention.
Here is another related patent from 2003.
So far so good. Just medical inventions and patents and so forth.

The immediate questions that come to my mind are:

- Is this the patented tech that Inovio Pharmaceutical employs?
• If Inovio had succeeded in being selected as a Vaccine Manufacturer in Operation Warp Speed, would this have paid royalties to these patent holders? (And Inovio USA incorporators?)

To be clear, I have no idea. This entire world of biotechnology is murky.

*Inovio Incorporation*
Another DNA vaccine candidate. Jill actually did the incorporation for Inovio USA back in the day. We were also very involved in discovery/development of this tech platform when we were at UMaryland Baltimore.

Inovio heads to Brazil for phase 3 COVID-19 vaccine trial, months after U.S. s... Inovio will take a trip to sunny Brazil to run a phase 3 trial testing its COVID-19 vaccine, months after the U.S. turned off the lights for the late-stage study. |...
Inovio was discussed previously here in this post.

This is their proprietary Cellectra device, which is like a transdermal gene applicator of sorts.
During a meeting of the White House Coronavirus Task Force in March 2020, CEO, [Dr. Jong Joseph Kim (born 1969)], said that Inovio scientists had designed a vaccine candidate (INO-4800) for the COVID-19 coronavirus in January, in three hours, after the virus' genetic sequence was first published.[8]

https://sites.google.com/housatonicits.com/home0003/research/inovio-pharmaceuticals-inc

The company was not selected by the Trump Administration. The FDA pumped the brakes on Inovio, as explained here, Sept. 28, 2020.
When Inovio joined the race for a COVID-19 vaccine, questions swirled. After all, critics often note, it has pitched into previous pandemics, including Ebola and Zika, but after 40 years in business, the company has failed to get a DNA vaccine—or any product—approved. Now, the FDA has questions, too.

The agency slapped a partial clinical hold on the phase 2/3 study of Inovio’s COVID-19 vaccine because it has “additional questions” about the trial, the company revealed Monday. Details were slim, with the company saying only that the Investigational New Drug (IND) application for the phase 2/3 study would be on hold until the FDA’s questions “have been satisfactorily addressed.”

“The company is actively working to address the FDA’s questions and plans to respond in October, after which the FDA will have up to 30 days to notify INOVIO of its decision as to whether the trial may proceed,” the company said in the statement.
Six months prior to that, Inovio was blasted and compared to the Elizabeth Holmes sham biotech company Theranos by Citron Research.

May 1, 2020.


Inovio Pharmaceuticals’ stock has climbed higher and higher over the past month since it said it was working on a speedy COVID-19 vaccine.

The company’s stock started April at around $7 a share but more than doubled to $15 toward the end of the month. The climb started after Inovio said April 6 that it had received FDA clearance to begin clinical development of potential DNA vaccine INO-4800.

This was no doubt helped by the biotech’s vaccine project being funded by the Coalition for Epidemic Preparedness Innovations and the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation.

In a nutshell, its tech works by delivering plasmids into cells intramuscularly or intradermally, using a hand-held smart device that uses a brief electrical pulse to open small pores in the cell.

These, the company contends, briefly open to allow the plasmids to enter, overcoming a problem associated with other DNA and mRNA vaccines. Once inside the cell, the plasmid DNA instructs the cell’s own machinery to generate antigens to stimulate an immune response that primes the body against the coronavirus.

RELATED: Inovio axes staffers, cancer program to 'sharpen focus,' save cash
But Citron Research (PDF), known for its attacks, has come out against the biotech, labeling its COVID-19 vaccine claims as Theranos-like, the medtech company that promised to deliver answers and diagnoses to many diseases through a simply blood test, but turned out to be a sham.

The firm's attack claimed that Inovio developed a vaccine in just three hours and “under the same scientific team that has spent decades deceiving investors.”

It went on: “It’s been over 40 years since Inovio was founded, yet the company has NEVER [sic] brought a product to market, and all the while insiders have enriched themselves with hefty salaries and large stock sales.” Citron said that Inovio shareholders have been “Theranosed” by the company.

What’s really irked the company is the biotech’s "60 Minutes" appearance, when Inovio’s senior vice president of R&D Kate Broderick said: “All we need is that genetic code. So it's just a series of A's, and T's, and C's, and G's that make up the blueprint to the virus. We use a computer algorithm to generate the design of the vaccine. So we plugged in the viral sequence. And after three hours, we had a fully designed vaccine on paper. And then, after that, the stages to manufacture went straight into effect.”

“Simply put, the management team at Inovio is a group of charlatans,” the firm said in its paper.

“So Inovio has a 'computer algorithm' that no one else in the world has and is arguably one of the greatest breakthroughs in vaccine discovery in the past 100 years, and yet this 'computer algorithm' is not mentioned once in any of its 10-K’s or 10-Q’s? Sounds like Theranos to us.”
Earlier this week, Inovio said its phase 1 U.S. clinical test for its COVID-19 DNA vaccine INO-4800 is “fully enrolled with all 40 healthy volunteers receiving their first dose, with interim immune responses and safety results expected in late June.” Yesterday, it also said it had penned a deal with Richter-Helm BioLogics to “expand existing DNA manufacturing agreement to support large-scale manufacturing of INO-4800” for later stage testing this year.

So I ask open ended questions, and not in a particularly leading fashion.

Malone is tweeting about Inovio and proudly mentioning his wife’s incorporation of the above. His CV from 2021 mentions a “collaboration” with Inovio.

This would make sense if his patent was in use with the technology as employed by Inovio.
I will spell out the question that Housatonic posed.

If Robert Malone had a financial interest in Inovio being selected in OWS due to patent or consulting relationships, then he would also have a financial interest in \textit{not} finding a suitable countermeasure candidate while also “consulting” with DOMANE/DTRA. A viable treatment would negate an Emergency Use Authorization for new vaccines.
Is this a legitimate line of inquiry?

Regardless of possible financial incentive for a potential vaccine candidate on COVID or the next Pandemic du Jour…does Robert Malone’s preoccupation with testing and studying Pepcid AC and Celebrex seem out of line with the scope of the purported immediate “Pandemic” which had closed down the world?

Or was that all just superficial involvement with consultancy remove?
March 29, 2023

Don't Flinch, George. Story Developing.
"What's your hypothesis?" asks Kirsch. Webb is starting to spin 🧪 as a patsy and I'm not sure I agree with your police work there, George.

It's not drama on this front.

Personal relationships is a big part of how the persuasion happens.

But eventually the Monster bares its teeth.

The stick, implied threat: (My deep state war pals will hurt you, Webb.)

And the carrot: (Be reasonable, talk to this fellow Silicon Valley profiteer. We’re all friends here. We’re all on the same side. Jabs Bad! Don’t look up at the bigger Operation. Create a window of plausible deniability for our Hero.)

Our Hero is everywhere all the time.


Is that him again in Puerto Rico spinning up the new team in 2021 with the Crypto Guys bankrolling?
Prediction: There will never be a big money “freedom” conference that doesn’t mention ALTERNATIVE TREATMENTS. ($$)
Children's Health Defense
Ohio Chapter

CD Media

Presents:
COVID-19 Alternative Therapies and the Right to Choose Conference: Protecting the Vulnerable and Honoring the Fourth Estate

Wednesday, May 4th
9:00 a.m. – 3:00 p.m.
Ohio Statehouse, 1 Capitol Square, Columbus OH 43215

Honorary Presenting Sponsor:
Mendenhall
Here is Dr. Paul Alexander on that Puerto Rico Conference.

Alexander COVID News-Dr. Paul Elias Alexander’s Newsletter

**Breaking! Malone silences critic! Dr. Peter Breggin & family battling hot COVID, under treatment by Dr. P McCullough, is sued for 25$ million by Malone; why? IMO, Breggin told Malone he’s full of shit**

Full of shit is my words and view of this matter and basically Dr. Breggin is the expert. He as a scientist is sued by another one because he did not agree with them. Imagine where we are in medicine now, a doctor and scientist will sue each other for disagreement…

Read more

3 months ago · 172 likes · 114 comments · Dr. Paul Alexander

Writes Dr. Paul:

Full disclosure, Malone tried to hire me as part of some outfit he is linked to called DMED out of Puerto Rico with crypto people as you know, and as others, sought to pimp off the anti-lockdown and COVID vax movement. Pimpers and grifters and grafters. Crypto people as COVID people. Imagine that. Put a pin in that for a moment but truthfully, look around, you have reporters who get interviewed today and became famous as COVID experts. You have camera people as COVID experts. Real estate people. COVID experts. It has become a joke, for all they do is grift and enrich themselves. We even have donors flexing and forcing decisions on their ‘likes and dislikes’.
Imagine that. Silencing doctors and scientists they don’t like who question Malone. You did not know this? Put a pin in that too.

Make no mistake, while the Freedom movement has been under attack from within, it is strong. Stronger now. For we know the enemies.

**Both Malone and George Webb are rattled.**

Yesterday was the first time that I’ve ever seen or heard fear from George Webb.

In his lengthy Twitter Spaces, George said something to the effect of: “I’m gonna die on this.”

Previously Webb has referenced having dead partners in investigation.

In this linked video, Webb references his (probably Twitter DM) conversation with Steve Kirsch and says Kirsch asked for his hypothesis.

I tried to broach a few questions to Steve on his Stack and my comment were removed. The post was on Steve looking for transparency by collecting contact information on volunteers.

Webb was tossed off the premises at [Steve’s Lawsuit Predator’s Ball Party](https://example.com) in Atlanta.

IIRC, Webb asked Kirsch WTF and Kirsch directed Webb to DM.

Yesterday on Peter Duke, Webb referenced a conversation with Steve, and Steve asked him for his hypothesis.

So far, so good?
Let’s back up.

Earlier in the day, Robert Malone, Mr. Dark Conspiracy, dredged up old allegations that Webb’s brother (and by implication, George?) was involved in 9/11.

Fake news, says George. And says he has not spoken to his brother in three years, and that his brother is suing him.

But on the Twitter spaces, yesterday, George was scared. The 9/11 story allegations when reported prior by CNN, et. al. had previously resulted in family death threats against Webb and family.

Hence, the Monster Stick.

Kirsch is all in on the Horse. Meryl Nass is beyond all in on the Horse.

Why? I won’t speculate yet. I have my theories, sure.

But George appeared later in the day in the following video with Peter Duke and was now spinning, “I love Robert Malone”, and the Malone is a patsy routine.

_Nyet, George. Nyet._
“So the two key people in this story, one in the United States, and one in Wuhan, at the time of the breakout are these ex-CIA agents.”

Webb, at time code 8:41 of the Peter Duke interview.

Webb is referencing Michael Callahan and Daryl Galloway. Both are associates of Robert Malone.

Dr. Michael Callahan

From the RFK Jr. Book “The Real Anthony Fauci”:
On January 4, 2020, Callahan called Dr. Robert Malone from China just as the coronavirus began taking its first wave of casualties. Malone, a former contractor to the US Army Medical Research Institute of Infectious Diseases and the chief medical officer at Alchem Laboratories, is the inventor of the mRNA vaccine technology platform. Malone first met Callahan in 2009 through Malone’s sometime business partner, Daryl Galloway, a CIA officer who formerly served in the US Navy and at one point held the post of director of JSTO in the Defense Threat Reduction Agency. To Malone, Galloway introduced Callahan as a fellow CIA officer. During his January 4 phone call, Callahan told Malone that he was just outside Wuhan. Malone assumed that Callahan was visiting China under cover of his Harvard and Massachusetts General Hospital appointments. Callahan told Malone that he had been treating “hundreds” of COVID-19 patients. Callahan subsequently described to National Geographic how he had pored through thousands of case studies at the outbreak’s epicenter. He giddily reported his amazement at the virus’s “magnificent infectivity,” and its capacity to explode “like a silent smart bomb in your community.”91 Callahan later confessed to Malone that he lacked authority to be in Wuhan and had escaped by boat when the government imposed its quarantine. Callahan repeated parts of this story to Brendan Borrell, a writer for Science. Later, DTRA
Here is the medium post that is being referenced, written by Bob in April, 2020 on medium.

https://medium.com/@rwmalonemd/hello-dr-smith-5b57c1fd13f9
Particularly striking is the lack of representation of the community of scientists and physicians from the PRC, who have been at the forefront of understanding and treating this disease.

Just to provide one western example, my colleague Dr. Michael Callahan (who currently reports directly to the ASPR in US) has supervised treatment of well over 6000 cases of COVID19, was in country in the PRC assisting, was at the forefront of guiding the US management of the Diamond Princess outbreak, and is currently shuttling between particularly troublesome outbreaks in USA and Washington DC where he is actively involved in advising and guiding policy. I do not see any representation in this group which comes close to the active role and experience which Dr. Callahan is bringing to the clinical and functional management and decision making involved in this pandemic.

Friendly reminder that Malone would turn on Callahan in this interview on CHD with Joseph Mercola.

*Malone, August 1, 2022:*

“I had a series of interactions with him (Callahan) subsequently until I became completely disillusioned and aware that he was lying to me almost constantly, including about things like whether or not the pathogen was engineered. So, I think I can certainly empathize, and understand why some might have these concerns.”
Why would Callahan lie to Malone about the pathogen being engineered?

Probably for the same reason that Anthony Fauci got Mr. Smirkie Kristian Anderson and others to STFU about lab leak, (“inconsistent with evolution”).

Malone also warned Daniel Nagase MD not to discuss reverse transcription.

Logical Surprises

**How to flip a double (or triple) agent.**

So we found a discrepancy in Dr. Robert Malone. The question now is what do we do about it? Well that depends on what is the cause. To briefly summarize, the discrepancy is that Dr. Robert Malone seems to be fighting for COVID-19 “vaccine” justice, but he doesn’t like it when people start talking about how mRNA can alter DNA. He didn’t like it when I ta…

Read more

Come an sue me Malone! Telling me not to talk about DNA integration of mRNA reverse transcripts from November 2021. pSHHH!!!
Logical Surprises

Discrepancy Analysis

Here is a simple 3 step process to apply when faced with any situation where you might be misled. I call it "discrepancy analysis". This is a thought process I used throughout my career in the emergency department. In the ER it is critical to get to the source of a patient’s illness. Time to diagnosis can often mean the difference between life and death.

Everywhere all the time.

And consider again how this guy that nobody clamored for showed up and is everywhere: He's on Rogan. Bannon. CHD. Kirsch. Nine podcasts a day. Freedom conferences. Showed up here on this Stack one time: On the DTRA-DOMANE post. Suing people (lawfare) to shut them up. Meryl Nass comes in here like a protective pit bull.

And you know what? I see the outlines better and better.

I think George Webb is starting to flinch, but maybe he is using a rope-a-dope tactic to get access to the 🐻.

Malone is going on a blocking spree. I think Bob is getting squeezed.

One of my ace detectives:

Sherpa is playing all angles. Knows that if he takes his foot off the gas, there's a Suburban right behind him. But at the same time he
knows there's a posse with noose waiting around the bend too if he doesn't disown his past. He's riding an electric fence.

Housatonic says if Bob was pressured (on the alternate treatments), it was by Sina Bavari, who Mark says is backed by the Intelligence Community.
You can run, but you can’t hide. Using MSM misinformation labeling tactics on citizen journalists when your sketchy history is questioned is not very patriotic.

@RWMaloneMD blocked you
You are blocked from following @RWMaloneMD and viewing @RWMaloneMD’s Tweets.
Welcome to the block party!!!

Lol me as well

@RWMaloneMD blocked you
You are blocked from following @RWMaloneMD and viewing @RWMaloneMD's Tweets.
I just went looking but Twitter is hard to search on Wayback Machine. There are no entries for Malone's account earlier than 2021 at all - but he has been tweeting since 2014 at least. I looked at his early tweets still on Twitter just now.
HOLD THE PHONES!

Here is Bob saying, with no context available, "yet another predictable consequence of unchecked global population growth" WTF?
Robert W Malone, MD @RWMaloneMD
@bi_politics yet another predictable consequence of unchecked global population growth

3:28 PM · Jun 19, 2014

The anti-WEF Malone was much more concerned about climate change in 2014, it seems:

STUDY: Rich Republicans are the worst climate deniers motherjones.com/environment/20... via @MotherJones
motherjones.com Study: Rich Republicans are the worst climate deniers
We already knew about the “smart idiot” effect. Now, meet the “rich idiot” effect.

2:53 PM • Jul 10, 2014

I stopped at 2014. Anyone who wants to look, the pre-2020 Malone Tweet Collection is available using an advanced search:

https://twitter.com/search?q=from%3ARWMaloneMD%20until%3A2020-01-01&src=typed_query&f=live

A two year gap between tweets, April 2017-2019, from a guy with 12,000 tweets. Hmmm....

Shit’s getting real, fam.

Peter and Ginger, God Speed.
How did we get these jabs anyway? If only someone could have stopped them.
Bob sad.
The History of how mRNA Vaccines were Discovered

Jill Glasspool Malone, PhD
President at The Malone Institute
Published Jun 2, 2021

Page not found
Uh oh, we can't seem to find the page you're looking for. Try going back to the previous page or see our Help Center for more information.

Go to your feed
Writes Jill Glasspool-Malone:

As a young scientist, **Robert saw into the future. He saw the future of RNA as a drug in 1987. Early in 1988, he foresaw the future of the use of mRNA for vaccination.** He did this in the worst of situations. As a graduate student, without support of his thesis advisor and being in an abusive work/student environment.

Apparently he didn’t see quite far enough into the future.

Robert is the inventor of mRNA vaccination. The documentation is clear. In 1986, while at the Salk Institute/UC San Diego as a MD (Northwestern)/PhD (Salk/UCSD) student, he worked with RNA for his dissertation. Early on this included structure and modeling analysis, but it soon expanded beyond that. In 1987, he invented naked and
lipid mediated RNA transfection. *in-vitro* (1987) and *in-vivo* (1988) lipid mediated mRNA transfection were developed at the Salk/UCSD. But the situation in lab was not healthy, when the harassment got to the point, where Robert literally was diagnosed with severe PTSD from abuse at the hands of his thesis advisor and institutional attorneys, he knew he had to abandon his PhD and go back to Northwestern to finish his medical degree. His thesis advisor was the now infamous Dr. Inder Verma. Dr. Verma’s behavior abusing women and employees is now legendary and documented in both the scientific and lay press.

**Robert left the university knowing that what he had invented would change the world someday.** That he has never doubted.

It certainly has changed the world. No one will deny that.

It is indeed a shame that the world was poisoned by the experimental mRNA technology.

Gosh, how do you think that came to be?

If only an Emergency Use Authorization could have been avoided, and they had never been created. For example, if another effective treatment could have been shown to be effective, this genocide mass human lab rat test could have potentially been prevented.

What if there had been a computer model type deal and it could have shown us what drugs would work and so forth...perhaps the EUA for the technology you discussed with the WHO in 2011 could have been avoided.
Bob Addresses the WHO in 2011 about "Gene to Vaccine Products", Foreshadows Trump's 2019 Executive Order 13887

Watch now (9 min) | Promo Code: kitten/outraged Alright one more 🌟 post, and then I have to take a break on this topic as I have CLF. Experts agree CLF is treatable…

Read more

3 months ago · 122 likes · 332 comments · Sage Hana
Dr. Robert Malone, do you have any idea how this all might have been avoided?

Seems like you were lukewarm on IVM still in August, 2021, but since you are super sad about the herd culling injections that made it through, meebbeee IVM or Fucking NOTHING would have been preferable.

Tweet by Robert W Malone, MD:

I am data based. And have confirmed with personal experience. Ivermectin has utility, but is not perfect. Our HD Famotidine + celecoxib trials will start soon, and that also shows promise. Fluvoxamine is promising. There are many others.

5:46 AM · Aug 25, 2021

3 Retweets 23 Likes

Tweet by Adrienne Fitzpatrick:

I just got over Covid. I tried natural remedies initially along with 2 turmeric twice daily. Then I tried otc famotidine 40 mg qam and 1 benadryl qpm. Took 2 days to clear chest congestion and get rid of cough. Just my little anecdotal experience
Malone coauthored and submitted a couple of manuscripts on famotidine, a stomach acid drug sold under the brand name Pepcid. As former chief medical officer of Alchem Laboratories Corporation, Malone has previously been involved in work on famotidine: in April 2020, Alchem and its subcontractor Northwell Health were awarded a $20.7-million government contract to test the drug in combination with hydroxychloroquine in patients with moderate to severe COVID-19, the Associated Press reported last summer.

Malone left that study and resigned from Alchem shortly after the contract was awarded, citing a difficult working environment, he told the AP and confirms in an email to The Scientist.


Sorry to hear about that difficult working environment, Bob. That must have been rough for you. Thoughts and prayers.
You are a regulatory expert. A Vaccine Sherpa. How might this catastrophe have been avoided? You tie in public private partnerships and make stakeholders big bucks.

Do you have any insights?

Why didn’t you avoid the new technology?

You knew the Pinto had an Exploding Gas Tank and you entered it into a bumper car event?

I did. I avoided the experimental technology, Bob.

Did I do good, Bob? By avoiding the experimental technology that you and Kirsch *injected into your bodies.

Of course maybe I was just a *Dark Conspiracy* dumb ass at the time.

Maybe I should have been smart. Like you. And Steve.

*Allegedly.*

Bob, is this tweet real? Did you say this?

It’s okay if you did, just say so.
Bob says tweet is fake.

"If I'm ever in a position to influence people, anti-vaxxers would definitely be the easiest to manipulate to gain notoriety."

"Stop the shots" — @RWMaloneMD

People who don't believe in vaccines are by far the most gullible people on earth. We have all the science that shows they work, but they'll still deny it. If I'm ever in a position to influence people, anti-vaxxers would definitely be the easiest to manipulate to gain notoriety.

*edit to add* Bob says tweet is fake.
People who don't believe in vaccines are by far the most gullible people on earth. We have all the science that shows they work, but they'll still deny it. If I'm ever in a position to influence people, anti-vaxxers would definitely be the easiest to manipulate to gain notoriety.

10:17 AM - Aug 19, 2019 - Twitter Web App
35 Retweets  6 Quote Tweets  214 Likes

This is fake.
7:20 PM - Mar 25, 2023 - 172 Views
1 Like
People who don't believe in vaccines are by far the most gullible people on earth. We have all the science that shows they work, but they'll still deny it. If I'm ever in a position to influence people, anti-vaxxers would definitely be the easiest to manipulate to gain notoriety.

Robert W Malone, MD @RWMaloneMD
@Geronimowins This is fake.

Also this:
Okay, enough Twitter! 😄

Robert W Malone, MD @RWMaloneMD
@Gregory10650092 nope. Must have been in your wet dreams.

11:53 PM · Mar 27, 2023

Not enough Twitter! One more:
Robert W Malone, MD @RWMaloneMD @GenExerMama I have no idea of what you are speaking about. My involvement with DOMANE was early and superficial.

10:59 PM · Mar 27, 2023

4 Likes 1 Retweet

Dr. Malone says his involvement with DOMANE was early and superficial.

Here is how it was presented on his 2021 CV.

Bob, why did you put this on your CV if your involvement was early and superficial?
Currently, Dr. Malone is leading a large team since January 10, 2020, focused on clinical research design, drug development, computer modeling and mechanisms of action of repurposed drugs for COVID-19 treatment. This work has included multiple manuscripts summarizing most recent findings relating to famotidine and overall insights into the mechanism of COVID-19 disease, and others focused on celecoxib and famotidine are being reviewed for publication. He has developed and wrote the initial clinical trial design: A Single Center, Randomized, Double Blinded Controlled Crossover Observational Outpatient Trial of the Safety and Efficacy of Oral Famotidine for the Treatment of COVID-19 in Non-Hospitalized Symptomatic Adults. Another project he has been involved with is a DTRA/DOMANE-funded development and performance of a virtual outpatient clinical trial designed to test new monitoring and data capture technology while using COVID19 as a live-fire example. He has helped open two IND for famotidine and celecoxib use for treatment and prevention of COVID19 disease including an associated drug master file, and has enabled teaming/pharmaceutical supply arrangements with two major pharmaceutical firms.

The most basic question is: Was Dr. Malone not aware of this given his early and superficial involvement in the DTRA computer program?

ZN @ZN2____

Dr. Chris Shoemaker: DARPA "specifically knew and specifically recommended" to the CDC
that #ivermectin and #hydroxychloroquine would be effective therapies in the case of a coronavirus outbreak. They sold the jab, instead of cheap medicine that works... rairfoundation.com/dr-chris-shoem... 

9:39 PM · Dec 12, 2022

251 Likes 167 Retweets


What about this?

https://www.science.org/content/article/new-york-clinical-trial-quietly-tests-heartburn-remedy-against-coronavirus

If Malone’s involvement was so superficial, why is he splashed all over so many media accounts, including this one in Science Magazine?

Is he a player in this or not?

Is he a star? Or a bench patsy?

Which is it?

Why is this guy always a bigwig who needs more credit until the shit goes bad, and then he morphs into, “early and superficial”, or “I was just a consultant!” (shades of Jordon Walker in PV)

I was just a consultant on all that stuff! pffttt...

The famotidine stuff was not exactly breathtaking.

In reviewing 6212 COVID-19 patient records, the doctors noticed that many survivors had been suffering from chronic heartburn and were on famotidine rather than more-expensive omeprazole (Prilosec), the
medicine of choice both in the United States and among wealthier Chinese. *Hospitalized COVID-19 patients on famotidine appeared to be dying at a rate of about 14% compared with 27% for those not on the drug, although the analysis was crude and the result was not statistically significant.*

But that was enough for Callahan to pursue the issue back home. After returning from Wuhan, he briefed Robert Kadlec, assistant secretary for preparedness and response at the Department of Health and Human Services, then checked in with Robert Malone, chief medical officer of Florida-based Alchem Laboratories, a contract manufacturing organization. Malone is part of a classified project called DOMANE that uses computer simulations, artificial intelligence, and other methods to rapidly identify U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA)-approved drugs and other safe compounds that can be repurposed against threats such as new viruses.

Malone had his eyes on a viral enzyme called the papainlike protease, which helps the pathogen replicate. To see whether famotidine binds to the protein, he would ordinarily need the enzyme's 3D structure, but that would not be available for months. So Malone recruited computational chemist Joshua Pottel, president of Montreal-based Molecular Forecaster, to predict it from two crystal structures of the protease from the 2003 SARS coronavirus, combined with the new coronavirus' RNA sequence.

It was hardly plug-and-play. Among other things, they compared the gene sequences of the new and old proteases to rule out crucial differences in structure. Pottel then tested how 2600 different compounds interact with the new protease. The modeling yielded several dozen promising hits that pharmaceutical chemists and other experts narrowed to three. Famotidine was one. (The compound has not popped up in in vitro screens of existing drug libraries for antiviral activity, however.)
With both the tantalizing Chinese data and the modeling pointing toward famotidine, a low-cost, generally safe drug, Callahan contacted Tracey about running a double-blind randomized study. COVID-19 patients with decreased kidney function would be excluded because high doses of famotidine can cause heart problems in them.

After getting FDA approval, Northwell used its own funds to launch the effort. Just getting half of the needed famotidine in sterile vials took weeks, because the injectable version is not widely used. On 14 April, the U.S. Biomedical Advanced Research and Development Authority (BARDA), which operates under Kadlec, gave Alchem a $20.7 million contract for the trial, most of which paid Northwell's costs.

The study's draft protocol was aimed only at evaluating famotidine's efficacy, but Trump's "game-changer" antimalarial drug was rapidly becoming the standard of care for hospitalized COVID-19 patients. That meant investigators would only be able to recruit enough subjects for a trial that tested a combination of famotidine and hydroxychloroquine. Those patients would be compared with a hydroxychloroquine-only arm and a historic control arm made up of hundreds of patients treated earlier in the outbreak. "Is it good science? No," Tracey says. "It's the real world."

Always skating along just ahead of the fire.

Hey Bob. Do you think that Jill is following the science on her now deleted Linked In post, which was echoed in the NEJM Pfizer write up:

The data presented in this report have significance beyond the performance of this vaccine candidate. The results demonstrate that Covid-19 can be prevented by immunization, provide proof of concept that RNA-based vaccines are a promising new approach
for protecting humans against infectious diseases, and demonstrate the speed with which an RNA-based vaccine can be developed with a sufficient investment of resources.

This rigorous demonstration of safety and efficacy less than 11 months later provides a practical demonstration that RNA-based vaccines, which require only viral genetic sequence information to initiate development, are a major new tool to combat pandemics and other infectious disease outbreaks. The continuous phase 1/2/3 trial design may provide a model to reduce the protracted development timelines that have delayed the availability of vaccines against other infectious diseases of medical importance. In the context of the current, still expanding pandemic, the BNT162b2 vaccine, if approved, can contribute, together with other public health measures, to reducing the devastating loss of health, life, and economic and social well-being that has resulted from the global spread of Covid-19.

Proof of concept? Covid-19 can be prevented by (mRNA) immunization? Rigorous demonstration of safety and efficacy? Huh?

Still making you sad, Bob?

It makes me sad, Bob. It makes me angry, Bob.

You ever get angry, Bob?

Anger is a killer, is it not?

Jill Glasspool-Malone:
This was and is Robert’s work, his passion. *He is thrilled that all these technologies are working. He is thrilled for his part in that.* He freely credits that other people have worked to develop this. But to have poured his heart and soul into this – *decades of work and to have someone else get credit for his work in the national press is demoralizing and disheartening.*

My heart bleeds that Bob is demoralized, Jill. Big Sad for Bob.

We’re all big sad.
March 26, 2023

If COVID-19 was an Op, and it was...then it sure looks like Famotidine was a Red Herring element of the Op to grease the wheels for the Remdesivir Hospital Death Protocols

Follow the Grimy Paws of the Monster past all the Nodes of NBC, NPR, Joe Rogan, and piece together what actually happened

Prologue: There was always something “off” about this April 28, 2020 Bob Malone press release heralding the Famotidine trials.

You know what it is? The “old friends saving the world” line.

Pure Laser Pointer.
Dr. Malone presented a summary of the team findings and recommendations to the ASPR on 18 March 2020. Both Dr. Callahan and Dr. Malone were previously unaware of each other’s work and agreed to collaborate on this project. As old friends, it is not the first time that they have worked to “save the world”.


Folksy!

Was Brandon Borrell anywhere near the penning of this release?

Like a salesman trying to sell you a Pinto making a joke and quickly looking away as you tapped on the bumper.

It’s a tell. It’s a hand to the face they touch their nose when they are bluffing poker tell.

With no chicanery, you pen this deal straight on through.
Both scientists have been examining the effects of the heartburn drug which shows promise.

Hey! Maybe I should write press releases for the Monster!

Here is what the Monster press releases look like on yet another drug.

https://sagehana.substack.com/p/this-is-a-real-game-changer-for-a/comments
So these are sales pitches.

Made by DOD funded salespersons.

This is Exploding Gas Tank Pinto Marketing Talk.
They have to hide out in plain sight and thus they do.

They are Gus Fring in Breaking Bad. Running a chicken stand while they sling meth.

Later on, if and when people wake up to the dead people in the hospitals, they will pretend that they didn’t know. Dolts Botching Shit.

Or they will disavow any behavior that links to How the Cull was Won with removes of “consulting”.

The **SPARS Exercise predictively programmed Remdesivir** (Kool Aid, I’m going with the caps on remdesivir as it is a character in the movie!) at the same time that Ralph Baric and Tim Sheahan and UNC were cooking the shit up.
Note YouTube again pushing their heavy handed Orwellian head nod: From an “accredited (herd culling) educator”, thank you very much Google, US Military Surveillance Minder.

Sheahan adds:

“…we started working on Remdesivir about five to six years ago.”

Which would mean about 2014-2015.

The SPARS Pandemic Futuristic Scenario research project: 2014-2016.

Published in 2017. Link is here, and it pushes the same “fictional” storyline of an antiviral created for a theoretical novel virus.
“Over the years, we’ve shown that Remdesivir works against every coronavirus we’ve tested so far.”

Of course it does, Tim.

Of course it does.

Good sleuthing by **Awaiting Permission:**

I wanted to share an anecdote with supporting evidence, and after hours of searching, I can only produce evidence consistent with the story I’m about to recount.

My employer went remote due to impending lockdowns on or about 12-Mar-2020. On my long commutes, I would frequently listen to NPR. As a (former) germophobe (cured by the scam), I listened attentively to the novel coronavirus news from the beginning of January. As reports began to come in of “cases” here in the states, I was primed for the fleecing. I distinctly recall a report on NPR, that talked about a study that used computers to predict potential treatments using existing molecules/compounds. In that report, they mention that there were three significant recommendations from the computer. They named them, and the only one I recognized was **Famotidine**. I made note to stop by the pharmacy to buy a buttload. Not ‘cause I was panicked or anything…. ahem.

I *think* I recall them saying it came out of Boston, but since I can’t find the evidence, this may be a false memory back-filled using more recent information. Searching for the NPR report was useless.
I went to the pharmacy and there was a note on the shelf saying they were removed from stock and not coming back anytime soon. I asked the pharmacist what was going on. They told me they weren’t sure exactly, some kind of recall. I got suspicious. ‘Cause I’m cynical and I’ve been a member of the tinfoil hat club since 2013. I chalked it up to gubmnt shenanigans.

The date of the report would have been prior to 12-Mar-2020, and I suspect right around the end of Feb. But it could’ve been as far back as mid-Jan, around the time it officially “presented” in the US.

In tonight’s search for the evidence I found the following information:

The computer modeling is called molecular docking.

editor’s note: This may or may not be the DOMANE/DTRA/Malone modeling technique. It is evident that medicine is aimed to be replaced by AI, this is the sweeping WEF Fourth Technological Revolution come to life.

A paper published 27-Feb-2020 mentioning Famotidine (in passing I might add). Referenced by our frenemy Callahan 22-May-2020 to justify their study in the NY hospital. I cannot detect an explicit link back to the institutions you mention in your article here, but I’m sure a more skilled internet detective could. And how on earth does a mention in passing justify the Callahan retrospective? The referenced paper focused waaaay more on soooo many other choices… I digress. Here’s the links.

https://europepmc.org/article/PMC/7102550#cebib0010

https://europepmc.org/article/PMC/7242191

Here’s some interesting reports in Jan-2020:

19-Jan-2020
What are the alternatives?

Many people rely on Zantac for heartburn relief; sales of over-the-counter and prescription ranitidine topped $221 million in 2018 alone, according to the pharmaceutical research firm IQVIA. But there are similar drugs on the market that could help.

Other heartburn medications, such as famotidine (Pepcid), cimetidine (Tagamet), esomeprazole (Nexium), lansoprazole (Prevacid) and omeprazole (Prilosec) have not tested positive for signs of NDMA.

https://www.nbcnews.com/health/health-news/your-heartburn-drug-has-been-recalled-now-what-n1117696

10-Jan-2020
People taking prescription ranitidine who wish to stop should talk to their health care provider about other treatment options, the FDA says. Government testing has not found NDMA in other common heartburn and ulcer medications, including **Pepcid (famotidine)**, Tagamet (cimetidine), Nexium (esomeprazole), Prevacid (lansoprazole) and Prilosec (omeprazole).

Potential theory: This would lay down a cover story for why famotidine was unavailable, i.e. explain a shortage that might delay or confound any $20.7 on the fly studies soon to come.

I don’t know. It’s odd that heartburn meds are being pulled right as the Operation begins to launch, but famotidine remains on the safe list. (But still pulled per *Awaiting Permission*.)

Titles’ language use don’t match the dates, which I find strange. My guess is the nbc article was updated on 19-Jan. I find 10-Jan a highly significant date in this drama. Not in the numerological sense. It recurs in the story in multiple contexts.

In my wanderings I did find a *ton* of Remdesivir articles. Going waaaay back (earliest I found before getting back on track looking for Famotidine was 2016, and one from 2017 has a familiar author (Ralphie Bear)). They’ve been trying to repurpose that junk for coronaviruses since the Ebola study. Almost all the molecular docking papers I found mention it. Almost any of the pro-HCQ papers predicting its utility included mention of Remdesivir (I got the feeling that it was so their paper would be published because HCQ was already being recognized as off-limits).

I finally got around to reading that Ralphie Bear article warning of WIV CoV being ready for prime time. Then I skimmed a bunch of related
articles. I now understand the obsession with the spike protein and Remdesivir. It all goes back to Ralphie Bear. All. Of. It. Ok, maybe almost all of it.

Adieu.

Everywhere All the Time

Promo code: coop
He’s everywhere all the time.
Robert W Malone, MD
@RWMaloneMD

Have completed a 3 day course of Ivermectin now. Woke up today without coughing for the first time in months. Had good exercise tolerance when walking all over Carmel and Point Lobos yesterday. Based on that experience, I have to conclude good initial clinical response.

Robert W Malone, MD 🕒 8/5/21
Got my Ivermectin from Wallmart today. Going to see if it can help with my long COVID symptoms. Edenbridge is the supplier. Cost =

Tweet your reply

I George Webb - Investigati... +72 others • Malone, DOMA...
Robert W Malone, MD · 8/5/21
Got my Ivermectin from Wallmart today. Going to see if it can help with my long COVID symptoms. Edenbridge is the supplier. Cost = $78/20 tabs, my insurance covered (indication COVID treatment and prevention) so I only had the $20 copay. Good to know.
That same day, August 5, 2021, whilst (David!) extolling the virtues of IVM for his long Covid (IVM which somehow didn’t get studied in that early scary plandemic break out, as I guess Bob and Callahan didn’t know back then that DARPA had already determined that IVM was the best choice for coronavirus treatment), good old Bob is amping up the need for more WEFFIE back door biosurveillance.
March 25, 2023

George Webb Got Tossed from the Steve Kirsch Party: VCRF Atlanta COVID Litigation Conference (밖에) says no soup for you, George

Curiouser and curiouser
George Webb - Investigative Journalist

Just got thrown out of the COVID Litigation Event in Atlanta, GA. This looks like a DNC Lawyer Melissa Prober production, my old nemesis from DNC lawsuit days. Jordon Walker was a giveaway. Trevor Fitzgibbon was a DNC giveaway.
Just got thrown out of the COVID Litigation Event in Atlanta, GA. This looks like a DNC Lawyer Melissa Prober production, my old nemesis from DNC lawsuit days. Jordon Walker was a giveaway. Trevor Fitzgibbon was a DNC giveaway.
Your move, O'Keefe. 😄

---

TrevorFG <trevorfg@protonmail.com>
To: [Redacted]

Press Passes for Covid Litigation Conference
3/21/2023 6:26 PM

Ok. You're set

Sent from Proton Mail for iOS

On Tue, Mar 21, 2023 at 10:47 AM, [Redacted] wrote:

Dear TrevorFG, I am writing on behalf of independent journalist George Webb to request two press passes for him and one associate, to the Covid Litigation Conference the weekend of March 25, 2023. George Webb ... and The Stew Peters Network, among others. He has 86K followers on social media, and would be an asset in exposing the impact of conspiracy theories.
Marie Arnold @MarieAr61139879 @RealGeorgeWebb1 @stkirsch What say YOU?

8:11 PM · Mar 25, 2023
We Are Backed By Leading Scientific And Medical Experts.

Steve Kirsch
Founder
Steve is a Silicon Valley entrepreneur and philanthropist who founded the COVID-19 Early Treatment Fund (CETF) at the beginning of the pandemic. Steve and CETF funded the research that showed promising results of remdesivir as an early treatment of COVID-19. The study was also featured on 60 Minutes. Recently Steve founded the Vaccine Safety Research Foundation, where he is working with over 20 scientists, doctors, and statisticians researching the safety of the COVID-19 vaccines.

Robert Malone, MD
The inventor of the core mRNA vaccine technologies (including the idea of mRNA vaccines) and RNA transfected, Dr. Robert Malone, MD has extensive research and development experience in the areas of pre-clinical discovery research, clinical trials, vaccines, gene therapy, bio-defense, and immunology. He has over twenty years of management and leadership experience in academia, pharmaceutical and biotechnology industries, as well as in governmental and non-governmental organizations.
March 25, 2023

Here was the scientific rationale for the $20.7m Malone/Callahan famotidine study, as reported by COVID Always There Mockingbird Media journalist Brendan Borrell

DARPA already knew IVM worked the best, but that would screw up their New World Order Herd Culling Gene Editing Mass Test which required an EUA.

Dr. Malone presented a summary of the team findings and recommendations to the ASPR on 18 March 2020. Both Dr. Callahan and Dr. Malone were previously unaware of each other’s work and agreed to collaborate on this project. As old friends, it is not the first time that they have worked to “save the world”.

It makes me sad to see a good friendship die over a silly global ruse.

Malone, August 1, 2022:

“I had a series of interactions with him (Callahan) subsequently until I became completely disillusioned and aware that he was lying to me almost constantly, including about things like whether or not the
**pathogen was engineered.** So, I think I can certainly empathize, and understand why some might have these concerns.

Why would Callahan lie to Malone about the **pathogen** being engineered?

Anyway, fake news.

**Yeadon says there was no new pathogen.**

Checkmate, spooks.

Checkmate, doctors.

(I make friends everywhere.)

Let’s get back to that heartburn medicine and securing that $20.7m.

Don’t hate the player, hate the game, bitches.

Turns out it’s not all that hard.

Not all that much evidence needed.

As such, there is a giant exploitable hole where lots of money and malfeasance can be buried.

*quietly*

😊

*classified*

So let’s begin with **Science Magazine**, last seen [here](#) making, “There is no evidence that the virus came from the Wuhan Institute of Virology” Mockingbird Media pronouncements, because writers follow the Monster script and so do scientists.
Video games could trigger heart attacks in children

Young people with undiagnosed cardiac issues most at risk if they get too excited from playing games, say researchers

By Joe Pinkstone
11 Oct 2022, 6:00am

And this.
These people are all still out there; they weathered the storm. Our Congress is embarrassing. Give Bernie Sanders about 19-more jabs, will you?

Calm down, Black Suburbans. See I just want the elderly Sanders to be safe from the dangerous pandemic. Dr. Jay Bhattacharya told me
that the injections are pretty safe and effective especially for the elderly, and that COVID is a very lethal disease for them.

Dr. Jay Bhattacharya is a recognized expert and I think we should listen to him. He’s from Stanford.

Just going to make the point again that Dr. Mike Yeadon says no new respiratory pathogen and Geert Vanden Bossche demurs as does Dr. Peter McCullough but people did get sick with something and maybe it was sprayed from the skies.

---

**Great Texas COVID-19 Tragedy**

Hospitalizations and Deaths Occurred due to Lack of Early Therapeutics Not COVID-19 Vaccination Rates

*By Peter A. McCullough, MD, MPH*

Recently a tweet popped up implying that lower Texas vaccination rates were responsible for deaths with COVID-19 through 2021 and mid 2022. I live in Texas and have been treating patients with high risk COVID-19 from the very start of the crisis.

Despite all the hopes and aspirations for those pushing vaccine ideology, prospective, randomized, double-blind placebo controlled trials in 2020 never demonstrated reductions in hospitalization and death. As a result, no therapeutic claim of survival can be made by anyone. Reduction in the risk of death is listed in the “benefit” section of vaccine consent form. COVID-19 vaccines have never saved lives.

Of the ~90,000 deaths through September 1, 2022, and ~40,000 after May 1, 2022 when vaccines had been widely deployed for five months, none of them were prevented by COVID-19 vaccination. By December, 2021, failure of COVID-19 vaccines was very obvious with the Omicron outbreak which was largely among the fully vaccinated.

*PLOS GLOBAL PUBLIC HEALTH*

*Writes Jaine’s Newsletter*
when they sprayed melathione on trees in Los Angeles at night with helicopters (sounded like a war attack) people came in the next day with same symptoms of congestion and sickness. I wish I could recall what we had them take.

I tried to ask Yeadon about potential toxins being employed which might explain the people who got sick with *something*.

Follow the graph. Follow the government reported data and make a graph. In the graph, we find truth.

Arguing about things unseen such as 5G Radiation or toxins in the air or water or viruses or the Great Higher Power as funneled through the Catholic Church vs. the Buddhist Monastery vs. the peyote trip that you are on is fraught with peril.

And then you have the STEM extrapolations to reach conclusions because STEMs worship at the altar of the data.

**Give me something to believe in.**

Signed, *Poison*

Do you think it’s an accident that this band is named *Poison*?

HUH?

I’ve lost control over my Detonate the Stack Saturday post.

::276 people just unsubscribed::I can’t hear the laughter.

So I suppose that if there was not an uptick in All Cause Mortality in Los Angeles, then there was NOT Medfly spraying going on in 1990?
when they sprayed melathione on trees in Los Angeles at night with helicopters (sounded like a war attack) people came in the next day with same symptoms of congestion and sickness. I wish I could recall what we had them take.

LA Times, Jan. 27, 1990

But for opponents of aerial malathion spraying, who maintain that the pesticide, even in minute doses, can cause neurological damage, diarrhea, rashes and a host of other ailments, the spraying has already gone on for too long.

Southern California demonstrations in the last month have drawn up to 150 people, talk of a fruit boycott to protest the spraying is building
and a savvy coalition of grass-roots groups has even set up a toll-free malathion hot line: 1-800-GO-TOXIN.

City councils in Monterey Park, Duarte, Huntington Beach, Garden Grove, Westminster, Brea and Cypress, as well as the Los Angeles and San Marino school boards, have taken formal action in just the last two weeks demanding an end to malathion spraying or urging the state to rely on alternatives.

I feel like rambling and employing non-sequiturs, and not discussing the Pepcid AC *quiet* study that was so quiet that it made WaPo.

Make sure you are up to date, Bernie and Mitch. (Did they get the real jabs? They just keep…living and stuff. 😄. Like…how? How the hell is Pelosi or…Feinstein still alive. Where is Fetterman? Who is that guy who replaced him? I just lost several more subs on this paragraph alone.)

There is a Columbo episode with Janet Leigh where she lost her memory and forgot that she had murdered her husband.

This is roughly where we are, me thinks.

Freaking Columbo let her off! WTF, Lieutenant! She still whacked her hubby for not wanting to fund her big showbiz comeback!

We did a post on Brandon Borrell once before, the official Coronavirus Narrative Construction Team all purpose superstar.
Author Brendan Borrell's 2021 Book Launched a Full Court Press of Monster Narrative-Friendly Excerpts

It's the way the Rolling Stone excerpt was written. Highly dramatized, like a Netflix movie about a train derailment, say. 😊…

Read more

3 months ago · 81 likes · 101 comments · Sage Hana

Brendan is doing some sense making about the injections.
By “so much has happened”, do you mean they didn’t fucking work and are killing and maiming lots of people and creating turbo cancer and stuff?

Sounds like he’s still homies with Michael Callahan.
Wonder if Callahan and Malone and Borrell all get together in a booth at a steakhouse and laugh and re-live the good old days.

Saving the World with Pepcid AC

Let’s get to that famotidine trial.

First, DARPA already knew that IVM was the best choice for coronavirus infections.

But that’s inconvenient since they want to kill you.

Dr. Chris Shoemaker: DARPA Knew That Ivermectin Worked

Watch now (1 min) | Promo code: Michael Stilinovich

https://media.gab.com/system/media_attachments/files/122/948/504/playable/99f2ba7cbe095648.mp4 Dr. Chris Alan Shoemaker, a Toronto clinician and physician has been an early truth teller throughout the covid story...

Read more

6 months ago · 145 likes · 141 comments · Sage Hana

• 26 Apr 2020
• By Brendan Borrell
The fast-growing list of possible treatments for the novel coronavirus includes an unlikely candidate: **famotidine**, the active compound in the over-the-counter heartburn drug Pepcid. On 7 April, the first COVID-19 patients at Northwell Health in the New York City area began to receive famotidine intravenously, at **nine times the heartburn dose**. Unlike other drugs the 23-hospital system is testing, including Regeneron's sarilumab and Gilead Sciences's remdesivir, Northwell kept the famotidine study under wraps to secure a research stockpile before other hospitals, or even the federal government, started to buy it. "If we talked about this to the wrong people or too soon, the drug supply would be gone," says Kevin Tracey, a former neurosurgeon in charge of the hospital system's research.

As of Saturday, **187 COVID-19 patients in critical status**, …including many on **ventilators**, have been enrolled in the trial, which aims for a total of 1174 people. Reports from China and molecular modeling results suggest the drug, which seems to bind to a key enzyme in severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2), could make a difference. But the hype surrounding **hydroxychloroquine** and chloroquine—the unproven antimalarial drugs touted by President Donald Trump and some physicians and scientists—has made Tracey wary of sparking premature enthusiasm. He is tight-lipped about famotidine's prospects, at least until interim results from the first 391 patients are in. "If it does work, we'll know in a few weeks," he says.
A globe-trotting infectious disease doctor named Michael Callahan was the first to call attention to the drug in the United States. Callahan, who is based at Massachusetts General Hospital and has extensive connections in the biodefense world, has spent time in disease hot zones around the world, including the 2003 outbreak of another coronavirus disease, SARS, in Hong Kong. In mid-January, he was in Nanjing, China, working on an avian flu project. As the COVID-19 epidemic began to explode in Wuhan, he followed his Chinese colleagues to the increasingly desperate city.

*The virus was killing as many as one out of five patients older than 80.* Patients of all ages with hypertension and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease were faring poorly. Callahan and his Chinese colleagues got curious about why many of the survivors tended to be poor. "Why are these elderly peasants not dying?" he asks.

*But was it a novel virus?*

In reviewing 6212 COVID-19 patient records, the doctors noticed that many survivors had been suffering from chronic heartburn and were on famotidine rather than more-expensive omeprazole (Prilosec), the medicine of choice both in the United States and among wealthier Chinese. Hospitalized COVID-19 patients on famotidine appeared to be dying at a rate of about 14% compared with 27% for those not on the drug, although the analysis was crude and the result was not statistically significant.

But that was enough for Callahan to pursue the issue back home. After returning from Wuhan, he briefed Robert Kadlec, assistant secretary for preparedness and response at the Department of Health and Human Services, then checked in with Robert Malone, chief medical officer of Florida-based Alchem Laboratories, a contract manufacturing organization. Malone is part of a classified project called DOMANE that uses computer simulations, artificial intelligence,
and other methods to rapidly identify U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA)-approved drugs and other safe compounds that can be repurposed against threats such as new viruses.

*DOMANE gave you remdesivir. Not Ivermectin or hydroxychloroquine.

Malone had his eyes on a viral enzyme called the papainlike protease, which helps the pathogen replicate. To see whether famotidine binds to the protein, he would ordinarily need the enzyme's 3D structure, but that would not be available for months. So Malone recruited computational chemist Joshua Pottel, president of Montreal-based Molecular Forecaster, to predict it from two crystal structures of the protease from the 2003 SARS coronavirus, combined with the new coronavirus' RNA sequence.

It was hardly plug-and-play. Among other things, they compared the gene sequences of the new and old proteases to rule out crucial differences in structure. Pottel then tested how 2600 different compounds interact with the new protease. The modeling yielded several dozen promising hits that pharmaceutical chemists and other experts narrowed to three. Famotidine was one. (The compound has not popped up in in vitro screens of existing drug libraries for antiviral activity, however.)

pssstt…Ivermectin, bros.

Sounds like this computer is doing a heckuva job, Brownie.

With both the tantalizing Chinese data and the modeling pointing toward famotidine, a low-cost, generally safe drug, Callahan contacted Tracey about running a double-blind randomized study. COVID-19 patients with decreased kidney function would be excluded because high doses of famotidine can cause heart problems in them.
After getting FDA approval, Northwell used its own funds to launch the effort. Just getting half of the needed famotidine in sterile vials took weeks, because the injectable version is not widely used. On 14 April, the U.S. Biomedical Advanced Research and Development Authority (BARDA), which operates under Kadlec, gave Alchem a $20.7 million contract for the trial, most of which paid Northwell's costs.

The study's draft protocol was aimed only at evaluating famotidine's efficacy, but Trump's "game-changer" antimalarial drug was rapidly becoming the standard of care for hospitalized COVID-19 patients. That meant investigators would only be able to recruit enough subjects for a trial that tested a combination of famotidine and hydroxychloroquine. Those patients would be compared with a hydroxychloroquine-only arm and a historic control arm made up of hundreds of patients treated earlier in the outbreak. "Is it good science? No," Tracey says. "It's the real world."

Tracey added, Plus we need it to fail, so we can all have gene editing Herd Culling Warp Speed Vaccines that we can poison pregnant women and kids with.

Fact check me on that last part.

Anecdotal evidence has encouraged the Northwell researchers. After speaking to Tracey, David Tuveson, director of the Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Cancer Center, recommended famotidine to his 44-year-old sister, an engineer with New York City hospitals. *She had tested positive for COVID-19 and developed a fever. Her lips became dark blue from hypoxia.

*Paging Yeadon and Rancourt…come in guys…Probably just stress. Stressful Hypoxia Productions.

She took her first megadose of oral famotidine on 28 March. The next morning, her fever broke and her oxygen saturation returned to a
normal range. Five sick co-workers, including three with confirmed COVID-19, also showed dramatic improvements after taking over-the-counter versions of the drug, according a spreadsheet of case histories Tuveson shared with Science. Many COVID-19 patients recover with simple symptom-relieving medications, but Tuveson credits the heartburn drug. "I would say that was a penicillin effect," he says.

After an email chain about Tuveson's experience spread widely among doctors, Timothy Wang, head of gastroenterology at Columbia University Medical Center, saw more hints of famotidine's promise in his own retrospective review of records from 1620 hospitalized COVID-19 patients. Last week, he shared the results with Tracey and Callahan, and he added them as a co-authors on a paper now under review at the Annals of Internal Medicine. All three researchers emphasize, though, that the real test is the trial now underway. "We still don't know if it will work or not," Tracey says.

Callahan has kept busy since his return from China. Kadlec deployed him on medical evacuation missions of Americans on two heavily infected cruise ships. Now back to doing patient rounds in Boston, he says the famotidine lead underscores the importance of science diplomacy in the face of an infectious disease that knows no borders. When it comes to experience with COVID-19, he says, "No amount of smart people at the [National Institutes of Health] or Harvard or Stanford can outclass an average doctor in Wuhan."

The End

Gonna speak in generalities as to avoid lawfare.

I think two long time spooks were employed to create a narrative around a plausible solve for a manufactured problem and some
diversions and intrigue was added by another spook writer and along
the way *The Science* forgot about the thing that actually worked so
the other thing that the Monster wanted to happen could happen and
everybody would have plausible deniability all the way down the Evil
Layer Cake.

But I’m an incorrigible cynic and I see phantoms everywhere.

Are they villains?

Ehh...

People respond to Incentive Structures and we are in a dark timeline
with no checks and balances and the “well established norms” which
are served on the Dorito’s ranch with queso and salsa were already
tattered, but now, I’m shocked, *shocked*, I tell you.
OK – I am running out of space on word. At this point, I am going to post links and titles only.


March 9, 2023

Bob Addresses the WHO in 2011 about "Gene to Vaccine Products", Foreshadows Trump's 2019 Executive Order 13887

2019 Milken Institute panel including BARDA's Rick Bright and Anthony Fauci also hits all the same themes. The *novel* "element of excitement" virus was purportedly already unleashed in Italy.
Dr. Robert Malone's Court Declaration in Navy Seal v. Biden Vaccine Suit; Bioweapon Development vs. Vaccine Development

Plus some George Webb Decoder Ring Services as Indie Journo Webb Zeroes in on Sherpa's Biodefense Mafia History. There is a lot of spaghetti on the wall and I'm looking for the Mona Lisa
Three More Not so Random Questions

Yes I will. Yes I will keep hammering this stone.

2. “Why does Tucker Carlson trot Bob Malone out one day after Project Veritas unveils Pfizer "Directed Evolution" to equate it with Gain of Function and neither PV or Tucker is aggressively doing a sting on Ralph Freaking Baric?

Bro, Gain of Function is so freaking bad! We have to get to those Gain of Function (which apparently is different than Directed Evolution, but since nothing matters, nothing matters, whatever), but we need to get this ONE Gain of Function/Directed Evolution Evildoer. Do NOT go back there! Stop!!!
Here is the Robert Malone Joe Rogan Clip on the Jan. 4, 2020 call from CIA Agent Michael Callahan. The Daily Beast later framed the call as "supposed" and sourced it to Stew Peters.

"According to Peters, Callahan called Malone on Jan. 4, 2020—from Wuhan, China," says The Daily Beast article, which includes only one quoted interviewed source: Robert Malone.
Feb 10, 2023

Laser Pointer 1001: Serve Up the Scrubbed Agent Patsy (Callahan) 😚

Sherpa tossed Callahan and Hone under the bus pretty early on
Here is a 2012 interview with Dr. Michael Callahan, who allegedly called up Sherpa in Jan. 2020 and told him to "spin up a team" on COVID

Plus a little data dump on the history of these "two old friends"
JBI-2 Report #1: Davey Boy, What about Bob, and "old friend" Michael Callahan

Trying to create a flow chart. We would have gotten away with it if it weren't for you meddling kids. That made no sense. Agent #76 has a drinking problem.
Robert Malone, David Hone, Michael Callahan, Famotidine, Alchem Laboratories, Wuhan, Uyghurs and Human Experimentation to Make Monoclonal Antibodies

Sherpa is not gonna like this video
Detonate the Stack Saturday: Feed the Rabbit to the Family Hog

Stringy, gamey rabbit meat. And more spicy Dr. Robert Malone takes and being based overall.

Ginger Breggin: "I would rather be afraid as I exercise my God-given rights and responsibilities as a free American than ..."

Ms. Breggin defies her attorneys' counsel to remain silent about Robert Malone lawsuit. Dr. Malone is suing the the Breggins,...

Here is a Prime Example of How Mockingbird Media Does Propaganda and You Know Who is Right in the Mix

Yahoo News-Daily Beast post on Stew vs. Malone is instructive as they laser point you in various directions

Malone v. Breggin et al

Sorting Out the Basic Players
George Webb would like to Interview Dr. Robert Malone this Weekend in Atlanta
Watch now (28 min) | Optical Mouse CBDC Executive Summary: George Webb and Mark Kulacz both make the case that by...
MARCH 24 • SAGE HANA

The Guppies are out in Front of the Whales, Exhibit A
Watch now (2 min) | Dr. Robert Malone unintentionally reveals how Incentive Structures work.
JUNE 15, 2022 • SAGE HANA

Genocide CLUE: Solving the Murder Mystery of COVID-19
Paging Detective Robert Malone...Help Us Solve the Crime!
SEPTEMBER 21, 2022 • SAGE HANA

Del Bigtree Asks the Heavy Hitters about Childhood Vaccines, Highlight Clip #2
Watch now (7 min) | Geert Vanden Bossche and Dr. Robert Malone Discuss
JULY 12, 2022 • SAGE HANA
The Dr. Robert Malone One Leg Challenge

LET’S DO ANOTHER TRUMP POST! Just kidding. Calm down. Doc Malone lists a challenge in this post about exercise. Can you...

AUG 30, 2022 • SAGE HANA

“What About Bob?” Malone is Trapped Between Two Worlds

The Carnage of Injection-19 has unfolded so rapidly that Malone is scrambling to re-frame his life’s work to an increasingly skeptical...

SEP 19, 2022 • SAGE HANA